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GENERAL EDITOR'S NOTE

The Vedic PravaUuka-s or the Prahelikn-s of Classical

Sanskrit are a special sort of literary expression, In metrical

composition, produced mainly with a view to exhibiting poetical

skill and also vast knowledge of various sdstra-s on the part

of the composer, the giver of the riddles and to testing the

intelligence as well as the practical good sense of the learned

reader, .the receiver of the riddles. Thus the Indian riddle-

poetry for its enigmatic treatment Includes in its purview

such important disciplines of human knowledge as rhetorics,

poetics, grammar, linguistics, philosophy, mythology, ethics,

mathematics, etc. And so, the riddles found, in abundance.

In Sanskrit literature may well be iftllized as source material

to get an insight Into the intellectual quality as well as the

working of the mind of the ancient and medieval people of

India. In face, the importance of the riddle>poetry as a distinct

branch of Sanskrit literature cannot be, In any way, minimized.

The present study of Dr. Ludwik Sternbacb, the prolific

author of a number of outstanding bocks and articles Including

the Caijakya-nili'texHradiUon, in 5 parts, the Juridical

Studies in Ancient Hindu law, in 2 parts, and the monumental

work, the Mafici’SubhQsita’samgraha consisting of well over

^0,000 choicest and finest pieces of wise sayings and general

subhQsita-s of Indian origin, of which the first of the contem-

plated twenty volumes was already issued by our Institute as

the Volume LXIV In our yisfweshvaranand Indological

Series and the second one Is making due progress In our

Press now, is an offshoot of his main study on Indian ./Vm-

llterature, particularly subka^ta-samgraha'S for which he is

well known throughout the indological world. Tracing the

origin of Indian riddles in the Vedas and explaining their

existence In the Epics, Buddhist, Jainist and other works of

Indian literature, our learned author^ In the book under issue,

endeavours, for the first time, to present the most analytical

classification thereof In an exhaustive style. He, further,
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furnishes useful information regarding all the collections of

riddles available whether In print or in manuscripts, and also,

with a view to assessing the relative merit of the Indian riddles

he quite effectively attempts to make due comparison of

the same with their European counterparts such as anagrams,

calembourgs, charades, conundrums, enigmas, epigrams,

logogriphs, puns, rebuses, etc. And finally, discussing the

importance of the riddle-poetry as a distinct chapter of Sanskrit

literature and examining the varied nature of riddle-solutions,

he secs out his considered views on the topic under study

in a scholarly manner. Thus, as a matter of fact, it is the first

monograph ever written on different kinds of Indian riddles

as well as riddles as such and the solutions thereto.

Towards facilitating reference and, thereby, enhancing

the utility of the publication, an exhaustive Subject-Index pre-

pared by the author himself has been appended to this book.

Though this monograph Is only a start, it Is certainly a

good start in a right direction, as there remain a great many
works yet to be accomplished In this virgin field. Perhaps,

the most important among them would be the work of

preparing a comprehensive collection of all the varieties of

riddles lying scattered In the vast expanse of Indian literature.

As stated elsewhere in this book, another desideratum to be

fulfilled is to bring out the critical editions of the various

riddle-collections existing, at present, only in manuscripts.

And thus finally. In presenting this study to the savants of

Sanskrit literature as well as the students of Indian culture and
folklore through our aforesaid y.l. Series as Its Volume LXVIl,

It shall be our earnest hope that the present publication

will arouse productive interest in them and, by that means,
pave the way for the emergence of further works shedding
more and more informative lights on the textual as well
as other aspects of this hitherto forgotten section of Sanskrit
literature, the Indian riddles.

V. V, Research Idslitute,
EOSHIABPUa,
4th May, 197!.

S. BHASKARAN Nair



PREFACE

Some branches of Sanskrit literature did not find yet their

befitting place in the Histones of Sanskrit literature, or were not yet

described there fully, as their importance requires.

To these branches of Sanskrit literature belong in the first place

Suhhasita-samSraha-s, real treasuries of Indian poetry, containing

thousands of veritable gems of metrical compositions. In ,the second

place belong to these forgotten branches of Sanskrit literature riddles

and puzzles, a distinct kind of literary expression which prove the

ingenuity of Indian people and the wealth of Sanskrit folk-literature.

For the Convegno intemazionale di stiidi indologici which took

place in Torino (Italy) in 1971, 1 prepared a study entitled ‘'Siihh^sita~

Sarfigraha-Sy a Forgotten Chapter of Histories of Sanskrit Literature.”^

At present. I have prepared another “Forgotten Chapter of Histories

of Indian Literature.” and that is on Indian Riddles. The field is

untouched and at the same time enormous and very important, since

riddles as much as in the form of sententious maxims and

proverbs— both mostly anonymous—help us to discover the wit and

genious of a people and open to us their real mind.

In the present study it was not intended to quote and to gather

Sanskrit riddles. Here I have tried only to categorise the various riddles

and puzzles, explain these categories and show the sources of the riddles,

as far as possible. But the riddles are authorless and timeless, as most

of the sutAasifu-s included in the mbhustta-samgraha-s are; most of

the riddles belong to the floating mass of oral tradition and the sources

in which they are included, if they are not authorless, give to us in most

cases the name of the compiler of the riddles but not their author.

In the first part of the present study, I gave only a historical

outline of riddles and puzzles in the Sanskrit literature, viz. in the

Vedas, in the epics, in the Buddhist and Jaina literature, as well as in

the Sanskrit fertflia-literature, but not a complete study. This

1. It appeared in TdurtHenna I. (1973). pp. 1^9-23. I have later

enlarged It and included in the Inlioduction to the first volume of the Maha»

iubhatta^saThtraha, V. i. Senes 6d, Hoshiarput (1974).
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historical outline was included here foi background purposes and for

the better understanding of the importance of the riddles in India and

for their categorisation. Even the different categories of riddles are

not exhaustive. They cannot be, since otherwise the riddles would

become too easy to solve. At present, therefore, it was possible to

give only a general notion of the various categories of Indian riddles

and to illustrate them with some examples.

The Sanskrit sources gave us several different types of categories

of riddles. The first one dates from the seventh century A.D* and is

explained in Dantjin's Ksv^daria : it is a theoretical one and,

therefore, fell into oblivion. The last one, dates at the latest from

the nineteenth century and is found lo the Subhusita-sar/igraka-s

;

it is

still current. The definitions of the various categories are there less

rigid and more fluid ; they are better suited to Sanskrit speaking

intelligentsia and being, from all points of view, superior to Dandin’s

categories, they ace dealt here with greater detail,

Indian riddles were never assembled yet : only a few of them

were compiled in some SuhhO}ita.sathgraha*Sy but still many are dis-

persed in numerous works of Sanskrit literature or are still floating

around. It is to be hoped chat one day these riddles, enigmas, charades,

accomplishments of pucrling tasks, clever replies to tricky questions,

intelligence tests, etc. will be culled from tbc entire Sanskrit literature

and then edited and published. At that time only it will be possible

to prepare a more complete and a mere exhaustive study on Indian

riddles.

Ludwik Sternbach
College dc France.

Paris,

30th November. 1974.
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I. IKTRODl’CTORY

1. The folk-licerature of any people of the world and, in

particular, of peoples of Asia, would be unimaginable without riddles.

India was certainly not an exception. The whole Indian literature,

from Vedic times until today, abounds In thousands of riddles. Unfor-

tunately, however, they were never analysed before' or collected. Many

~of the riddles, which belong mainly to the floating mass of oral

tradition, are dispersed in Sanskrit literary works and only a small

number of them are preserved in Subhasita-sarfigraha-s and in a few

collections of riddles.

1. Only oae ibott atticle by A. A. Fobrer entitled RSthiel appeared

la 1885 ia ZDMG, 39; pp. 99*100 and one popular article by L. Renou entitled

L'inigme dam la litterature anaenne de VInd« in Clpjlne (1960) 29: pp. 38*48.

Also Durga Bbajwat publiihed The Riddle m Indian Life Lore and Literature

(Popular Ptakaaban, Botabay 1965) and Owttine of /ndi 0n Folilore, ehaptec 8;

pp. 42-5 (Bombay 1958). but these wotke deal mostly with modern riddles. See also

V. Elmn, A TJoce on t^e Use of Riddles in India in Man in India 23. 318 . K,

Mitra. Em^ffta in Fieiion in JBORS 14. 83*137.

Some studies on oiiental and modem Indian riddles have some bearing on

Sanskrit riddles, e.g. A. Taylor. Comprebenstfe Studies in Folklore l Atta-Europe-

Amtnca \a Allan Folklore and Social Life Monograph!, Vol. XLI ed, by Prof.

Lou Tsu-k'uang, The Orient CuUarot Service, Taiwan 1972. This volume contains

inter aiia reprints of aiticlea : Problems tn the Study of Riddles (from Southern

Foihtore Quarterly (1943) *, pp. 35 tqq.) . The Variety of Riddies (from Philologiea ;

The Mcilone University Sudiei (1949) ; pp. 1 sqq.) ; The Riddle (from California

FolHore Quarterly (1943); pp. J29-47) ; etc. Of the few collections of

riddles current today in India tbe following axe of special imponance

.

J. Long, Eastern Frovehs and Emblans (no. date) , S. W. Fallon,

Dictionary o? Hinduitani froverhs. London, 1886; J. H. Knowles, TCaehmlri

Riddles in Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (JASB) (1687) ;

pp. 125.54 : S. C. MLtia. Riddles Current in Bihar in }A&B (1901) 33.58; idem,

Uihari Life in Bthari Riddles ia Journal of the Anthropological Society, Bombay
(JAnSB.) 7.21.50 : S. C. Roy, Riddles of the Bhuia m Afan in India (Ml) 23. 276.7 ;

V. Elwin, Riddles of the duang ia Ml.23. 2.7.8 ; L. N. Sinba, Riddles tit Saura

in MI. 23. 279 , W. G. Archer, Riddles of (he Sauria Paharia, the 5antal in MI,

23.302.8 : S. M Naqawi, Riddles of the Muslims (in Bibar) in MI, 23. 309.13 ;

S, C. Mitca, A Few Riddles Current in she District of Patna JAnSB, 11. 327-yj i

N, D. Sifflba, Riddles from Birbhum District in Ml. 23, pp. 313-21 . B. B,
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2. The aim of the present study is to analyze the various cate-

gories of Sanskrit riddles and to show the sources in which some of

them are preserved.

A. Riddle* in the Veda*

3. The history of Indian riddles and puzzles dates from the

earliest times. We find them already in the Vedas. These are mostly

theological or ritualistic riddles. They formed an essential part of

various religious ceremonies in the Vcdic ritual, as the aivamedha,

rajamya, vajaveya, daSaratra, etc. and were used in metaphysical

speculation's. They were called hrahmodya (analysis of speculation

about the Brahman or the supreme knowledge*), hrahmavadya^ or

Mukherji, Siddieifrom Wooglyand Burdvan DiJtrwt m Ml’ 23. PP 314.5;

W. G. Atcbec, Tri&al and Jonial RtddU Totk iq Ml. 23 : pp 330 40 ; F,

Wagner, dome Kollandti Btdiltf Current among Mvndans tn Cheta Nagpur,

Bengal in ]ASR (U04} Extra Number
, pp. 62-7$ ; C. A, FerguMon and W, D.

Preeron, Setvn Bengali Riddl^j tn )AOS £6 ; pp. 2^ 302 ; 5. C. Mttra. HiddUt

Current In iht Dulriet o/ Chiltdiong in ]An SB 11
. pp 29S.327 : 936.79 . 12.

pp 339-63 i 13. pp. 157-72 . V. Elwin and Hlvale. Ktddler tn ^fune, AgnriA, Baigct

and Gond tn MI 23. 267.76 ; W. G. Arebet. Fiddler of t^e Asur in MI. 23 ; 284 .

S C. Roy, Ficfdlej of theBtrhor In MI. 23. pp. 284 . W. G. Archer, FiddleJ

of the Kharia, Munda, Vraon, Ratput, Kayetk and Mutlim in MI. 23 . pp. 284.302 :

Sulocbsna Saptatshi, Maroi/ii Fiddler tn Mnhararhtra LoUntO^itya Mfila,

J956 , Atcbet, Trjlot, Twenty tliree Ttlugu Riddlee/rom Nellore In e^flurnfll of

American FoIMore 44. pp, 72-5A , Saddiqut, Bengali Fiddler from Oral

Tradition ID the Journal of (lie Ariadc Society of Pahtrtan 1961, S. C. Mitia,

Riddles Current tn the District cf Murshididiad in JAnSB. 11 ; pp. 913 39 : M. B.

Ementau and A, Taylor. Annamese, Arabic and Panjahx Fiddler in Journal of

American Folklore 58 . pp. 12-20 , 5. C. Muta. Wotei on Ho Fiddler in JAnSD.

12. 24S-C0 ; R. N Munsbi. A Few Farii Fiddler in JAnSB ID j};>, 94- 00: 4Q9~

25. Riddles ate algo quoted in acme collections oi Indian Pcoveibs.

Auareya-brBbmtna 5.25: Satapaiha-btBbinana 4 f. 9. 20 •

II. 4. 12 ; 5. 13. 2. 6. 9. 1 ; 6. 23 ; 3. 2. 11 sqq. , 14. 6 6 1 ; KntyEyane-iieuCasntia

124.20. Adyalnyana-aiautatntia 10. 9 1.5. Kaugiha-smta 3B ; e'c. Cf. M. Bloom-

field, Aifiari’aveda, Sttassburg, 1899, ivbeie be points out that Aitateys-btnhmana

6. 33. 16 ; Kaufiitali>brilbjBana 30. 7 ; Goparba.branma/ia, Ssnkbayana-jrauta.

sntta 12. 22 and the cabmentatora of the Atbarraveda call trahrnodva-r—

pravcIMbn-s (saihvatsarapravolha in the course of the asvamedha), i.e. by a

common word for iiddlei fpp, 98, 101) :cf. pira. 27.

3. KausitakubiBbamna 27, 4. See also below para. 10 2. Cf. J. Gonda,
Styliiiic Fepetitten in tlie Fcda, Amsterdam, 1959 ; D. Bhagwat, op. cit pp. 5-9

674.
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brahmavadya* These theological riddles were employed to enliven

“the mechanical and technical progress of the sacrifice by impressive

intellectual pyrotechnics”.^

4.1. M. Bloomfield wondered whether the riddle has ever else-

where been drafted into the service of religion as one of the stages of

its advancement, as they were in India. In any case, he considered

that the religious riddles were part of Hin^ religious literature.®

4.2. Later researches’ have shown, however, that cosmogonical

and cosmological questions in the form of nddles, with or without

answers, existed also in the gatha-s of the Avesta (Yasna 44) where

Zoroaster asked the Lord cosmogonical questions ; among the Hebrews,

where Job asked God to answer some of such questions (The Book

of Job, chapters 38 sqq.) ; in the Chinese literature in the famous

Tien-w6n questions in Ch’u-tzO by Ch’n Yuan, as well as in the specu-

lative questions of Lao-tzd (10.1), Chuang-tzfl (23) and Ssu-ma

Hsiang-ju ; or in the old Scandinavian Edda in which Odin and other

personalities of Nordic myths asked a long series of cosmogonical

questions.

S.l, The were usually carried on by two priests,

one of whom asked questions and the other answered them.® It was
a kind of a theological “quiz” prearranged by the two parties, since

the questioner and the responder knew their parts to perfection.

4. Ttittitlja-sanihitK 2. 5. 6. 3. See also helow paia. 10. 2.

5. M. Bloomfield, The ReUgtoit of (he Veda, New Yoik, 1903 : p. 215 aad in.

JAOS. 15.1V2sqq.

6. M. Bloomfield op. ci(. (fn. 51. p. 215: M. Haug, Vadxtche RSthselfragen

mid Rathielspruehe. Ubersetzung und Erkla'rung det DTrgkatamax-Liedes, Rtgieda

1. 264 ; in Sttzurgsberiehte, Bd, IL Heft 3 der phtlos-philol. Classe der b,

Akademie der Wi$s. 1875, Muneben 1876. Cf. W. Ruben. Die geseUschaf tltche

Eninicfelun^ in al(e»i Jridien , W. Berlin 1973 ; pp.95-7.

7. Huizinga, /fomo Eudenj, (tianal. in Geimanl, Basel 1944 ; pp. 172 sqq. :

M, H. Wilhelm. Bemerbungen zur T'len Mew Frage, Moiwmejun Serica 10 ,

pp.427-32 ; P. Demieville Edtgmes Tmitiet in Silfer Jubilee Volume of the

Zinhun~Kogaku-Kenbi,usiO, Kyoto UniTeisIty, Kyoto, 1954 , rp. 54.60 ; J.

Chmielewski in Km Juana Ptefni z Cz'w, Pftam nie&tosa, Warszawa, 1958 ;

PP. 59.96.

8. But sometime the questions weie not answered.
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5.2.

The matters in discusstoo were usually not called by their

ordinary, commonly understood names, but were indicated by symboli-

cal expressions, or even by mystical references, in which numbers

played an important part. They were taken from the nature, as well

V as from the spiritual life. The year, the seasons, the months, the days,

the nights, the earth, the sun, the moon, the atmosphere, the clouds,

the rain, etc«. etc. were fa70urite subjects of symbolism.®

5.3.1. And so, {or imtance, at the aJvamedha two priests asked

and answered questions

:

"Who, verily, moveth quite alone : who, verily, is born again

and again
;
what, forsoo tb, is remedy for cold ; and what is the great

(greatest) pile ?"

5.3.2. The answer was :

“The sun moveth quite alone ;
the moon is horn again and

again : Agni (fire) is tbe remedy for cold ; the earth is the great

(greatest) pile" ; or the priest Hotar asked the priest called Adhvaiyu :

5.3.3. "What, forsooth, is the sundike light ; what sea is there

like unto the ocean : what, verily, is higher than tbe earth ; what is

thing whose measure ia not known ?”

5.3.4. The answer was

:

“Brahma is the sun-like light
; heaven is the sea-like into the

ocean
;
(the god) Indra is higher than earth ; the measure of the cow

is (quite) unknown."

5.3.5. Again the following questions were asked and answers

given

:

"I ask thee for the highest summit of the earth
; I ask thee

for the navel of tbe Universe ; I ask thee for the seed of the, lusty

steed ; I ask thee for the highest heaven of speech.”

5.3.6. The answer was

;

"Tfaii altar is tbe highest summit of the earth; this sacrifice is

the navel of the Universe ; thisjoma is the seed of the lusty steed

(Indra ?) • this Brahman priest is the highest heaven (highest exponent)

of speech^'’."

9. A. KaeSi, The Rigveda, tianslated bj R. ATiowsmith, Boston 18§6 .

pp. 66-7; cf. L. Renou op. cit. (fn.l) • p.41.

10. Vaja8anejL.!amhUK23.2.10; 47, 4S ;61, 62 as quoted by M. Bloomfield,
«?. cJl. (fn.5); pp.2lf-7.
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6. The famous riddle-hymn of DlrghatamS-s forms a part of the

Egveda (1.164)” and the Athaivaveda (9.9)^*. It contains 52 verses

which, with the exception of one. are religious riddles without answers

The subjects df the riddles are cosmic (cosmological and cosmogonical),

mythological, psychological, philosophical and theosophical.^® To solve

them was very difBciJt and the answers to them were doubtful.”

7. As an example, T?.gveda 1.164.2 (=Athaivavcda 9.9.2 and

13.3.8 ; also Taittirlya-Aranyaka 3.11.8), 1.164.11 (®=Athatvaveda

9.9.13) and 1.194.43 ("*Atharvaveda 9.1025) are here quoted,^*

7.1. “Seven harness a one-wheeled chariot; one horse, having

seven names, draws (it) ; of three naves (is) the wheel, unwasting,

unassailed ; whereon stand a!f these existences ?*' (Re. which is easy ;

the sun).

7.2. “The twelve spoked wheel—for that is not to be worn out

—

resolves greatly about the sky of righteousness ; there, O 1 Agni, stood

the sons, paired, seven hundred and twenty" (Re. which is easy

;

twelve= twelve months; seven hundred twenty"" 360 days plus 360

nights forming one year).

11, M. Htu(, op. cit, (fn. 6).

12. Also in Ralppalsda (Kaioilnan AtbatTavedal 16 m looewbat cLasged

verse order and parti; in Fragaopaoiead 1. 11 : cf. Kaugiba-sotra oi the Atharra-

veda 18. 25. Cf. also P. Deussen, AUgemetne Ceschiehle der PhiloioFhie ...,

Leipzig 1694 (1. 1. 105-119) ; A. Htllebrandt. Vedische Mythologie, Brealau 1891-

1902; p. 542 5 R.Roth, LSsung einet RSthseU %m Veda.ZDMG. 37.109 (IJgveda

5. 4A. 4 zni 9, \0. 106 i idem, Ziirei Spruche uber Letb und Sehle in ZDMG. 46

759sqq.; F. Windiscb, Das Ralhsel pom JaAre, ZOMG. 48. 353.7 ; H. Stumme,
Kleme Alttteilungen. ZDMG, 64. 455-6; V. Hem;, in his review o! M.
Wimemitz’s, Ceiehchte der indtsehen Litteratur, I in Rivue Critique d’Hiitoire et

de iiieroture (1905), No. 21 of 27 May 1905 ; p. 403 ; v. A. Ludwig, Translation of

the ^(tgveda 3. 390 ; J. Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, London 1873 ; Vol. V. 434 ;

H. Oidenheig, in Anieiger fut Indogermamsehe Spraeh- wnd AUratumsiunde
6 1E0.3: von Schroder, Der Rigreda bet den Kafhas in WZKM 12. 282; A.

Wonsche, Das Rathsel vcw Jahr in Zeit*cn/t fur pergleiehende Litteraturs-

gesehiehte, NcueFofge 9. 425-56 ; S.A. Dange, Vedic Concept of “Field” and
the Divine Fructification, Bomba;, 1971.

13. Cf. M. Bloomfield, The Atharpaveda, Straisburg 1899 : pp. 93-99, 101

;

idem, Brahmanieal Riddles and the Origin of Theosophy, Congress of A'rts and
Science, Universal Exposition, St. Louis 1904. New York and Boston, 1906

;

It : 481 sqq.

14. Haug’s explanations (op, cii. fn. 6} ate not alwa;s convincing.

15.

Ttantlationoltbe Atbetvavedaby W.D, Whitne;. >.
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7.3, "The dunl-made smoke I saw from far, with the dividing

one. thus beyond the lower ; the heroes cooked a spotted ox
;

those

were the first ordinances”. (Sense very obscure).’*

8. Other poetical and religious riddles were not so difficult to

solve, particularly for those familiar with Vcdic mythology,

8.1.1, IntheRgveda 8.29, for instance, certain characteristics

attributed to some divinities were given and on this basis individual

gods had to be guessed. It was very easy to guess, for instance, the

names of the gods through the following characteristics

:

8.1.2. “One holds fast in his mighty hand the thunderbolt;

with it he smites the enemies,” (Rg. 8.29,4).

8.13. “And one bears in his mighty hand a sharp weapon, yet

kind withal, be seeks to heal”. (I?.g. 8.29.5).

8.1.4, “Through empty space another made three mighty strides

where the gods dwell in blessedness.” (Rg. 8.29.7).

8.1.5. “And two, with only one bride go forth on winged

steeds
; they journey onward far away.” (Rg. 8.29 8).

8.2.1. More difficult was to guess the name of the god desaibed

in the following way fRg. 1.95.4)” :

8.2.2. “Who among you has understood this hidden (god).’®

The caU” has by itself given birth to its mother.*® The germ of

many (mothers), the great sear, moving by his own strength comes

forward from the lap of the active ones.”*' (Re. Agni).

9.1. The religious riddles during sacrifices, which became almost

an integral part of the religious ceremony, were a favourite recreation

of the priests during the tedious performances of their sacrifices. That

16. M. Haug (op. ciC. fn, 6) tries to eiplain It br usiog verse 1. 164, 50, but

bis solution It not convincing. Cf. V. Henry in Mfmoire* de la SocUte de

lingu,sU(}i<e 9 247.

17. H. Oldenbcrg's translation in ffBE. 46 ; 114.

18. or this secret

;

19. Agni.

20 The waters.

21. The fire.
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can be seen from the MSnava-dharmaisstra where we read : "whatever

may please the Brahmapa-s, let him (the sactificer) give without grudg-

ing it ; let him give riddles from the Vedas for that

is agreeable to the manes".”

9.2. Medl^tithi and Nandana, commenting on the Manava-

dbarma^astra, added "such as those collected from the ASvalsyana-

^rautasotra*^ or Vajasenejri-samhira.*'

10.1, Such enigmatic questions and riddle'entertainments were

very popular amusements in andent India.*’’ Some of the riddles

belonged to the popular literature known from time immemorial.

10.2. We find such riddles in Vedic interrogative hymns and in

particular in the Blgveda”, Atharvaveda*®, Ya]utvcda*®» Brahmana-s,

Aranyaka-s, SrautasQtra-s, Upani?ad-s.®° The most important passages

containing religious riddles are in Vajasaneyi-sarnhitS (23.9-12 ; 45-52 ;

61-62); Taittirlya-samhita (2»5.83 : 7.4.18); ^atapatha-brshmana

(4.6,9.20; 11.4.12; 5.3.1; 6.2.5; 13.2.6.9; 5.2.11 sqq. ; 14.6.8.1;

22. It ii not certain wbccbet the esprettion

Mn. means tiddles or stories from the Vedas. MrdbBtit'ai understands this

esptestion as meaning eitbet : atottes told in the Vedas, such as the war between

the ^ods and the demons, (hat of the death of Vftta.tbe doinfs of SaranB: or

discources in ordinary language, upon tbe meaning oi mantras bearing upon

Brahma : os riddles.

23. G- Bilhler's translation.

24. ;0.9. 2.

25. 23.9.

26. C{. M. Winteinitz, GescAicAie dtr tndtscfien Lueratur 1. 160.

27. E, g. 1. 164 ; 1.95.4 ; 5 58.7 : 6. 59. 5, 6 ; 8. 29; 10. 12. 6 . 10. 28. 4 ;

10. 23. 9 ; 10. 32 part 3 ; lO. 53. 11 ; 10. 10*. 5 ; 10. 102. 10 5 10. 114. 9 ; 10. 121 ;

10.129: cf. 1.66. 8. Cf. A. Bergtigne. £a r/ligion Wdii7ue, Paris 1878. II. 27, 69.

93. 114. 173, 281-2. 288-9, 297. 383. 339.

28. E.g. 9. 9-10=Pg. 1.164.3.

29. E.g.Sukla-Yajurveda23.45.8.

30. See L. Renou. Le pOiSdge (fes BraAmana aux in JAQS, 78.3:

133-149 (particularly paras 10-13); L. Renou et L. Silburn, Sur la noiton de

Iirdfiman in JA. (1949) p. 21 ; L. Renou, Les vtri tnshh dant la prose Vidique

in Fe«jcfinft Frxedrich IVtller (Asintice), Leipzig 1954 ; pp. 528-534 ; R. Caillois

tee fn. 71.
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Aitareya-br3hmana (5.25) ;
Kau^Itaki-brilhiuana (26.5 ; 27,4) ;

Jaiminlya-

brsbraana (2.29) ;
Taittirlya-brahmana (2 5.83); Vaitana-sQtra (37.1;

38 5sqq.); KatySyana-^rautasatra (10.9.1-3 ; 20.7.11:124.20); ASva-

layana-^rautasntra (8 13.13.14 ; 10 9 1 -3) ; Sankbayana-srautasDtra

(12 22.23; 16.4-6; 13; 37.1 sqq.); Apastamba-srautasUtra (20.19);

LatySyana-^rautasntra (9.10.9) ; and Upani$ad-s, such as Kena, Brhad*

Sianyaka and others.®^

11. In the Satapatha-brahmana (1326,9 sqq.)*®, for instance,

the hotar and the Brahman engaged in a brahmodya in which the

Brahman, after having asked the same tiuestions as those mentioned

above^® asks many other questions also found in the VSjasaneyi-

saitihiW.^*

12.1. It is evident that these riddles would remain obscure if

they ?^ould not be immediately solved by the responder,

12.2. The liddle-entertaintDent was also a part of the adoration

of gods, as prayers and sacriBce formula.

B. Riddles in the Epics

13. Riddles played also an enormous role in some epics (parti-

cularly in the MahSbharata). They were called there vivada, praSna

and

14. The MahEbbarata begins with the story of Vyasa and Ganefa.

Vyasa asked GaneSa to become the writer of his work which he

composed in his mind and which he wanted to repeat, so that Gane^a

could Write it down. Ganesa agreed, provided that his "pen is not

31. See L Renou, le . (ot> c*(. (n. 30). paras 1-t and 16 and iddw,

Icr verj ... (dp. c»t fn, 30) p. 533 sqq. Cf D. Bfaagwat- ofi. elt p. 8 about riddles

in tbe Jaimmiya-biKhmana.

32. Also IP Vnjaaanejri-sarahlm 23. 9. 18 aqq.

33. See para. 5.3,1.

34. ^atapalba-btahmaiia 13.2.6,10-16: 13. 5. 2, 12-23 equal to Vsjaganeyi-

lamhitn 23. 9, 11 : 47-51 ; 63-5. 2 etc. Cl. R. Pischel und K. F. Geldner, Vedttehe

Siudienll, 1: pp. 165-8.

J. G. Fraiet {Golden fldug/i, 9. 121 In 3) suggests that riddles asked at

certain ceremonies might had otigioally been Circumlocutions adopted at timet

where for certain reasons tbe spectacle was forbidden the use of direct forms.
1 his explanation does not apply to tbe hithmodya~t.
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made to stop even for a moment.” VySsa accepted that condition on

the understanding that Ganesa may stop writing only when he would

not be able to understand a passage. To take him to rest, Vyasa

composed sometimes riddles which for their mystyriousness of meaning

“even the all-knowing Ganeia had to take time to solve.” During

this timeVySsa continued to compose other verses.*®

IS. Another time, riddles saved the life of Yudbisthira and his

four brothers,

15.1. According to the story in the Vana-parvan,** the

PSndava-s were lost in the forest and were dying of thirst. Nakula,

the youngest one, spotted a lake surrounded by cranes ; he went there

first. When he came to the lake, a Yaksa allowed him to drink from

the pond on the condition that be would answer a riddle. Nakula

disregarded his words, drank the water and immediately afterwards

Jell dead; the same happened to his three other brothers. Finally

YudhHthira went to the lake and was asked by a Yaksa, in the form

of a crane, to answer questions before a permission is given to drink

the water. Yudhi$tbira agreed and then begun a dialogue between

the Yaksa and Yudbisthira (the Yaksa asked riddles and Yudhisthira

solved them).

15.2. This dialogue is the first collection of Sanskrit riddles

which, at the same time, is a storehouse of worldly wisdom. These

riddles are of high moral value and could be called ethical riddles.

Some of them, with their solutions, arc quoted below.®'*

15.2.1. “What is that which makes Aditya (the sun) rise?

Who remain near him? Who docs him set? (And) in what is he

established ?" (Re. ft is Brahma that makes the sun rise. The
celestials remain near him. Dharma makes him set. And he establish-

ed in Truth).

15.2.2. “What makes one learned ? By what does one attain
to what is very exalted ? What makes one have a second ? And
what -one becomes wise ?" (Re, By the iruti one becomes learned.
By ascetism one attains what is very exalted. Intelligence makes one
have a second. Ministration to the old makes one wise)

35. 1. 1. 77.?3.

36, 'SlOsqq.

Z7. N. N. Dutt'a trtntlation.
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IS.2 3. “What thing is the feest with regard to cultivators ?

What is of the greatest value to those that seek prosperity ? And whaf

is of the highest value to those that bring forth ?" (Re. Rain is the

best thing to the cultivators. Seed is the great value to the sowers.

Cow is the best thing to those that seek prosperity. And son is of the

greatest value to those that bring forth).

15.2.4. “What thing is weightier than the earth? What is it

that IS higher than the sky ? What is fleeter than the wind ?

And what is more numerous than the grass (Re. The mother is

weightier than the earth. The father is higher than the sky. The

mind is fleeter than the wind. And the thoughts are more numerous

than the grass). <

15'2.5. “ Who is the friend in exile ? Who is the friend of a

householder F Who is the friend of a sick person ? And who of a dying

one ?" (Re. A friend of an exile is bis companion. That of a bouse'-

hotder is his wife. That of a sick person is his physician. And that

of a dying person is charity).

15 2.6. “What is the soul of a man ? Who is that friend given

to him by Destiny ? What is the chief support ? And what is his best

refuge?” (Re. The soul of a man is his son. Tbs wife is his friend

given by Destiny. The clouds are his principal support, And charity

is his best refuge).

15.2.7. “What is the greatest virtue in the world’ What
religion always hear fruit ? What is that controlling which (men)

never experience misery ? With whom docs friendship never break ?"

(Re, Absence of auelty is the highest virtue. The religion of the

three (Vedas) always beats fruit. The mind, if subdued does not lead

Co misery. And friendship with thcrightcous never breafcsA

15.2.8. “What is the thing with which the world is enveloped’

Is it for what that a thing cannot discover itself ? For what are

friends forsaken ? What is it for which one cannot go to heaven?”

(Re. The world is enveloped with ignorance. It is for spiritual darkness

that a thing cannot discover itself. It is through avarice that one

forsakes his friend. And it is for connection with the world that one

cannot go to heaven).

15.2.9. “What is the invincible enemy of men ? What is (their)

pemanent disease ? What sort of men is regarded as honest ? And
what kind of men is spoken of as dishoftest (Re. Anger is
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most invincible enemy. Covetuousness is the incurable disease . He
’•who is friendly to all creatores is honest. And that is cruel is

spoken of as dishonest). Or :

15.2,10. What is it that -is called ignorance? What is

spoken of as pride ? What is understood as idleness ? And what is

it that is called grief ?” (Re. Absence of religious knowledge is called

ignorance. What is called pride is an overweening opinion of one's

ownself . Inactivity with regard to religion is idleness. And ignorance

is grief).*®

15.3. After this dialogue was completed Yaksa asked the follow-

ing four questions on the understanding that if Yudhisthira answers

them he would restore the four dead PJn4ava-s to life. The questions

were

:

15.3,1. "Who is happy? What is wonderful ? What is the

path ? And what is the news ?'*

15<3.2. YudhUthira gave the following highly ethical replies:

"That one is truly happy who cooks in his own bouse scanty vegetables

in the fifth or sixth portion of the dav, but who is neither in debt nor

exiled from home. In this world day by day Onnumerable) creatures

are going to the abode of Yama. Yet they that remain desire immor-

tality. What can be more marvellous than this ? Discussions do not

lead to definite conclusions. The iruti-s are divided (in opinion). And
there is not a single rfi whose opinions can be accepted as conclusive.

Truth about religious matters is bidden in caves. (Therefore) that is

the proper path which has been followed by great men. In this

cauldron of the world, which is full of great ignorance, with the sun

as its fire, the days and nights as its fuel and the months and the

seasons as its wooden ladle. Time is cooking (all) creatures." Thus
Yudhisthira saved from death his four brothers.*®

15.4. The riddles quoted in this chapter were simple praheliba-s*'^

based on righteousness and rules of dharma. They were like school-

38. The cbtptet contains many similar ethical riddles and their solutions,

39. First Nahula and then the other three brothers.

40. See below paras 52 sqq.

IR—
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books of Hindd catechism in the form of questions and answers The

subject of the quetions and answers was well known and often repeated,

particularly in the suWfljitfl literature.

16. In the RSmSyana riddles do not play any particular role,

but a well-known riddle based on double entente of different readings"

is based on the RamSyana story.

16.1. The riddle reads;

^efr TDT: I

TTST^rr.' fi 51 tnit^ n

16.2. How to solve the problem contained in this verse, the

sense of which is absurd ? The reply lies in a different reading of the

verse. The other reading is

:

TTJEnni ^r^ssTTri^ ^ p: 11

16.3. In the first version the verse says : "HantirDat has killed

Rama ; Sits is delighted and the raifasa-s are crying. Oh I ob ! Rama
is killed.” In the second version the verse says : ‘’HanSmat has

destroyed the garden (tTTTDT’)**; Sits is deligbted'and the rHi^asa-g

are crying. Oh 1 oh 1 the garden is destroyed (triTTO).

C. Riddles in Buddhist and Jaina Literature

17. In the Buddhist literature riddles played also an important

role.

18.1. Just as in the MahsbhSrata Yudhislhira by solving riddles

satisfied a Yak^a, so also Buddha satisfied a Yafc^a by his wise replies

to his enigmatic questions (Sathyutta 10. 12, Vassantara Jataka Deva-

dbamma Jataka).

18.2. In other places (Alavaka-satta 1. 10 : SocUoma-siitta 2. 5)

a sage solved also the riddles of a Yak^a to the letter’s satisfaction by
presenting in his answers the ethical doctrines of Buddhism. These

were also ethical riddles

41. Sammia riddle of the KavyBderia and prafcelifctf-tlddle of the

tSTfiiraha^i See below pataa 52 and 52 eqq

42. ^l^o^ovetna.

43. See above, Cf. E Wlndlacb. Mara and Buddha 3 eqq.. 222 iqq., 246 tqq.
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19. In the DevS-samyutta (1.6.4) we Bnd also a number of

short riddles with their answers, such as : “What is the basis and

support of men ? / What here below is comradeship supreme ? I What
are the spirits who sustain the life / of all such' creatures as to earth are

bound ? / Children are mankind's basis and support ; / the wife is here

below comrade supreme ; I the spirits of the rain sustain the life I of

all such creatures as to earth are bound.' **

20. In the Jfftaka-s we find manj stories in which riddles and

their solution, mostly by Buddha, ate mcntioncd.^^

20.1, The riddles in the Jataka literature are either straightfor*

ward riddles (praheliki-sY^ or intelligence tests.

20.2. In the Sarahbanga-Jataka (Ho. 522) Sakka asks, for

instance. Kondanna** s

20.2.1. “What is it one may slay outright and never more

repent ? / What is it one may throw away, with all good men's

consent ? / From whom should one put up with speech, however harsh

it be? ...”

20.2.2.

The reply was : “Anger is what a man may slay and

never more repent j / hypocrisy be throws away with all good men’s

consent : / from all be should put up with speech, however harsh it

be, / this form of patience, wise men say, is the highest in degree.

}

Rude
speech from two one might with patience bear, / from one’s superior,

or from a peer, / hut how to bear from meaner folk rude speech /is

what I fain would bare Kondalma teach. / Rude speech from betters

one may take through fear / or, to avoid a quarrel, from a peer. / but

from the mean to put up rude speech / is perfect patience, as the sages

teach.’’

20.3. In cbe lengthy Maba^ummegga-Jataka (No. 546). we find

numerous anecdotes and intelligence tests in which Mahosadba is a hero

the king asks him to solve several puzzling tasks which he always solves

to the king’s content.

4L Mrs. Rhys Davids’s cransUtioD, SieaiUrly 1. 2. 9. *

45. E.g. ]staVa-* 17, 64, 135. 2«, 257, 301. M9, 401. 414, 453, 473, «7, 433, 515,

516, 518, 521, 522. 530. 533. 539. 544. 545. 546.

46. See belov paras 52 sqq.

47. H. T. FteDcit’s traosUtioa. '
«
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20.3.1. For instance, one of tbc tests or case of examination

**the cock" reads*® t "One day a message was sent to the people of the

East Market-town to this effect : Send us a bull white all over, with

horns on his legs, and a hump on the head, which utters his voice at

three times unfailingly ;
otherwise there is a fine of a thousand

pieces."*®

20.3.2. Mahosadba was the only one who answered this riddle

;

he said : "The king means you to send him a cock. This creature has

horns on his feet, the spurs ; a hump on his head, the crest ;
and crow-

ing thrice utters his voice at three times unfailingly. Then send him

a cock such as he describes’*.*®

21. We find also in the Buddhist literature a special kind of

riddles ; they are riddle-questions which are not riddles par excellence,

but quests of religious, ethical, moral and general questions ; a search

for truth of different problems, enigmas solved by proper and clever

answers, as well as also rhetorical questions to which answers are not

expected and assertions or affirmations which sound like riddles but in

reality are not riddles.

22. Riddle-questions occur in particular in the Puggalapaiiiiatti

(book tv of the Abhidharmapitaka). tbe PaivSra (book HI of the

Vinayapitaka) or the Colavagga.

43. Noll E. B. Covell’s and W.H.D. Rouse’i ttansUtieQ

49. In t)ie «ame Mabs-ummagga.jBtala we find also the solution of e puxtling

taslc called ’’The Son" which is identical with the judgment of Solomon (I. Kingi

3. 1C.23) sod which ecnsistt in the determinttion to which of the two guacielltng

women the child hflcngs by eltowitig DOther.IoTc to decide: the child ia put

on the floor; one wcxnsD pull* ibf child by tbe hand* end the other by the feet

;

when the hurt child crira the real mother, not venting to pain bet own child any

raoielets it go whrtehy the dispute le tettled. The same story is repeated in

the Jain* Antsta-hath&.aeriigTBht by RCjaiekhata (14th century). C(. L. P,

TesMtoti in Indio Anii4l<o 42 (1^13) 149 with another Jainiatic recension from

Malaytgtri'e ccmmentary on the Nandi-sQtr* : H. V. Glesenapp, Det Jainistnut,

pp.272. 472 . 1. Heicel, Geutdor Oaten (1913) 1. 189 iqq. On the Judgment of

Solomon see alto R, Garbc, Centrihution cf Buddfiiam to Chriatoinity. Chicago
1931 ,• 32 and In, J6 ; idem, /ndim tinddoa CAnientum... pp. 25 sqq. ; T. W. Rhyi
Davids Cuddliiat BiriK Stories, xIIt sqq ; A, Weber, Inditche Slretfen 9. 60,

Th. ZachatUe. Kleine Sclinften 65aqq., ISOcqq , 190 aqq., the Benfey, fCIeine

ScJirifceii2. 170sqq. ;H CresMBan, DeiitaeJie HunJscfiau 33 (1907) 232 aqq. : R.
Kohler. Kleinc Scliriften 1. 5J1 aqq ; H.Gaidot, In Affluitne IV J R. Engelmann
in Ilermea 39 (1931) 243 sqq. and others. The Solomon’s judgment also occurs
in tbe Chinese play—The Chelk-Citcle. Cf. para 24. 3.
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22.1.1. We read for instance in the PuggalapaHHatti (II. 1. 4.

25 sg.) ; “What sort of person is angry ? What then is anger ? That

which is anger, being angry, and the state of being angry, hatred,

bating, hatefulness, malice, the act of being malicious, maliciousness,

hostility, enmity, abruptness, resentment of heat— this is called anger.

He who has not got rid of this anger is said to be an angry person’’ ; or

22.1.2. “What sort is crafty ? What is meant by craftiness?

Here a person becomes crafty and cunning. That which is craft,

craftiness, state of being crafty, hardness, toughness, counterfeit, sham

(— this is called craftiness). The person in whom this craftiness

remains unremo7ed is said to be a crafty person®®.’’

22.2. Also of the same type are the following riddle -questions

on legal questions on offence in the Colavagga (4.14.14>5) :

22.2.1. “There may be an offence which is subject of a legal

question of offence. There may be an offence and no legal question.

There may be legal question and no offence. There may be legal

question and offence too. Of these which is the offence which may be

subject of a legal question ? The fiye groups of offences are subjects

of legal questions of offence. There are offences which may be subject

of a legal question..

22.2.2. “OfQcial duty which is subject of a legal question of

business. Duty and no legal question. Legal question and no duty.

Legal question and duty too. There may be each of these four. Of
these which is subject of a legal question ? Whatsoever is to the

sathgha a thing which ought to be done, an obligation, a matter for

which leave ought to be formally ashed, the proposal of a resolution,

the proceeding by ilatiudutiya-iamma, or by iiatt>catuttha’hamma,

that is official duty which may be the subject of a legal question of

business.”

22.2.3. “And of these, which is the official duty which is not

subject of legal question ? The duties of a acariya, of an upajjhaya,

of a fellow pupil under the same upagghaya, that is business, but not

subject of a legal question of business. And of these, which is a legal

question but not official duty ? A legal question arising out of dispute,

a legal question arising out of censure, a legal question arising out of

offence. This is a legal question of business, but not official duty. And

to, B. C, L«w’j ttBDiUtion. Words ia brackets were added.
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of these. Tvhich is both legal question and official duty too ? A legal

question arising out of official busioess in both legal question of

business and official duty too,—"”

22.2.4. This kind of riddle-questions influeced also the later

Buddhist literature, as well as the whole Indian Sanskrit litcratmc.

Almost the entire Milindapahha contains a discussion of the cannon in

questions and answers. Some of these questions are riddle-questions

and rhetorical questions, as well as questions which sound like riddles

but in reality are not riddles. However* there are also in the Milinda-

paSbo straightforward riddles, as for instance the following riddle from

the Opamma-katha-panho .**

22.3.1. "Like child’s flesh in the desert wild, / or smearing

grease upon the wheel. / solely to keep himself alive, / does he, when

feeling faint, take food ?"

22.3.2. This is a riddle based on two parables : the first tells of

a father and another asks who in the desert, to keep alive, ate their own

child
: the second says that the oiling of wheels is done only to keep

the cart going.*’

22.4. In the Jstakas we do not only come across riddle questions

but also riddle*answers or enigmatic answers which form a specific

type of riddles Enigmatic answers, developed particularly in recent

times, became very popular in today's folk literature. A favourite

enigmatic answer was the reply to a question where someone went or

Was doging. The enigmatic answer was that be or she went to mgl-c

two of one, i.e. crushed the peas or split the peas into two.***

22.5. Also intelligence tests were often made in the Jacakas.

This type of riddles became also popular in India and is prevalent in

51. The whole section depends upon a play of the vsiious meanings of

the woid fctccam. In the technUtl phrase ItccodAiiaranoift, the word meens
solely the business Cl the sgenda St the foTiDtl meeiings of the sathgha. In tfae

problems ot riddles its common meenitig ii **duty’'. Both meaningt are here

brought into pUy. (T. W. Rhys Dtvids tod H. Oldenherg).

52. 17. ?. 5. TrinsUted and commented upon by T. W. Rhys Darids.

51. Buddha, when dying, compaied himself to a worn-out cart difficult to
move along Cf SBE 36 ; p. 262

53a A. Tb. Zachatiae Zu den Antuorten” m IP Geiger Corn-
mtmormion Pelume pp. 11-16.
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recent times. These intelligence tests were and are in the foim of

riddles put to the future bride or bridegroom (c.g. Mahsjanaka-

jatakaV*

23, The Jainist non-canc>nical literature contains also riddles.

As usual, many o! them occur in the abundant Jainist h. tJja-literaturc,

as for instance in the Ehatadeya Son’s Par^randtha caritra from

the thirteenth century (e.g, 93.205) or the Katharatn^kara of

Hemavijaya, from the middle of the seventeenth century (e.g. 8,192.6

;

9.230.8-10) ; they contain numerous fables and fairy tales interspersed

with riddles. -

23.1.1. We read for instance in thePor^vanStha-caritra (Vikrama

story in. 2) of king Vikrama who, after having taken the form of a

parrot, was sold to the queen KamalSvatl and conversed with her not

always on morals and Jaina ethics. They asked each other riddles,

sometimes difficult to solve. These were theological riddles solved

only by the parrot and ethical riddles solved by the queen.

23.1.2. One of the simpler riddles, a pro^e/ti^d-riddle. asked for

a reply to the folloxring question : '’it makes snakes pou^onless, lions

motionless, and yet children hold it in their hands ; what is it?‘* (Re.

of the parrot : “a painter’s brush”).

23.1.3. Another well conceived riddle, found in the same story

says : "a hero that slays elephants, mounts lions, plagues soldiers,

him, your Majesty, I have beheld bound in the house of a weaver.

What is it ?” (Re. the fly and Ac spider).*^

23.2. We find inter alia other riddles and riddle-questions in

Rajafekbara's Antarakath^-sathgraka.*”

54. D. fibsgwit la ber Riddle in indiaR Life and Lteralure, op. eit.

(p. 12 sqq.') divides tbe riddles in tbe Jstntn.s iato tbose bated on a stisnSe

situation : riddlca which cotne from • supenatural beiof ; ethical riddles ; and
recreative riddles.

55. Cf. M. Bloomfield, On the An of &itertn$ AnocAer'e Body in Proceodlngs

of ifie American Phil, Society 56 (1917) ; pp. 31-35 ; D. Bhajwat, op. att.

pp. 17 eqq.

56. Cf. fB.49.
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D, Riddled in Other Work* of Sanskrit Literature

24. The Classical Sanskrit literature and, particularly, its katha-

literature, is also full of riddles, as many talcs in the whole world

contain riddles as one of the main incidents of their stories.

24.1.1. We find them, in particular, in the Kathssaritsagara.

For instance one interesting riddle occurs in the tale of the ‘‘Mole on

the Queen’s Body.” where a raksosa under the threat of death, asked a

riddle t “who is considered the best looking woman ?”
; the clever

reply, which salisfied him, was “any woman is good looking to the man

who admires her”.

24.1.2. This, in reality, is not a fiddle Sensu stricto, thought it

was considered as such in the KatbSsaritsagara. It is a clever reply to

a tricky question.

24.2. However, the KathasaritsSgara contains also numerous

nddles jenst stneto as for instance in 5.1*®, or 65.155A*\ or 72.153, D®"*.

t

24.3.1' The Sanskrit frfl^Aa-literature is also full of solutions of

tricky problems, skillfull accomplishments of difUcult tasks* of wise

jud|ments*\ as well as riddle stories. We also come across in Sansknt

literature riddles without any questions. In numerous talcs the

solution of tricky problems or accomplishment of difficult tasks set m
enigmatic language were not done by tbe hero of the tale, but some

clever girl solved them by a trick. Then, the hero fell in love with her

and ultimately married her.

57. C/. V, Cbaurii). Bibliograpkie det ouvragst Arabs* a\i relatif* aux Arabs*

puWiJ* dan* {'Europe Chritienne, 28I(K1909, Ll^ge 190l>3, VI. 42-43 j V. IW ;

VII. 118-119

58. Stot7 oi VaiaTuet. Lan^uate o( tbe altni.

59. Story of tbe Meadicaot wbo travelled from Kajmit to Pi(aliputral

explanation of an intneate question.

60. How king Vinitamati became a Holy Man Cby silencing with clever

arguments Udayavati). Tbe pawof tbe story containirg riddles is better solved

La GunSfJbya's Bfhatkatbn (72. 23-393). The solution found there 1* simiUt to

the stoiy of Queen Sbeba wbo asked Solomoit to solve liddles. Ci. S. Sebaebtet,

FofWof* 1. 349-53 : W. A. Cloustea, Flowsri frcfti d Petiian C?drtfert, London

1890 : pp. 218, 273 sqq : P. Cassel, An Eap]anaiorf Cemmentery on Eilhir,

Edvnbutgb 1839 : pp. 283>5, sQq.

61. Cf. above (n. 49.
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24.3.2. In the Sukasaptati** wc find solutions of tricky

problems, or executions of difiRcult tasks, as for instance which mare

is the mother and which the child, or which stem is the upper and

which the lower end®* ; these are also not riddles sensu stricto, though

they were considered as such.

24.3.3. The whole VctalapancavimsatikS is a collection of riddle

stories. In the Jambhaladatta version of the Vetalapancavim^atikS

the stories are called (cf. also Trisasti-folafea-purusa-

caritra by Hemacandra 3.185). In the Parifistaparvan the word kuta'

iathanaka was used ; that meant that the story was fictitious and

unanswerable. In the Katbasaritsagara riddle-stones were simply

called kathtl-5.

24.3.4. The story element occurred often in many popular

riddles all over India.

24.4. The aim of riddles without questions, which contain

puzzling statements, was to divert attention of the listener from the

chief issue and baffle him. Such "riddles'* occur seldom in Sanskrit

literary works but are often used today, for instance, in marriage

ceremonies (when the girl has to say the name of her future husband or

during the recitation of couplets when both patties abuse each other

for fun) or at games, such as phuga^l or jhimma,

25. We find also riddles in all other branches of classical

Sanskrit literature. Hundreds of riddles occur in the Purtnic literature

and in romantic tales. In particular Bipa in his Kadambarl said that

king ^adarka used to play with his friends a riddle-game ivrahelika-

pradana) consisting in putting and receiving puzzling questions. In

.this connection mention is tnadje of several well-known types of riddles

defined in later (e.g. depending on hiding or dropping or adding an

absara, a matrfl, a part of a verse or of a particle). We find also

riddles in the Kamasntra-s, where the art of nddle-making and

riddle-solving®* was considered as one of the sixty-four arts {bcd3-s ;

afigavidya-s
;
etc.).

62. Textu$ stmvLcior, stories 43 snil 49 : tetlut omatTor. story 58 ; MaratM
^ukasaptati, stories 43, 49.

63. Cf. Th. Benfey, Die Huge Dime; die iMitschen Alarchen ton den lilugen

RStkselldsern und ihre Verbreitung uhef Asitn und Europa m Tb. Benfey’s Kleine

Schnften, HI. 15e.233.

64. Fralieliks of Yaiodbaia,

IR-5
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26. However, the author who gave us for the first time the

definition of riddles and their different categories was Dandin in

the KavySdar^a. i.e. in the second half of the seventh century

(A.D. 660 680). He called them prahUks-s—amusing riddles and

considered them as useful for play, for amusement in social gatherings,

in discussions with the learned and when one wished to confuse or

perplex someone (3.97).*®

A. Different Sorts of Eniematic Questions

27.1. Dandin in his KavyadarSa used to denote "riddle” or

“puzzle" by the word praheltka (from which was also

generally used in Sanskrit for that purpose.

27.2. Amarakofa (1. 1. 5. 6) knows the word pravahliks as the

synonym of praheliks. So also Hemacandra’s Abhidhsnacintsmaiji

(259) and Halayudha (1. 152), but the latter spells the word pravalhika—

prahvaUka or prahvaUks, or pravahlika.

27.3. Bhoja in his Sfftgara-praksfa*’ knows the word pravahliko

hm considers it as a variety of Jravya’taifjfa and illustrates it with a

specimen called cefaka (a mixed composition in prose and verse, but

dominated by prose) ; thus Bhoja considered in the Srflgara-prakala

the pruv<j)iljfe3 as a class of campa. This is, however, an exceptional
,

definition of the pravahlika, since in Sanskrit classical literature

pravahUka-s usually meant riddles (eg. NaijadhJya-carita 16. 102). In

the Vedas (Atharvaveda) pravahlika (or pravalkika) was considered as

identical with brahmodya-s.^^

27.4. The commentary on Halayudha’s Koga gives also as

synonyms the words : pravahlih, pravahli, prahellfi and prainadatt.

6S Cl. par*. 126 belovr.

66. EbEnuii, to Uie
.

67. Dr. V. Righ&van, Bhoja’s drAtBiapralcBja, 1963 ; p. 621.

63, S«e above fo. 2 end Dt. V. Ragbavan op. cU. (fn. 67) p. 623. Probably

the first time for the word prevahUis—which is taore ancient than the word
PfdhellEo —Wat used in the Aitrayea^Dtshinana and in the Kauf'taki.BrBbmaQt

With reference to some hymns in the Atharvaveda. It also occurs in the

£sAkhayanB.lraut(socrt and in the Byhaddevats. Cf. D. Bhagwat, op. eit.

pp. 20 iqq,
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27.5. The TrikFnda^esa (1.5.2.) and the KalpadrumakoSa (445.

58) cite praJnadutl as a synonym of prakeliha.

27.6. The usual synonyms of the word praheliku (prahelilO,

in addition to pravahlibO (prakvatika, praheU, prahvaliba, pravalhiba,

pravahlifi) and prosnadatl mentioned above, are : pravahnih. pravahniba,

gadbarut gadbani, gudbaprainah (or prainagodba), gudbavaiyam,
kapatn, bataprainaji, duspabatam. antarlaviba (or antaralapa),

bahtrlapiba (or hahirOlBpd), aitatha, mohah, vyastata, vyamohabt
vyabulata, vyagreta, bh&tib, huddhtdharmab. buddhibhrantih, ilepabt

SlesobUbt sarvatohhadrdb, hjrdayaltba, varddhamanah, bhrantib,

bhramah. etc. However, not all of these expressions denote riddles

(puzdes) in general, but some denote specific kinds of riddles®®.

28. In English, in addition to riddles or puzzles which are

generally understood to be “something proposed for conjecture or that

to be solved by conjecture” (Webster), expressions logogripbs

(calembourgs or puns), anagrams, enigmas, charades, rebuses,

conundrums, etc, are current. However, Sanskrit is much richer in

synonyms of the word “riddle” and in different kinds of riddles®®,

29.

^
It is generally accepted” that the broad term “r I d d I e”

or “p u s s I e“ covers several different types of enigmatic questions

to which answers are expected, vir. at least seven categories of riddles.

29.1. The logogriph (also called calemboutg or pun : in

German Wortrdtzel), rests upon the difficulty concentrated in a single

word '(or more than one word) and its double meaning (or meanings).

As example of logogripbs Aristophanes’s “Wasps” are dted where the

word *aa7:i'5 occured in the double sense of “shield” and “wasp”.

29.2. The anagram is another type of logogriph ; by it a

new word is formed by transposition of letters from another word.

69. E.g. Suptii.riddIesoral3pa-iiddIe$. See paras 63 sqq.. 78 sgg. and D.

Bhagwat, op, tit. pp- 20 sqg.

70. The Kavysdatga alone divided the pr<i%e7il^il*s into sixteen categories, viz.

sameenta. vnnetts, vyuthranta, pramvpta, samBnartipa, paru^a, samihyata,

praialpfia, namantartta, nUhria, satAmtt^hS, parlhariba,

eiaeekanna, uhhayaechanna, and sarAblrnS. (Cf. paras. 32>43). Suhka}itii’

satitiraha-s divided riddles into twelve categories and 23 sub.categorlet. See

below para 51.

71. A, Kelso, in }. Hastings, Encj'clepaedia of Religion and Ethlet, vol. 10 s

pp. 755*70, Cf. R. Caillois, L'inxgme e$ {‘usage in his Arc po^dque
, Paris 1958.
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29.3.1. The enigma, from Greek is a symbolical

riddle allied to both, allegory and parable ; it is an obscure sentence in

which intimation runs throughout, sometimes of considerable length.

29.3.2. According to Webster an enigma is a dark saying in

which some kno^n thing is concealed under obscure language

;

an obscure question, saying or painting, containing a hidden meaning

which is proposed to be guessed.

29.3.3. According to the EncKlopaedia Britannica an enigma,

especially construed in a form *of verse or prose composition, is a

riddle or puzzle in which the answer is concealed by means of

metaphors.

29.4.1. The charade, from the French word charade (in

German Silbenrtaeel) was, according to the Encyclopaedia Britannica,

invented probably in France during the eighteenth century. The

charade consists in divining by guessing and combining in one word a

word of more than two syllables (or an entire sentence), the different

syllables of which are described by the giver of the charade as an

independent word • charades may be construed in prose or in verse.

29.4.2, According to Webster a charade is a composition, in

which the subject must be a word of two or more syllables each

forming a distinct word ; these syllables are to be concealed in an

enigmatic desaiption first separately and then together.

29.5.1, The rebus is today a sort of riddle in which the

representation of gome sentence or thing is done by means of pictures

of words or a combination of both. The name is also applied to

atrangements of words in which the position of the several vocables

is to be taken into account in divining the meaning.

29.5.2. According to Webster, the rebus is a mode of espressing

words or phrases by pictures of object whose names bear a resemblance

to those words or to the syllables of which they are composed’*.

29.6. The conundrums according to Webster, are a

sort of riddles in which some odd resemblance is proposed for

discovery between things quite unlike ; a quibble ; a low jest.

72. Ongfnafly a rebus was a put (P tbe form of a picture of thii)|s

in words or syllables (Plutarch on the dream of Alexander the Great), ot an
object lesson in the political ot historical sphere (Rabbi's reply to Eoperot’s
Marcus Aurelius amtassador, ot the iDCSSstc of the Scytuns to Cyrus).
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29.7. Arithmetical riddles are based upon the

form of the numeral (in case of Roman numerals) or upon the numerical

value of letters of the alphabet (in case the letters of the alphabet

are also used as numerals)'^ Where Roman numerals or alphabet

numerals are not used, arithmetical riddles are those which are based

on mathematics in general.

29.8. Also epigrams are sometimes considered as riddles.

Generally an epigram is a concise poem treating only of one thing,

and ending with-some lively, ingenious and natural thought (Webster).

However epigrams in insaiptions, usually on gravestones, were also

used in Greece as kind of riddles, if they suggested a challenge to

solution’*.

30. Almost all different categories of riddles known today

and many other categories existed also in ancient Indian literature,

obviously with some changes due to the specific characteristics of the

Sanskrit language, e g. instead of single letters, in principle, syllables

had to be used etc,”

73. Cf. F. Delitsch, Commeftfary en Frovert*. tr. by H. M. G Easton, 2 vols.

Edmbuigh 1874-75 -wbo says that they also appear in the Sanshsvt Uteiatuie.

74. Cf. Ohlert 109, as quoted by KeUo, op. c$t, (fn. 71).

75. Cf. aboT« fn. 66. ^



ir. DIVISION OF RIDDLES ACCORDINO TO DAK^>IN'S KAVYADARSA

AND THE VISIilUDHARMOTTRA-PURXlirA

31.1, Riddles known to Sanskrit speaking people were for the

first time categorized into 16 kinds by Dandin in his KsvySdarSa.

His categorisation was used as the basis for a similar categorisation

of riddles by the author I compiler of the Visqudharmottara-pu^na

(3, 16). There the same 16 categories of riddles, plus eight new ones,

were also mentioned, though sometimes they were called by different

names.

31.2. Dandin in his KSvySdaria referred to early scsrya-s and

stated that they mentioned siiteen categories of riddles and in addition

to them fourteen' other erroneous types of prahelika-s (i.e. dusta^

prehelika). In his opinion, however, the errors (do$o-s) arc innumerable

and therefore he decided to describe only the good ones and omit the

other ones (3. 106-7). On the other hand Vi,g.-p. (1. 16. 1) mentioned

not only good pra/ielifea-s but also tbo» made out of kavya-do^a-s

and, therefore, the number of different types of riddles in the Vi,db,-p.

reaches the number 24. It is however clear that the categories of

riddles included in the Kavyadaria and in the Visnudharmottara-

pufina—in view of the numerous possible kSvya-dosa-s are not

exhaustively enumerated there and that the categories of riddles

could have been more numerous.

31.3. Still another categorisation of riddles is found in Dharma-

dlsa's VMM. This categorisation, with the exception of the first

category of riddles, vyasta (where the answer depends on the division

of the word) and samasta (where the answer is in one or more words),

is rather empirical than theoretical. Dhatmadasa defines 73 categories

of raddles (sic 1) which covets the division of riddles found in the three

above mentioned sources. Dharmadasa made even more minute dis-

tinctions than Dandin, Vi?nudharmottara and the collators of

suhhupUa-sathgraha-s did, between the same categories of riddles.

31.4. In any case the categorisation of riddles in the Ka.,

Vijnudharmottara and VMM. was tbeoretical and different from
the division of riddles found in the suhha?ita-satnsraha-s where
the classification made much later was done from the practical

point of view, This later classification, therefore, was generally
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accepted and is even prevalent in modern times. In suhha§ita~

sa>Agraha-s, however, deSnitions for diferent categories of riddles

do not exist and must be determined by aoalyring the riddles

\phich are included in the appropriate chapters. On the other hand

the definitions in the Ksvyldar^a and in the Vi?nadharmottara-purana

are clear-cut definitions, though not always very well expressed and

clear. They are given below,

32.1. According to the Kavyadaifa (3. 98 ch) the

samagata or samafrcfa-riddle”

is a riddle in which the real meaning is concealed (gad^a)by sarfidhi

(padasatfidhi) or by one dksara (Vi.dh.-p 3. 16, 3).

32.2. As an example of the samagata-nddh Dandin quoted the

following verse (3. 103) :

32.3. The normal translation would be : “My heart is not set

on milk. Why are you angry with me, you with the reddened eyes I

Stop this inappropriate wailing.” However the real meaning of this

verse is not that Kr$na was set on milk (*1 tpTT ntw but that

he was not set on sinful happiness (ff JT^ssrfK®) (was unfaithful)”.

32.4. In Ju&Aa?ita-5(zrAgraAas this riddle” would belong to the

category of gupta-iiddles with a concealed, hidden meaning and, in parti-

cular, to the sub-category : sarftdAi-gupta—saTfihta-gopana-pra/iehka.

32.5. These riddles remind tis of today's calembourgs (puns)”.

33.1, According to the Kavyadar^a (3.98 cd) the

vflflcjffl or i'a>idira-riddle*“

76. joined together : riddle Used on differing words joining together.

ftHPTtfT in Vi.dh.-p. (3, 16.3).

77. The riddle mentioned above (para. 16} is also a jiimagai^-riddle (or

gupioproAelii&a-tiddle of the subhjfita’rmtgra^a-r,

73. Also quoted in 6P., SR,, SSB., SRK

79. See also below para, 141 and fn. 340.

60. From qjVtitf deceived. ,* Vi.db.-p. 3. 16. 3.
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is a riddle in wtick by the use of the word in an unusual meaning

(i.e. synonymous meaning) the reader js misled (deceived).

33.2. As an example of the vaSct'M-riddle Dandin quoted the

following verse (3. 109)

;

TfcT i

33.3. The normal translation would be ; “Your pleasure is

greater when you enjoy a humpbacked woman, than when you enjoy

a woman who could laugh at a divine damsel (because of her beauty).

33.4. Here the hidden meaning lies in the word ^sjT which

could also mean the city of Kanyakubja (^tarnj, to live in)

;

thus, the real meaning of the verse would be s "Your pleasure is

greater when you enjoy a woman from the city of KSnyakubja, than...*'

33.5. In suhhaf\ta-saTh^raka'S this sort of riddles would also

belong to the category of gupta-prahelibn^St riddles with a concealed

meaning.

34.1, According to KSvyadar^a (3. 99 ah) the

vyutkrsnia or «'feranlogopifa»riddle*'

is a riddle which causes confusion by the employment of words

belonging together and which arc in great distances from one

another ; there, the meaning is concealed by intermediary word?.

34.2, As an example of the vyufferonta-riddle Dapejin quoted

the following verse (3. 110) :

34.3, There is only one translation possible of this verse but it

is made difllcuU and the syntax of the verse confuses the reader because

of separation of words which go together by other words.®* The

81. From Incervowen, interlaced ; transgressed, overstepped.

frfMrtFpn Vi.db.-p, 3, 16. 4.

81 The fl-ordi
qf^rnn- getd

lo together.
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translation of the verse is as follows : “A swan, rubbing his body at

the lotus-stalk with rough thorns and uttering sweet sounds, kisses

with his beak the face of the lotus plant”.

34.4. Today, this would not be considrcd as a riddle sensu stricto

but as a verse not well construed and because of that diflicult to

understand. The difficulty in understanding this verse depends on using

wit and intelligence and therefore it was considered in ancient India

as a riddle.

35.1. According to the Kavyadaria (3. 99cd) the

pramusita or tnu^tV^-riddle

is a riddle in which the sequence of words makes the understanding

of the meaning of the sentence difficult : there the meaning is con-

cealed by means of obsolete synonyms (Vi.dh.-p, 3. 16. 4).

35.2. As an example of the prnmu^ftS-riddle Dandin quoted

the following verse (3. Ill) :

m trrftor: n

35.3. This verse can only be translated in one way, but its trans-

lation is difficult because of the use of rare words, such as

5pwf2re5 or words in their etymological meaning (e.g. sprw, and ^).
The verse can be translated as follows : ’‘Oh I girl, the anklets on

your attractive feet which increase by the tinkling and swelling sounds,

with your gait sustain my life”®^

35.4. This riddle is also not a riddle sensu stricto but a text

difficult to understand because of the syntax and use of unusual

words. Only with the use of wit and intelligence the verse can be

comprehended.

36. The last two riddles can therefore be considered as gram-

matical syntax riddles which today would not be considered as riddles,

37.1. Accordibg to KavySdaria (3. 100 «&) the

ramSnarnpa-riddle”

83. A mote literal ttansUtion of Kumudazanjan Ray reads* “Ho. girt, in

your leg there aic jingling sounds, swelling sounds mcreasing' with your gaits—

the leg it enjoyable like moon incarnate and my mind stops there**.

84. From similar. - * -

—

IR-6
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is a riddle construed of words used in their metaphorical meaning

(gau^urtha) }
there the meaning is hidden b? different words having

the same meaning (Vi.dh..p, 3. 16, 5).

37.2. As an example of the samanarap3~tiddle Da^din quoted

the following verse (3. 112)

:

?Tr?rT m

37.3. The translation of this verse is simple. It says; ‘T saw

in this garden a creeper with five twigs and on each of the twigs a red

cluster of hlossoms”. However the author of the verse did not mean

a garden, or a creeper, or twigs, or a cluster of blossoms ; these words

were used as metaphors. Meant here were : the body of a girl (the

garden), creeper-like arms ended by five fingers and red nails. The

words g?rH, ^5^, were used here in their meta-

phorical meanings,

37.4.1. The whole Sanskrit literature and, particularly*

numerous5«b)iaj;(tf-r<jrtgrflAu<,iocIuded hundreds—if not thousands—

descriptive suiA^fita-s contain metaphorical descriptions of the

beauty of women. Some of these metaphors became real stock-

phrases so that when we read in connection with the description of

women’s beauty, of the moon, of the swarm of bees, of blue Hllies,

tender stalks, creepers and red blossoms, two pots, something so small

that it is difficult to guess what it is, banana stems, etc. we know that

the real meaning of these words is different ; they mean : the woman's

face, her tresses, her eyes, her neck, her arms, end. d with red nails,

her bosom, her waist, her feet, etc. Sometimes these metaphores

are written in a form of a real riddle. And so, for instance, we read in

Jalhapa's Saktimuktavall (i69, 18)^ the following samanarttpu-riddle

:

(Two banana stems placed in an inverse manner over two lotuses
;
above

there is a broad region of a gem *'slab” and then something which is

65. AUo quoted ia the Suhhft^te-hBtar^i o( Hetikavt, No. 1781.
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difficult to guess (due to its smallness) ; tben there are two pots and

next come two lotus stalks ; then the tender sprout with the moon
over which there are two blue lillies and a swarm of bees ; what could

that he ?} (Re. a woman).
37.4.2.

This is a typical s^manarOpS-riddle. Very often similar

riddles were quoted and composed with great ingenuity and liking by

many Sanskrit poets.

38.1. According to KavySdaria (3. lOOcd) the

parufa-riddic**

is a riddle in which a word, having a special meaning is formed by the

process of derivation for the only purpose of giving another (even if

unnatural) meaning : there the meaning is bidden on account of con-

struction of harsh syllables (Vi.dh.-p 3. 16. 6).

38.2. As an example of the pdru^a-riddle Dapdin quoted the

following verse (1, 113) :

M'M'd ^ ^ s’siftr 11

38.3. The verse says : ’^Drunkards showing their brilliant white

teeth wander freely in the liquor shop. And now, intoxicated* they

seem to he immersed in the pool of wine*'.

38.4. The translation of the verse is difficult because of the

use of same words in their rare and unusual etymological meaning

(the word ^ ^ is confusing).

39.1. According to KSvyadar^a (3. 101a&) the

scpifeftyafa-riddle*^

is a riddle in which the use of numerical proportions causes

confusion ; there the meaning is bidden by using words denoting

savikhy^ (Vi.dh,-p. 3. 16. 6).

39.2. As an example of the saiAkhyOta^xiddlQ Dapdin quoted

the following verse (3. 114) :

66. FrocD btrd, cimilar

87. Ftotn calculation.
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?TTfgyTM«n ’^cff^'rar i

?rfffr »jc7-4uji^i/r Tjqi: 1

1

39.3. The translation is simple, but the use of the numerals is

confusing. The verse says ! “There is a city having a nasal in the

middle, with the two sides adorned by four letters,®* in which dwells

a king whose name consists of eight letters.®®” Re. I^hcl and the king

Pundrata."®

39.4. This is a riddle which can ba considered as an arithmetical

riddle, hut different from the Roman, or Hebrew, or Arabic arith-

metical riddles since the latter use Roman numerals or letters of the

alphabet for denoting numerals. Here the riddle causes confusion

due to the use of numerals (iiarna«j) 2 plus 1 plus 2 and 8. The riddle

presupposes the knowledge of the de^ansgari alphabet based on

phonetical piinciples®^

40.1. According to the KSvyadarla (3.101 cd) the

prakalpxta^ or fealpiW-riddle®*

is a riddle in which the sense of the woMs used in the verse indicates

a different meaning than it really has *. there the meaning is hidden

by another meaning.

40.2. As an example of a prakalpitQ-xiddle Dandin quoted the

following verse (3.115)

;

fw ^ \

rd^i^Hpr *IT II

40.3. The normal translation of this verse would be : “Oh I

aged one, with your tremulous voice, with your bowed head and

pitiable eyes ; I am pitying you, though I am here trembling”. How-
ever, the hidden meaning of this verse (by the use of the vocative of

the goddess of wealth) is the following : “Oh I goddess

of wealth, you do not pity me though I am standing here trembling

with tremulous voice, with bowed head and pitiable eyes".

6S. Var,.a.i.

89. VarnM,

90. Here consonaots without voweU ue used.

91. Cf. below Ins 310*nd31i

92. Eton y+fftld arttnjed. prepared. in Vi.dh -p. \ 16. 7.
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40.4,
This is a kind of today's conundrum.

41.1. According to I^vySdar^a (3.102 ab) the

namantoriw-iiddle®*

is a riddle in which various meanings are implied in a word ; there

the meaning is bidden hy misunderstanding a sattijila (proper name).

(Vi. dh.- p. 3.16.7).

41.2. As an example of the namantartta-riddle Dandin quoted

the following verse (3.116) :

TivtciruhTfsr ‘nPi?: i

TRT »nf^ IFTTcPT^ II

41.3. The translation of this verse is simple: “Oh 1 you with

timid eyes, a certain ruler was first called rOjan and as evcrexisting**

;

but he is neither raja nor evercxisting.’'

41.4. Here the hidden meaning lies in the word *111^^:, princely-

ruler, or coming from the earth, a tree. It is a tree TI^RTI ; this word

starts with TRTT and is not without tPT *inn.*).

41.5. This sort of riddle is another kind of a riddle based on

double entente of a word. It resembles today’s logogrigh.

42.1. According to KSvyadarfa (3.102 cd) the

nibftfta-riddle**

is a riddle which contains words indicating a similar characteristic but

having another meaningCs) ; there the meaning is bidden by the

mlsundsrstanding of words (Vi.dh.-p. 3.16.8).

42.2. As an example of the nibArto-riddle Dapdin quoted the

following verse (3.117) :

JIT Unq'U ?>T: I

srnrnif^^nn^i^" *1 n

93. From gynonyBoui.

95. From secret, concealed.
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42.3. The translation is simple and the sense of the verse seems

to he clear, hut in reality the verse conveys purposely another meaning

than it seems to have. In translation this verse says ? Who are these

fetDale-beings who leave a man when they have deprived him of his

riches and who go to a rich man and who attract by all kinds of tricks ?

But they are not prostitues. Certainly, the obvious answer would

he— veiya-s. The hidden meaning of th«s verse lies in the proper

understanding of the word which here means waves. The

correct reply to the riddle is, therefore, not a veiya. but a river ; a man

is a mountain
;
the rivers with their wave-like waters («Tr»TPTf^l carry

away wood (riches) and go to a richer one, i.c. to the ocean.

42 .4. This sort of riddles resembles partly the praMpM-tiddh,

42.5. The riddles occur with much effect very often in the entire

Sanskrit literature and not always in collections of riddles. Beautiful

and numerous examples of this sort of riddles may he quoted. In the

suhhifita'sarfiiraha.s they are usually insetted among apahnutayo’

riddles®*, since the aim of both these categories of riddles is to fool the

readerhy implying another meaning to the riddle, than it really has.

Id some cases these riddles use frequently fleja-s,

42.6. A very beautiful apahnutaya- riddle is found, for instance,

in the Subbasita-ratnakara (246)®’ where we read : “In the season of

clouds it is really impossible to remain without a husband (or } without

falling), ‘Are you 1 troubled fickle woman?’. ‘No no, dear friend,

the way is slippery”®^
; or a verse from the Suhhasita-ratna-bhSpdagSra

(186.8®®) -where we read: “At first she took hold of the husband,

then she climbed to the region of the hips, giving pleasure when the

tips of the nails were used to fondle, 'Was it a pleasing young lady ?‘

'Not so, sir, it was the itch**’®® ; or a verse full of ilesa-s quoted also

in the Subhajita-ratna-bbapdagsra (186.12) where we read r "Possessed

96 Cf. psias, 52, 58 cqq.

97. Also quoted in Prawnni. 96 : SuMuB. 155. 11*2 ; S8hity»d»rp*m ad
10. 6$4 (p 288) ; 6P. 525 ; SR. 186 4 ; SSB. 531. 4.

93. TitnsUtioD in the fiiMistheca Indies 9.

99. Also quoted in SSB. 531. 8 snd SRK. 149. 8.

100. (fern.).
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of a closeness that is well decorated'®* and charming^®*
—

'friend

are we speaking of youth ?’ *No friendj not indeed—of poetry*”.

43.1. According to Kavj^daria (3.103 ah) the

samUna^abda-tiddH^^*

is a riddle which arises due to the use of words giving another

meaning by different breaking up (of words) and getting a synonym

thereof ; there the meaning is bidden by identical words (Vi. dh. -p.

3.16.8).

43.2. As an example of the samOnaiabda-riddli Daqdin quoted

the following verse (3.118)

:

r>idy+ui^iii%y) i

43.3. To get the proper senst of this verse several tricky

changes have to be made j the synonym of^ is^PT and ofJT^t^t^

is therefore or pearl which is conquered or sabdued by the lower

lip
; in addition the synonym of ^*1 is and of a ^TT^.’

is therefore trtrr, the lower lip. By the use of these synonyms and by

the breaking up of words the following meaning of the verse is

achieved : ‘’Oh f you sweeNtongued one, your lips which are equal

to young sprouts, create in me to^ay a great longing for you”'®*.

43.4. To solve this sort of riddles great ingenuity must be used

and the person who solves it must be well versed in Sanskrit and know
its vast vocabulary in order to chose the proper synonym. It is diffi-

cult Co apply these riddles to another language than Sanskrit.

101. Friendship or lylUbUs.

102. With otnamentt or iiguiet of speech.

103. Style—good conduct or pleseinf rnctrei.

IW. ^rnrnrrX-iimewotd-iynonytD

105. Following Urn mote litetelmDiUtion—explanition given by V. Niri-
ysntAyet: “Lady of delightful ipcecb I That which is called the conqueror of
eicellent hsirftegfl'jraryJra i* and prair/faieia is therefore prevala or
pearl which iaconquered or subdued by thelowet lip) and that which is called

"not ..t.n" (•jftr t.i it. tttrtif, TO “J !trjpr lubmloi. niR >b*

Icwet lip) yout lower lip creates a great locfiDg la at today.
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44.1. According to Kavyadaria (3.103 cd) the

sarhmaiha-^ or vyamOdW-riddle

is a riddle which causes confusion, though it is well expressed ;
there

the meaning becomes difficult to understand because of the concordance

of the meaning (Vi. dh. -p. 3.16.9).

44.2. As an example of the sanimiid^fl-riddle Dandin quoted

the following verse (3.119)

:

44.3- The translation of the verse is simple but its meaning is

contradictory. The verse says : “Two lovers lay on a bed; in anger

they turned away from each other ; so laying (on the bed* but still)

in love, they kissed each other’s face”. How can it be that with turned

away faces that could kiss each other ? The difficulty is solved if we

take again from a the word *Rr^Tq and insert it in c, i.e. “and again

turned around *. This fa^fetcbed explanation is found in the nks to

the Kavyadacia verse.

45.1. According to Kavyadaila (3.104 ah) the

parihsriha- or porihasikail)- riddle

is a riddle composed of a continuous series of compound words

I it Consists of a series of words which give meaning

to the sentence when taken in the root sence ; there the meaning is

constructed of the hidden meaning (Vi. dh. -p. 3.16.5).

45.2,

As an example of the pariharika-riddle Dandin quoted

the following verse (3.120)

;

fsrfsnnt^nT^IFq-

wTr=ff n

45.3.

The difficulty in solving this riddle and translate it pro-

perly lies in the correct division of separate words and good knowledge

of mythology. Its meaning is : **Human beings, tormented by the

rays- of the sun rejoice when the sky is overcast with loaded clouds.

45.4.

Here the conqueror of f?, the bird is ^1
his son (tn?srfR) is

; his enemy tF'PI is ^ and his father (5^)
is ^ ; »Tr?55r—tormented by his rays ; thus

;

he who drives away the cold (^*n^) is the fire whose enemy

ii the water which the clouds («rT)«af5qH5r0nr.
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4S.S. This riddle is also quoted in suhkafita-satAgrakt’S where

It is classed either among 6Q{Sni*-riddIe5 (SR.. SSB.) or prahelika- riddles

f6P.,SRK.).

46.1. According to KSvySdaria (3.104 cd) the

efeaccAunno-riddle*®**

is a riddle in which “the container*’ (aSraya) is hidden and “the

contained” is obvious (airila).

46.2. This definition is very obscure but its explanation is found

in the example quoted in the Kavyadarla (3.121) reading :

‘PTtnf'T Tf If

46.3. In translation the verse says : “This hand of some non-

human being never touches a weapon or the bosoms of women; never-

theless it is not fruitless”.

46.4. Here the non-human being is the and the

is riefnus communU. The tnpsitr, the fruit is clearly stated (the

contained) and the tn?nr, the plant (the container) is hidden.

46.5. In the suhhafita^satttgraha’-s this kind of riddles would
belong to the gupta wtegory of riddles. It is diEBcult to solve this

kind of riddles.

47.1. According to Kavyadarfa (3. 105 oh) the

uhhayaccfianna-riddle^®®

is a riddle in which both (the ’’container" and the “contained") are

hidden.

47.2. As an example of the uhfiayaccftanna-riddle Dapdin quoted

the following verse (3. 122) :

105a. From one biddea. Also mentioned in Vi.dh.-p. 3. 16. 10.

106. From bidden. AUo mentioned in V dh..p. 3. 16. 10.

IR-I
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47.3. This riddle says : What is it that is so united (with

another) that it is together in all circumstances, but if it is discovered

at meal-time it is thrown away r” The reply is hair with the head.

The riddle is based on the double entente of word hair as well as

head. Here “both unlcnown*' (the container and the contained) arc not

known, though the word denoting it is the same.

48.1. The last category of riddles quoted in the KSvysdarfa

(3. 105 cd) is the sajrtfeirna riddle'®’ ; it is a mixture of all the riddles

quoted above. According to Vi dh-p (3.16.1) this kind of riddles

is definedby rarflb/iavopeta 5 there the meaning is concealed by many

possibilities.

48.2. As an example of the sniftfrlrpa-riddle Datidin qupted the

following verse (.3. 123)

:

h'ii RTTsjj rf I

48.3. This riddle says : “If this enemy force which has horses,

elephants and «vartiors IS not conquered, then our son is ignorant of

the way of the world, even if he would know the Erabman."

48 4. The hidden meining of this riddle is. according to the

flla the following ; if the alphabet cant -ini ig q, 37
,

^7 and Z

is not le’mt, then the son would be' illiterate even if he would know
the Vedas by heart.

48.5. This last riddle, as fCflvySdarfa dearly stated, is connected

with the namUntarita- as well as with the varlcita-riddles and that “in

this way different categories of riddles (mixtures) could ba obtained.**

:ft:

49.1. We find in Vi.dlr.-p. eight additional categories of riddles,

viz. gndba-riddle (3 16. 9) where the meaning is hidden by various

hondhC’S in the ifUa (metre); the crt^cfarl-iiddle (3.16.11)

where the liddle leads to a difTercnt meaning ard the vyabkicarixi^-

riddle (3, 16. 11) where the same effect is achieved through a word
(these two latter additional riddles seem to be do^a'invya-j and

107, Ftom mixed toSetba.
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identical with m’6V^5-riddles) ; the n<7j#arffta-riddle (3 16.12’) where

the meaning becomes cle"?! by putting in the metre the missing mafra

and the dnyarthata-nddle (3.16.13) where the meaning becomes

different because a varpa is missing (these two last categories of riddles

seem to be dofa-hovya-s and identical with sarvahita- or samOtratS-

riddles
:
the art/iada-riddle (). 16. 14) where the meaning becomes

clear by interpretation according to different senses; ard the lefa*

riddles (3 16. 14") where only the seed of the meaning is suggested

(this last riddle saems also to be a dofa-bQvya and resembles general

prahelika-s).

49 2. Other worts on poetics, with the exception of Bhoia’s

Sarasvatlkantfcabharana which divides ridd'es into six categories

(2.233 4). devote orly little rpacc to liddle.s. Fhtmsha (2 9-10) nrtes

that riddles fpralie/i6«-5' employ yamatfl and oh^cure the meani-g cf

sentences by the variety of root meanings ; he also notes that without

a commentary they are incomprehensible and that they are a source of

pleasure for an intelligent man but put to shame a fool. Maromata

docs not mention riddles and discusses only citrahawas. Hcmacandra

in Vis KsvyStufStara (5. 4) comidm pra)>eltfea-s as h\da (a play, a

jest) of no poetical value. Pudrata in bis KflvyalaiiiVsra (5 24)

only icentiors them and Vifvanatba In his Sshityadarpana (10. 13)

even refuses to prahehka~s a place in a^oifibara-s. .rince they "are

opposed to s be mentions only riddles where a syllable is missing

(cyutfihgarB), where a syllable’ is added (datintsaro) and where a

syllable is missing ard another added (e)utadattakfara) t similarly

Dfavanyaloka. Gcnerallv speaking on’y earlier works on poetics attach

some importance to riddles as a special branch of literature, while

later ones consider them only as a play.

49-3. The Kavy?darfa and the Visnudharmottara-purSTna conse-

crated a prominent place to riddles in their respective works bv devoting

special chapters to prahelikas ; they considered them as a distinctive

type of Sanskrit literature. However, their categorisation being

theoretical was not followed in practice. Consequently it fell into

oblivion.^®® That was also due to the fact that they categorised only a

small part pf current riddles and did not define the other sorts of

riddles, particularly, the popular group of riddles which resemble

today's charades inlapa-s) as well as general riddles (praheUka-s).

108. But not the riddles thenselves. Some of those quoted in the Ksvyodaria

still popular and are included in modern sulhafiia-sarhiraha-t.
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SO. In describing above the categories of riddles according to

the Xsvygdarla and the Vi-dh.-p., it was pointed out, whenever possible,

the equivalent category of riddles according to suhhafita-sarhgraka-s*

However, only few categories of riddles defined in these two works

are identical with the categories found in the ?uhha}Ua-5afhgrah-s.

There, the dividing line between the dilTetent categories of riddles is

vague, since no definitions exist for the different categories. That

caused also confusion, so that somtimes some riddles were ranked in

one one category of riddles and in another

iuhhssita-samiraha among another category of riddles-^®’

IQi. So, for instance the xirfdle mentioned below in paia, 102 Is lanVed In SR.,
and SSB. among, the anwr-alapa-riddle# end in JS. amonj prfl/MpJww-riddle*,



III. DIVISION OF RIDDLES ACCORDING TO
SUBHASITA-SAMGRAHA-S

51, The 5ubAa5<ta-M>A^r<ift<i*5 divide the riddles into the follow^

ing twelve categories and man? sub-categories**® (in brackets the

synonyms of the respective categories and sub-categories are given

with the indication of the suhhaftta^sartigraha’S which divide riddles

into various categories)

:

1. PrflAeZila (SR,), or prakelikanidarganam (SSB.) ;

2. ApaAnufayaCSR.), or apahnutinirdeSah (SSB.). or chehapah-

nutih (SRK.)

:

3. hatani (CR., SSB.), or kutoiloia (SRK), or Aflfa (6P.)

;

4. kriysguptadayah (SR.), or kriyagopanam (SSB.), oi fertys-

guptaksrakaguptadi (SRK.)

:

(a) kriyaguptam (SR„ SSB.» 6p,, SRK., JS.) ;

(b) kartrguptam (SR., 5P.), or kartypadagopanam (SSB.) ;

(c) karmaguptam (SR., SP., JS.), or karmapadagopanam

(SSB):

(d) karaxiaguptam (SR.. JS.), or karapapadagopanam

(SSB.)

:

(e) sarApradanaguptam (SR., JS,), or iampradunagopanam

(SSB.)

;

(f) apsdanaguptam (SR., JS.), or apadunagoponam

(SSB.)

;

(g) saTtibandhaguptam (SR., JS.). or sambandkagopanam

(SSB.) ;

(h) adhikarapaguptam (SR., JS.) or adhikarapagopanam

(SSB.)

:

(i) amantritaguptam (SR.) or saTfthodhanapadagopattem

(SSBO. or sartihodhanaguptam (JS.) ;

110. E.g.. the eup(a.xlddles ate luEthez divided into 16 tub-categories a&d the

crul^S-iidiles into 7 suh.catcgories.
,
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(j) bartj-hriyOguptam (SR.) Of kaYtfbriiBpadayor^

gopanam SSB.);

(k) hartj-karmairiysguptam (SR.) or kartrhiyspada-

gopanatn (SSB.)

;

(l) saHidhiguptam (SR ,SP.) or saifihitagopanam (SSB.) ;

(m) samOiaguptam (SR.) or samasagopanam (SSB ) :

(r) Ufigaguvtam {Sik.) OT liAgagopanam (SSB.);

(o) suhvacanaguvtam (SR.) ot subvacanagopcnam

(SSB.)

;

(p) Mvaeanaguptam (SR.) or tiAvacanagopanam (SSB.)

;

5. mBtracyutabadayali (SR.) or mOtrBvaiparltyanidarSanam

(SSB.), Of shofcly cyutabsi

(a) mstrscyutabam :

(b) Unducyutakam (SR.) or htnduvaipaTUyanidarianam

(SSB.)

;

(c) visargacyutaham (SR.) or fctndumon (§P.) or visarga‘

vaiparltyanidarSanam (SSB,)

;

(d) abfaracyutakam (SR.) or abfaravaiparityanidarianatn

(SSB.)

:

(e) sthSnacyulakam (SR.) or sthanavaiparVyonidarSanam

(SSB.)

!

(f) vyanjanacyutabam (SR.) or vyailjanavaiparMyanidar-

ianam (SSB);

(g) eyutadaUabsaram (SR.) cyutadattabfaranidarSanam

C5SB.)

:

6. antaralapab (SR.i SSB.) or antarlspiba (5RK,) ;

7. (SR., SSB.), or tti^traJflp8n8m (SSB.)

or bahirlapika (SRK.)

;

8. prainoKora (pO (SR.. SP.) or yugapatpraSnottara (SSB.)

or praSnottarabhedah OS.)

:

9. vyatirebavieehittinirdeSab (SSB.)

;

10. vyQj<istutivicchUtinirdeiab (SSB.)

;

11. citram (SR.. SSB.. SP., JS.):;

12. fc/iflfflcitrtim (SR„ SSB., SP.)

;
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A. Prahelika and Apahnutaya^riddles

52. The prahelikH’S (the most common description for riddles*^^)

and thz Qpahnutaya-s^'* the first two categories of riddles, according

to subhdiita'satfigraha~5t were the most important ones. They contain

general riddles, puzzles and enigmas. Particularly the prahelika-s

occurred frequently in the whole fcofAa-literature”* and other literary

works. Their aim was to ask the rccci^rer of these riddles to guess,

on th£ basis of an enigmatic description, the object meant.

53. Some of these riddles are easy to soke but some are more

difficult. The good knowledge of mythology was essential for the solution

of most of the praftcltfea-s. Usually the answer was not included in the

text of the prahelika, but most of the subhSftta-sarAgraha-s, or sources

that quoted them, gke in footnotes or commentaries the proper reply.

Without such a commentary to answer properly prahelika-s was very

often impossible, since the answer was mostly very involved.

54. The prahelika-s resemble today’s puzzles, riddles, enigmas

and, sometimes, also conudcums.

55.1. An easy to solve riddle, which was probably meant for

cbildten, was the following :

(He, who knows the word which denotes an object shaped like a

crescent moon which has a meaning of a female”^ consisting of three

akfara-s, beginning with a ^ and ending with a ft, is wise^.

55.2. The respondent had to guess only one syllable, since the

first and last were given in the riddle itself : ^T. . .‘(1“*. The reply is

111. lathe KSvjBdafja the word praAelil^s Was ussd to denote tU kiadi cf

riddles, puzzles, etc.

112. From to coaccal. to hide, to duSuiie.

113. See above paras 23.1.2. and 23.1.3.

114. SR. 185. 21 ; SSB. 529.21.

115. Femininum. Consisting of three <i&;(sr<i*t.

116. Feminiunm iroin
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extremely easy : Jl-f A similar riddle which asked to find a word

(tnasc.) composed of four syllables, of which the first and last were

given is, for instance quoted in SR. (105.28) and SSB. (530.28).

55.3. Also quite easy to solve is a riddle described in an

enigmatic manner as follows: “A musical instrument having many

holes, charming and beating the name of a sage and ever favoured by

cakrtn (Kr§na, or snake). He who knows it js cIever"“L The obvious

reply is an anthill or the sage being considered as the author of

the RsmSyana—Valmlki).

55.4. The same reply is also Mpccted from the following riddle

which is, however, more diilicult to solve : *‘Oh I dear one, see in the

forest something pleasing to the eyes and ears, full of holes and

charming and noisy like the lotus mouth of a woman

55.5. Also quite easy to solve is the following riddle : “I’m a

footless traveller, very well-read, / and yet no scholar (iVe got no

head) ; / wicbouc any mouth, speaking truth or lies. I ^Riddle me this,

Bind you’ll be wise”“^ The reply is—a letter.

56. Ingenious and beautiful, but not easy to solve, are the

following prahelikHs of whi<ii a very few, from among hundreds,

are quoted here

:

56.1, “It has eight feet and four ears; two faced it faces two
other quaters ; it roars at the"gate of the king’s palace and is neither a

god not a demon““® (Re. four faced Urge drum).

56.2. “It has a neck, but no head ; it has two arms but is

without hands ; it has the power to remove ^t?TT (Sita from the

RsmSyana or slta~cold), but not 6rl Rama nor Ravapa”^*' (Re.

a shirt).

117. SR.lSL5;SSB.529.5,'SRi:.152. W,I3. 7^40.

llBi IS. 353.32.

119. 6P.5 14 : SR; 184. 1 5 SSB. 528. 1 ; SRK. 146. 1 ; IS. 7665. TransUted by
I. Brough ia his Poemi from tht Sonsirlt, Peaguin Classics, 1963 5 No. 249.

m SR. 185. 22.

UL SR.l85.14:SSS.529.1«.
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56.3. “White all over, stout ard hard, round shaped, and very

pleasing to the mind, what is that which is grasped very much longinlly

even by old people (Re. a round saufT-boz).

56.4. “It has no bone nor has it a brad ; it has a hand no

fingers ; it has no pear of I^gs but embraces its limbs tijhtly of its ow.i

accora'’*^ (Re. sign-post).

56.5. “It has one cyr, but is net a crow ; it desires cavity but

it is not a snake : it increases and decreases but is neither the sea nor

the moon' ***. (Re. needle).

56.6. “Though very high it is equal to the earth ; though

belonging to the earth it is not a king ; its existence is for finding out

the truth (metsjre of honour), hut when that has been achieved it

no loger lives (it is no more useful)"**’. (Re. raised platform to take

oaths in a court of the law).

57, Of somewhat different sort is the following praheUkO-tiddle

which resembles today’s conundrum : berci the whole verse is composed

of five representations of objects which have to be guessed from the

following descriptions : “The leavings***, the faded flowers offered to

Lord Siva **’, the vomit***, the shroud***, and things that grow in the

faces of crows***—these five are highly sanctifying”***.

122. SR. 185. 10 : SSB. 529. 10.

123. SR. 185. 13 i SSB. 529. 13 ; SRK. 148. 15 ; IS. 7706

124. SR. 1S5. 11 ; «!SB. 529. 11 ; SRK. 143. 14 ; SRM. 2. 2. 373 : SuMuil. 54.

11 2 ; IS. 7776.

125. Rid8U difficult to solve. IS. 353. 33

126. Re, lallk,

127. Re. Gangs.

128. Re. Hone;.

129. Re. Silk gaimenL

130. Re. holy fig-tree,

131. 6p. 517; Sima 2 ? 16;SR. 184.4;SS3.523.4. Many »«h examples

could be quoted, c.g. §P. 533.

IR-a
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58. The aim of the flpafcnutfljxi-riddles”* is to fool the reader

by employing easy and obvious answers while in reality another answer

is expected. This sort of riddles is indentical with the nihhfts-

riddles’®*, as described in the Kavyadaria. Several examples of this

category of riddles were quoted above. In the subhn^ita-sarhgraha’S

we find many more flpflftnutaya-iiddles. And so, for instance

:

58.1. "What creeper is this here before me that clings not close

to the tree, with its body agitated by the wind ? 'Dost thou, fair

friend, call to mind thy festive dalliance with thy Wet ? • ‘No, No I

I just described a feature of the rainy season' "’**

;

58.2. ‘‘Though come together inside, she comes out ; when

touched she gives embraces : when the lips are pressed she pretends to

cry out. Thus she is difficult to get even by penance on account of her

playful activities’**". The obvious reply would be—a girl, but the

proper reply is the flute.

59. In the apahnuti-tjpe of riddles the abvious reply to a

enigmatic question is wrong and the concealed reply is correct.

B. KtliSni Riddles

60, Usually next to the praheUka~ind apahnutaya^ndtHts, we
find in the suhhsfita'sarhgraha-s the

iflfani-riddlcs”*

or crooked riddles or traps. Thrir title conveys their intent. They
are really "crooked" and very hard to solve riddles. The feofani-riddlcs

(also called hfa-s) are the jojftilrrw^iiddlcs of the KSvyBdarSa^*’’, i e. a

combination of the snmsnaiuhda-riddles (which arise due to the use

of words giving another is^aiting by different hfiealring up of word# and

132. Form concealnwot o! knowledge.

133. See above para 42.

134. SabuyadarpinaadlO. 684;SR, ^86. 13; SSB. 532.13, Traoilerloa in
Sitliotheca fndiea 9 ; P.374.

135. PV.300

136 From ^ to be crooked, to ipeak iadutictlf.

137. Sec above pata 48,
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getting a synonym thereof), pralSwJm’fa-riddles (in which the sense

of the words used in the perse indicatesa different meaning from that it

x^ty has) and samanarOpa-riddles (Le. riddles construed in the

metaphorical meaning of their components). These three different

riddles of the KnvyndarSa are the most complicated ones and difficult

to solve, no wonder, therefor, that the hD/flnf-riddles arc the most

involved and bard ones to solve. Their solution is impossible

without a pfea.

61. In Ksvyaprakala of Mammata*** one of these riddles*** was

quoted as “on example of the obscure**.

62.1.1. A typical h!?fant-riddle which belongs to the sama-

n<xfdhda*riddles reads as follows

:

tr*T

tnr ii

(SR. 189.61 : SSB. 539.72 ; SRK. 152.14 j SMS. 82).

62.1.2. In order to solve the riddle we must break up the words

used in the verse, vis. ; JT *=. +1« one without

hair-widow; rm^=ff^"thc planet ; ff

inauspicious ; qjnrriV'lf^^Nala. hence «H^RV^=fiery-eycd (Siva).

After having done that, the translation of the verse would be the

following ; “The sight of a widow is never auspicious (when one is

setting out on a journey). As remedy for the same, one should

worship' the Ccry.eycd (3iva).**

62.2. Another hofani-riddle which resembles a profta/pitn-riddle

uses metaphors.**® It says cither ; **Wbat a profusion of tresses

you have I Dear one. due to association with (lowers and because of

its extreme dark colour and being decorated with ornaments, how will

they not be attractive to young men ?’* or ; “It behaves Itfce Brahma

due to its association with gods ; because of its dark colour it behaves

like Visnu ; as it is associated with the moon it is similar to ^iva“.

13S. 7, 15S : tl(o quoted in Atsd. 1S2. 3Sd.

139. SR. 183 41 ; SSa 337. 52

140. SR. ISS. 44 : Sin. 537. 55; SRK. 151 . 5.
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6? 3. A1<o nnotlier fcn{3n/-ndd!e. mostly based on

bits; *'Penr C'tI. yoti are nfTectedty bijfh fever Tor
;
you sufTcr from

tlie of love"!. I conMder that fasting would be food for you

[f'T: Vindlinf o^bc 'ar*cd fire^forour marriage) would be for your

barpinecsl Obi be^tof physicians, prescribe mercurial preparations,

for I am not able to undergo the fast «8 prescribed by you Tor: five

m“ love, for T am not able to disregard what you have said]”. This

riddle could be also termed a logogriph.

62.4, Another bPf^nf-riddlc <ftvs : “On account of the intense

devotion fto Lord Vijnu—lover) there is equality of status due to

reciprnfitv. There is no wonder that it is love fdevotion to the Lord),

as it delights and elevates.”***

62.5, The whole BhsvaSatalca is composed almost exdusively of

H'Pfam'-ridd’es which arc fcrtiirctely supplied fcilhcr by the author

bim«elf or bv on vrtnown commentator) with solutions; otherwise,

due to their objcrritr, if would not be po*siWc to solve fbem. Ore

of there riddles fay< : 'Tn ntmmer a certain damsel afflicted by thirst

approached the river Ganges that was white like nectar. Taking the

wat'»r in both the palms united, she stood faring at if. but did not

drink : why ?“* The proper reply to this question which is not

conveyed bv the tert of riddle itself, is; “The water reflected the

red colour of the palms and she thought it was Wood and was af/raid

of drinking it”.“‘

62.6, Another fD;a*Ji-ridd1e, but not ro difficult to solve as the

preceding one is construed in an enigmatic way ; it says Of the lily-

eyed danjfel, with lips of pure coral, who was going along the forest to

a Tendeivrus, all the jewels she wore were taken away by robbers ; but

the pearl of the nose-ornament was spared ; why ?*** (Reply contained

in tl’e • by the rays of the red lips the peail appeared to be a

red berry).

Ul. £R,m60;S5a 539.71;SRK.]51-6;Vld7. 440 ; 13.7623.

142. SR. 189.48; S5B. 537. S9 : SRK, J53. 27.

143. Verse 5 also quoted io the Msdhav&nala-k&aakandalE-kftthB (MK
(GOS) 104. MK (S) 95).

144. This reply is given in the Bhsvaafttaki and repeated in the MHdhavB>
nala-kSioakandalS'kathS.

145.

SR. 190.72; SSB. 540. 64.
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62.7. Other tc;3ni-ridd!es deal with different signs ; the receiver

of the riddle was supposed to know them. And so we read; *'A

certain young lady tormented by the fire of separation drew the follow-

ing figures in order to sustain her life ; the picture of the demon
Rahu in the heart,

a

snake on her two hands***® and of Lord 6iva

with camphor on the navel*** V*®

62.8. Several such riddles are quoted in literary works, as well

as in subhafita-satfigraha^s^*^.

63.1. Also to this category of riddles belong some mathe-

matical riddles. We read, for instatice, the following riddle

:

r^trfd: ?qWr i

jqnqrcTT n**®

(Twenty women, hut one one less : nineteen only) went to the

river Sarayn for a bath : twenty returned (home) j one was eaten by

a tiger).

63.2. The reply is based on sarfidhi : gPTT one less

and »n=one man. The twer^ty women tetutned home but one

man was eaten by a tiger.

63.3. Th’s riddle was very popular in India. The riddle as

such, but in a different wordings, was repeated several times.***

63.4. This riddle resembles today's calambourgs.

64. The in/sni-ridd'es are difficult to solve ; they require from

the receiver of the riddle not only good knowledge of mythology,

since many of them ate based on mythology, but also good knowledge

of grammar and plenty of imagination and wit ; several categories

146. To fiisliten the noon.

146i. To «tix cQ tbe Milsys bitcxa.

147. To wsrd oR Cupid.

U3. SR. 193. 97: 553,543.79: SRK. 156.40.

149. DSPt.323;eIsoinSR.191.8l;SSB. 542. 95 ; SRK. 153. 33 ; NBb. 263 ;

tl. SR. 191. 77 ; SSn. 541. 69.

153. SR. 1S7.91; S5D.533.19; SGP3.m 4.

151. E.t.SRK.154,30; Sulib.324;IS. 1423.
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of lidcJlcs as known to the Kavysdaria are included ainotig bntam

riddles. According to the present nomenclature, among the feopni-

liddles reckon enigmas, logogriphs, conundrums, mathematical riddles,

as well as riddles specific to the Sanskrit language and which are

unknown in other parts of the world.

65. The tnjani'iiddles do not contain answers (in the riddles).

They are supplied either by the author of the riddles (or commentators),

unless they are authozless, as most of the riddles are. In this case,

they are provided viith solutions by their commentators or compilers.

66. riddles are numerous, but their popularity was

limited due to their extreme difficulty.

C. Gupta Riddle* and Cyuta Riddles

67. Suhkdjiu-sarfigraha^s mention as next two groups of fiddlei

the

gupta-rxddles and cvuta-^riddles*^*.

68.t. In the guptO'tiddles and in the cvuto-riddles some parts

of the verse are concealed or removed. In the first case (ie. in the

gupfa-greup) it is particularly a word which has a grammatical meaning

(the noun, the verb, the adiective, etc.) and, therefore, these riddles

can he called grammatical riddles. In the second group (i.e. in the

cyuta-group) it is, in particular, a part of a word (a metrical unit, a

syllable, a particle) which is dropped from the verse in some cases,

however, a part of a woid can be added to the verse or parts of words
can he dropped and other parts added.

68.2. In other words, the gupta^ and cyuta-riddles consist in the

turn of words cither by subtraction or addition of words or syllables

or by changing the words due to their different grammatical form
or different division of words***. In the latter case they remind
today’s anagrams.

152. From concealed.

153. Sahityidarpana ad 10. 646<p.26‘3) defifiei wrongly .11 klndi of riddle*
ID thli way.
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69. The ^upta-riddles are dinded into 16 sub-categories*®*

according to the grammatical division on the parts of the verse which

is concealed.*®*

70.1. To illustrate the gupta-iiddles. a kriys-gupta riddle

is here quoted

:

^ ^ ^ ^ u'**

(In midst of the assembly of tbePan4ava-s came Duryodhana : to him

land and gold and all ornaments***).

70.2. Here, in the word the verb tf^: (they gave) is

concealed ; we should read it since anybody without

funds who entrred the assembly of the Psndava-s was given gold or

land.***

70.3.1. Another, but very similar, verse based on the same

principle appears in suhhOfita-sarhgraha-s where it reads

:

tnw: 1

Tff ^^ ^ T?jnPr «f n***

(He who came with a desire to get some wealth, to bim all the

P3ndava-s gave cows and gold, as well as various kinds of precious

stones).

70.3.2. In this verse the verb was concealed, similarly as

in the preceding verse quoted above. That was explained in the

on SP.*»“

154. See above psni 51. 4.

155. E.S. the vetb, the doud, faiitdhi. (he fender, etc.

156. Ssbltradarpana <id 10. 64$ (p. 269): it bclenfi to the ftrfps-fupttt.

tldJIei.

157. Translation in the DthbothtCJ Indita 9.

158 This verse does not ippear ia tuj other subhatua-tatftt^aha-s or

fllarj^lora^s, hut the idea of it was widely accepted.

• 159. SP. 554; SR. 193.1 ; SSB. 513.1 ; SRK.157. 6: Vidy. 929.

ifr ^ qf *r 5^ ^
^ W5: wtTt i
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70.4.1. Also a fer»yagwpta-riddle is contained in the following

verse

:

5R f^rR ycf ^if<r ^ Tfafcr; ii‘“

70 4.2. In this verse the concealed part (the verb) is in the

word the verse translated in the usual way would say| in tha

city of Virata (ftrr?) does not make sense ; but fhirr may be divided

into (a bird) and tns (he roamed around). Lisewis?» if we

consider the words and as usual mjthological persons

related to the king of the city of ffTR, no sense will come out of

this verse. Here means a bamboo tree and then it would mean :

“Oh king, in a certain town a bird roamed around from one bamboo

tree to another one, nearby etc.*’.

71. In addition to ferfya-guptc-riddlcs there arc feartr*

gupt a*ttddles (where the noun, the subject of the sentence is

concealed), karmc,~gupt a>riddles (where the object of the action

is concealed), karar>a-gupt c-riddles (where the word as an

independent part of speech separated from the context is concealed),

sathpradina-gupt c-tidoles (where one of the sit kire.ka~5

is concealed’”), a p a d a n a-g«p f a-nddles (where the ablative

case is concealed), s a ift b a n d h a-g u p t a'ziddles (where the

relation, as the meaning of the genitive case in concealed), a dhi-

karar}a-gupt a-riddles (where the relationship of words in a

sentence, which agree together, either as adjective and substantive,

or as subject and predicate or as two substantives in opposition ace

concealed), a m <* » f r * f a-g upt tf-riddles (where the vocative case is

concealed), b artrkriyQ-gupta and fe fl r t r-fe a r m o-fe r » y a-

gupt a-riddles (where some cases are concealed), sarPtdhi-gupta^
riddles (where the sayhdhi is concealed),”’ s amQ s o-g u pta-
riddles (where the connexion is concealed), / i ft g a-g u p t a-ziddles

(where the gender ii omitted or concealed), 5ubvacana>gupta^
and tifivacano'gupt a-riddles (where some words of the

sentecce are concealed).

161. SR.m9;SSB.546.?.

162. The idea expiested by tbe dative cue, the recipient to which the aicnt

cautes anything to be given (Pamoi 1. 4. 3^ 44 etc }.

163. This kind of riddle is alio hnowa in the KsvySdaris tnd UetUed
ia7nagat9*iiddle. Cf. para. 32 above.
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72.1. To illustrate the latter ^upto-riddles the foUo^’ing verse

in which the vocative is concealed is quoted :

;r Tp^Tcif q i 4.-;TF^ 11***
‘

72.2. Here the concealed vocative (mentioned in the second

part of the verse) is the word This word can he divided into

^ (vocative from boy), 5^—hear (or 5^5T). ,
Then the first

part of the sentence can be translated: ’'Oh I boy, big bear stands

here that curbs the free passage of the road" instead of : *'a banyan

stands here that curbs the free passage of the road". The first trans-

lation fits obviously better the rest of the riddle.

73. The ci'trta-riddles arc divided into 7 sub-categories**® accord-

ing to the parts of the verse which was dropped or added* or both

(dropped and added).

74. The riddles of cyuta group comprise the matra-
c y u t a 6 a-riddles (where metxical units were dropped), b t n d u*

c yut ak U'tiddles (where detached particles were dropped).

visar ga‘C yut aka-riddUs (where the Wsarge-s were dropped).

akfara-cyutok a-iiddles (where some syllables were dropped).

sthanacyutak a*iiddles (where parts of words from any place

of the verse were dropped), v y an j a n a-c yutak a-riddles (where

consonant(s) was / were dropped or added) and eyutadatta^
k f a r a-iiddles (where some aifara-s were dropped and some

added).

75.1. To illustrate cyuta-riddles, and in particular, the most

complicated one where parts of words are dropped and parts cf words

are added (sub-category : ryufodottolsora-riddles) the following verse

might be quoted

:

n***

164. SR.195.43; SSB.543.4.

165. See alove pa» 51, 5.

166. SR. 196. 15 ; SSB. 550. S, SBbitytdsrptpt ad 10. 646 (^ 269;.

lR-9
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(The fcohlo-f warble on the ^aj-trce. the lotus blooms in youth : what

may the fawn^ejed lady do, distressed as she is by the face”^).

7S.2, However, here in a from the ahsara T was dropped

and in b the flfesara ift was added (~^) . in d from

the flfejara ^ was added and the aksara *1 was dropped ( s=:*r5^)

With these droppings and additions the sense of the verse was charged.

It reads then : “The koiila-s warble on the mango-tree ;
the lotus

blooms in youth ; what may the fawn-eyed lady do, oppressed as she

is by iove"^*®.

76. The eupta- and cyuM-riddles arc peculiar to Sanskrit and

similar riddles do not erist in other languages. An English translation

of such riddles cannot even convey very often the intent and spirit of

these riddles. In many cases they are incomprehensible and, in general,

they cannot be solved, even by Sanskrit speaking receivers of the

riddle, without a fih3.

76.1. This can be seen, for instance, from the following iorff-

gupta-tiddU

:

'

worrit JT 11”’

Lord Siva'” bore on his head the crescent moon alternatively, as it bore

a resemblance to the nail of Gautl. Here the subject of the sentence

is concealed and may not be unearthed even in a year (of hard

iearching^’^),

77. The framing and solution of these two categories of fiddles

andf particularly, of the grammatical riddles require a good knowledge

of grammar, parricaiariy f&anian s^tem of grammar. TfiaC is even

evident from the titles of the different sub-cate|oiies of the guptfl-iiddlci

wHch often use the nomenclature of the Pioinian grammatical terms.*

167. Ttaoilation ifi tbe BtNloihecA Itidlea 9.

163. Ttantlation ia the Btbltetheea Indtea 9.

169. Sp. 535 : 5uM,l9. M ; SR. 191. 18 : SRK. 158. 13.

170. the dnttoyer o! Cupij.

171. TbiiaauSp,€zphiiii: 9W! tf ^ fSTO I
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D. Antarslfipa and Bahtrsispa Riddles

78. The next two groups of riddles mentioned in subhUfita-

sattigraha-s are the

antaralapa and bahiralUpa-^riddles^'’*

i.e. riddles mostly in the form of today's charades, contaning or not

containing solutions in the text of the riddle (cntor-alapo-riddles

contain in the text, while the baftir-nlapa-s do not contain in the text

of the riddle solutions of the riddle) ; otherwise there arc no differences

between these two kinds of riddles and, therefore, these two categories

must be treated together. The a/flpa-riddles were perhaps the most

popular kinds of riddles in ancient India and remain to our days one

of the most popular type of riddles. In SSB. alone, 171 riddles out

of 461 quoted, or more chat one*tbird belong to these two categories

of riddles.

79. In addition to charades, the alapH’S category of riddles

contains sometimes simple enigmas, which in reality belong to the

prahelika category of riddles ; they are, however, included among the

alapa-5 because the verse quoting them is composed of more than one

riddle (usually four) or because the verse contains the solution of the

riddle (antafulspa).

80.1. And so, for instance, the following riddle, composed of

more than one question and containig the solution, which represents

the non<charade-Iike riddles reads

:

^ Ha

(Who is the wife of Pandu'^* 7 Who is the ornament of the home*” 7

*; 172.' From * to ipeak ; fpcakin^, quertioning ; (tnHI? mraoi

tlfo statement of the question in an aritbmeticat or algehtian sum)

interior ; praef, outward.

173. SR, 197. 24 ; SSB. 551. 23; SRK. 162. 15: BRM<2.2. 356.

,
174. Runti.

Its. A (On.
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Who is the atiemy of Sri Rama”* 7 Which is the birth-place of

Agastya'”? The last Ime consists of the answer, though in the

nature of a cross question'”.

80.2, Another very popular charade asks'*® : “Who is the

mother of the Universe'®" ? What is the important part of the

body'"' ? What does a man do at the bagtnning of love-sports'*' ?

Who is the destroyer of the demons'®' ? The answer is given in order

:

(Krsna kisses the face of Gaurl).

81. Usually these verses contain four short riddles or questions,

but sometimes 5 or even more. In the cases of antar-Olspa-s the answers

arc usually given at the end of the verse, sometimes, however in the

beginning.'*' In the case of bahir^Olapas the questions are not

answered and it belongs to the receiver of the riddle to supply the

proper answers. Sometimes the answer is in the form of a nSncil
;

sometimes two riddles contain the same word as an answer, this word

being used in synonymous meaning'**; sometimes three or even four

176. Ssvsot<

177. K»t9i.

173 The last line leade s
I

IW, Repeated very olJen In different werimjstSR. 197,18; SSB.551.X7;

SRK. mz; IS. 7819. Similarly 5R. 197.17; S3B. 551.16; SRK. 160.1;

£Sf.270; 15.7532; or SR. 197. 17; S5B. 551. 15. The questions are diffetently

coDstraedbuttbaanswetsaretbe aamc: c.g. the first question can also be read t

«bo is the beloved of Lord Sive 7 or .* wbo is the daughter of the mountaia 7

160. Re. Gauil.

JSJ. elitf hci
.

182. Re.bckuiea

I63> Re. ^ri Kreni.Vsaudeva.

184. E i. S«M. where the fine word is the xeply to the qtseitiotn, (cf, fn> 18D

qtnOr n

(SR. 193. 5 ; SSB. 554. 5).

tWhat (ivcs gceat pleaiuie to the (ood people alone in the wotld 7 (Re.

proipeilty of friends). What ciureslMuseete blossoo and also destroya hardness 7

(Re. frnft^-sunrUt). Similaily VMM. 2. 55 j SR. IW. 16 ; SSB. 155. 16.
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riddles contain the same word in synonymous meanings as the solution

of the riddles'®* ; sometimes the verse asks four questions in which

the answer to the first two questions is the same and the answer to

the third and fourth questions is different, but also uses synonyms**'.

82.1. More intricate are the a/^pa-riddles in which the answer

is the same for two questions out of many more, e.g. a verse which

asks eight questions and seeks lour answers each of which has two

synonymous meanings.'®®186.

^ ^ 5*^ •

snftlr ^ It

(SR. 196. 7; SSB. 556. 42).

(Who creates «U tlie world 7 (Re. ^7^; > poet of eootioa). Who uproots

trees? (Re. ^77^: the water of the lake). What is the impottant thinj In e

month? (Re. taste et sweet words). Who gets netits in the next

world? (Re. one having five r«M-s or 5nf%: Similtrly also:

Sama. 1 7 42 ; SR. 203. 33 ; SSB.556. 25 ; SRK. 163. 1 ; or VMM. 2. 5 ; SR. 233.

307 ; SSB. 562. 118 ; or VMM. 2.2; SR. 198.7: SSB. 554.7; or SMS. 1429;

SR. 201. 61 ; SSB. 553. 62 ; and many others.

187. ^TRfrW '

"fTRlV I

. ^ f^TRf^ 1

1

fSR. 202. 77 ; SSB. 559. 78 ; SuMuB. S8. 10*3 ; KBh. 147).

(VtiUnt of ]S. 352. 26). (Whom does Lord VUdu hold in the form of a boat 7

(Re. ^7|yj_tbe earth). Of whom does the k;r)g desire to be free cf 7 (Re. .

e rival king). Who brought eboot the birth -of Cupid ? (Re.

^rspa); By what does the face of a young woman thine 7 (Re. ^-.happiness

'ot tresses). We find in this ziddle the reply to each question in the first word of

eachpado. It wae, however, ranked in the n<(iiBaita-sarftgr<iha“r ameng bahir^

olflpa'iiddles. (Cf. fn. 184).

188. f% wTri^rf q ^ ^

r^r 515; Pp firqR I

^ & lRprnTtffcr^5ir fir

(SR. 20 i. 116 ; SSB. 533. 117 ; SRK. 166. 7 : IS. 7828). (Whit protecti the Watldi
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82.2, Tliere are also riddfcs which ask eight questions and seek

four answers each of which can be read forwards and backwards. In

this case the answers do not have synonymous meanings but by

answering one question the second (when read backwards) is automati-

cally solved.^®*

83.1. There are also cases where a verse asks four questions

where the answers to the first two questions are two parts of the

words seeked, the full answer being found in the replies to the third

and fourth questions.^®'*

(people) (Re. ^{p-_food). Who does not see? (Re. a blisd man).

Who bate the jods 7 (Re. demons). What adorns the hand of a

doDot ? (Re, cfTered at the time o{ giving S>^ls). Who is

vithout a bell;? (Re. ^'—Rahu). What screens the e;es 7 (Re.

dathttess). Who sports in the sk; ? (Re. qq:—.birds). What u the otnament

that beautifies chaiaiog gttU? (Re. ^;_70Utb{uI age). Applying your

mind tell tbeanstt'ers, oh I people of subtle iotell)eeQce> for the artsveri arc the

same fot two of the questions).

189. E.S. the foliowini 6ali>r*al8pd*nddle

:

TO ^ ^ ^ I

^ tFRiuqr: q»T

(SR. 204.113 ; SSB. 563. 114; Fad. 109.27). (What comes down iiom the

cloud 7 (Re. rsln). Who is the beloved of 6ri Kpspa 7 (Re.

the cowhetdess Rsdhs). Who is the asseisblj 7 (Re, yp^^-ibould be

respected). What does lodra protect ? (Re. ^^_tbe heaven). What does

autumn cause to bloom? (Re. ^tbe bo^a.flowei). Whst takes anty

courefe? (Re. —apprehension, fear). What does the Lord of Gapa-s

hold in his band 7 (Re. a rope). What it inconstant 7 (Re. jqpqfl—

liflhtnl&s). The answer is futoished so as to read two of the questions fotwatds
end backwards hr clever people).

190. eqfiR

^trtrffRj ?qf*iqif3*TrT

>
. wr qifviand^d: ii
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83.2. In , the latter case tlie riddle resembles today's charade.

Charades (nlapa-s) were veiy popular in ancient India and belonged to

the most ingenious, entertaining and interesting group of Sanskrit

riddles.

64. Practically there does not exist any difference between

Sanskrit charades and European charades^’^ ; in both cases the

aim of the charade is to divine by guessing and combining into

one word or phrase the different syllables (or letters forming

the word or phrase), each of whidi is described as an independent

word by the giver of the charade. In Sanskrit charades, as

in most European charades'*^ the syllables are concealed in an

enigmatic description first separately and then together and are

written in^ verses^**.

85.1. A classical Sanskrit diarade is, for instance, the following

Verse

:

^ sTpnfe \

ii*“.

'(VMM. 2. 6; SR. 202. 91 i SSB. 560.92. Similar^ SR. 195.51; SSB. 548.2).

What is the Auspietoui word pleating like rou (Re. ^^velfare). What Is

pleasing like ;eu tQ good king? (Re. —^tiibute or tazei). Who travels

very much by (practises ^—proper conduct, or ox) 7 (Re. good

man or Lord ^iva). Who is smeared with ashes amd served by great powers,

tcU me, and who protects all beings 7 (Re. ^^_Lord Siva).

191. In the form current today, and not as originally, in a parlour game in

wh.Wi.thR.vhsS^t'' vtxft <U.*ulid into two twaa, mAmJwxt. kJ. •Kbifth.

took turns at acting out in pantonime a word or phrase, often syllable by syllable,

which the members of their own team bad to guess.

192. The Sanskrit charades were certainly older than the European

charades; the view expressed in the Encyclopaedia Bntanniea that charades

were invented In France during the eighteenth century is not completely ccirect.

It Is, however, possible, that European charades were invented independently in

France from those known in India.

193. The only difference between the Indian and European charades may
be the way in which the questions are asked: in European charades the giver

of the charade asks: the Erst, the second, the third, etc. syllable is...? In

Sanskrit charades, the questions are not numbered and, usually, the answers do
not ask for syllables hut for whole wotds; we find, however, charades where
the replies seek syllables or even letters as answers (e g. para. SJ).

194. SR.204. 117: SSB. 563. 118: SEK. 167.15.
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(Who is the father of Kama's enemy 7 Vasava (Indra). Whose wife

is the daughter of the king of the mountains ? H^r a sya (of

To which termination tufe is added ? Jirasv a sya (to a shoit syllable).

Who reads the mind of others ? matim^n (an intelligent man).

Where did Cupid arise ? ma n c si (in the mind). Whose wife is

SitJ ? Rs m a sya (of Rama). What gives worry ? s t u f»

false praise). What is forbidden on the second day of the week ?

ab h y a ffi ga (oil-hatb). The middle syllables of the answers bemg

all things of prosperity Oh I Goddess of learning, a

bow to you.).

8S.2. Here the middle syllables (oi^/ora-s) of the answers from

the final solution of the charade.’**

86, Sometimes the initial syllables of the different words form

the final solution of the charades, as for instance a beautiful verse

ascribed to K^emendca’^* befog one of the diatribes against

tayasriia-s'”,

87. Which syllable has to be taken from various answers to

questions varies. We find, for instance, charades which should be

solved by taking the first and the last syllables "by a clever process,

of omission and acfangement"***, or charades in which the first and

the last are omitted'”.

195. SR. 204,115; SSB. 563.116; Sam.l ^ 1 ; SRK. 165.3. Similarly

SR. 204. 119, SSB. 563. 120 and many others.

196. But net found smonl bis writings known to us today.

i^^TSTW^Tir TPiHt f^fxnr: n

us. 310. 35, SRHt. 140.

1

: SSSN. 127. 1 ; VS. 2374 ; ^P, 4044 ; SR. 45. 1 ; SSB.
SOO, 1) (Taking fickleness ftoo crows 3ud cruelty from Yana and firmness of

itiikiogfrcmcatpentets, taking the initial eifora from each of these (Re. ^
from If from tjrf

• and^ fiom created the isyauha T)

In reality this verse IS not a ebatad: strictly specking since no guessing is

Involved in the solution of the questien. Howevei, this vetse may be coasidertd
it so antar^Inpa, though it Is not so ranked in tulhaflta.tarftgrfiSf.i.

193. SR.20i.ll2! 538,563.113.

in. El.Vidy.747.
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88. The Sanskrit alphabet r^uires answers by akfara-s but

sometimes, though larely, charades can be solved by using single letters

instead ivirama), e.g. the following charade

:

tm snrfir ^fpnr sr ii’®®

(The first letter of your name is an antastha (remains at the end : a

semivowel '^) and yet grants endless good results ; the second (<tt} is

unique (without a second); the third (i^), though belonging to the

“p” series produces forcible (not ‘‘p*’ series—liberation) ; the

fourth
(9)1 welcome to the ear, is efficient in granting the four aims of

life even to those who do not aspire for liberation ; Oh I Rama, do

not the letters of yo;« name given plenty of wonder to the world ?)

89. Typical Sanskrit charades are usually composed of four

questions ; the replies to the three first ones form the reply to the last

question which is either a word or a phrase.

90.1. As an example, a bahir-ohpa-ziddle composed of four

questions is the following :

(Who is the beloved wife of Kisna (Vi^nu), the enemy of Kaliya ?

(Jir Laksml). What is the undeclinable in the sense of ''but” ? (5%
Who is worshipped by all the gods? Which (fruit) is

beautiful among fruits 7 —pomegranate).

90.2. Another example of an antar-alapa-nddl^ composed of

five questions with an answer included at the end of d reads :

200 PdT. 19: SH.150.

201. SR. 200. 40 ; SSB. 556 40.

IR-IO
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!Ts^. sfpRf 2^nr ‘Tftfl'tifcr i

^TeT 2^JT fan ^cfT

:fWt *rn7 a ^ frrt?r ii*”

(How is an intoxicated elephant ? shedding rut). What did

Kt?na break with his foot ? (^PI. a cart). Where does sound arise 7

(% in the sky). When are young ladies worried ? {'JT^ in fright).

What did a cowberdess say to K[$oa piteously when she was going

about to sell curds and held up on the toad by him? (^'V4-trft+^

91. We 6nd also charades composed of three questions*®^ or

more than four questions^®*.

92.2 The answers to the last question in the charades which

contain the solutions are sometimes absurd and do not make sense^°^

but if they arc cleat—and that is usually the case—the answer to the

last question may read differently than the total of the solutions to the

questions asked. That is due to a different division of the words.

202. SR. 197. 35 s SSB. 552334.

203. In eombminS the two diffeient ucmbers ol the second word of the

solution % ehanfes fa Accordance with rufes to

<04. The BBswet it not given inSanekm.

205. E.g. a very popular 6aliir>a(jpo.(iddle where the final answer gives an
absurd taesBiag

:

|;eP'T mrTvHW I

wift*!*! frtfistf ^*nqi

I)

(VMM. 4. 74 s SR. 197, 26 ; SSB. 551. 25). The charide i. repeated in a different

loiio in Vidy.742.

206. Cg. VmM.3. S ; Sr, 203* 109 ; SSB 562 11 composed of ten questions

where the last question and the solution of the charade wake sense.

207. E.g fn. 205 ; or SR. 197. 36 ; SSB. 552, 35 ;
SRK. 161. 8 and many otheii.
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92.2.1 To illustrate the point the following bahir-slspa-ndSles

are here quoted

:

ajiIT Tsf ^ ^ 5

nln<. IP®*

92.2.2 Here the reply to the first question is and to the

second while the final reply is not ^Rlflr JII?: but ^TTI m (oh

!

necklaces without you).

92.3 Another example is found in the following bahir-alupa-

riddle

;

92.3.1. ^ *Rf

stIt I

*PT*^ 5^*

f?r fffpnjf tt*”

92.3.2. Here the reply to the first question is to the

second ?rt7yT and the final reply is not trarft but qaqpc^

(unobstructed in battle). Similarly many othcrs*^“.

93. Charades are well suited to verbal ingenuity and artificiality.

So, we find, for instance an antcp’-abapa-riddle composed of twelve

questions of which the answer to questions 1, 2 and 3, then 6 and 7,

then 8 and 9 and finally 10 and 11 give the final answer to question 12,

while the answer to questions 4 and 5 gives the same answer but if read

backwards**^. . In another very ingenious antar-aJapa'^dd\^ composed

203. VMM. 1. 48;5R.a». 50; SSB. 557. 51.

209. VMM. 1. 26 ; SR, 200. 54 ; SSB. 557. 55.

210. SR. 193. 39 ; SSB. 552. 38 ; SRK. 164. 26 ; or VMM. 2 64 ; SR. 20' . 71

;

SSB. 559.72; or VMM. 1.30; SR. 200.55; SSB. 557.56; or VMM. 1.31;

SR. 201. 56 ; SSB. 558. 57 ; or VMM. 1. 39 ; SR. 201. 57 ; SSB. 558. 58.

5 5 fhffnrr i
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of fourteen question?, the first four give a seven-syllable answer to the

final question, the next four also so, when read backwards, and the next

four questions give the same answer by using the ahsara-s from the

beginnings and from the ends alternatively*’*.

94.1 . Other charades contain two or more questions and answers

composed of words that are read forwards and backwards, e.g. a

ha/itr-a/^pa-riddle composed of six questions reading :

qgqq qi

q qrt qlr ^ qr \

^ Tiftw

siftiiTRtf ii*”

94.2. Here the answers to the first two questions arc^liq^

and ^ q ?rT ; to third and fourth questions q:f tTT and *TI fir qq and to

the fifth and sixth questions qq and # ^

95. Sometimes the solution of the charade is supposed to give

a reply to questions in two different ways, viz. first by supplying

simple replies and secondly by supplying replies composed of the same

(6R.198 40 , SSB. 552. 39 ; 5RK.164.27; 15.7804). The answers to 1 to 3 ate

to4and5 (t.e. read backwards to 6 and 7:

final answer is (This is an antar.ol9pa>ti8dle).

212. The final answer is The vetie reads

;

qfq r^T |tRrn:^rr>rT 11

(SR. 198. 43 , SSB. 553. 42 : SRK. 107.9) The answers to questions 1 to 4 are

toquestionsStoSare;

backwards); and the answets to questions 9 to 12 are

or syllables of the answers 1 plus 7 ; 2 plus 6 ; 3 plus 5 : and 4.

213. SR. 204. Ill ; SSB. 463. 112.
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words but in pairs. Such an artful antar-alapa-nddle is found, for

instance, in the Jaina Parlvai^tha-caritra*'* which contains numerous

clever and ingenious riddles*’®.

96. Not all Sanskrit antar-Olspa-tiddie& contain their solutions

in their text. Sometimes these riddles are couched in a three-pada

verse in expectation that the receiver of the charade will complete the

verse by adding the missing fourth pada ; this additional part of the

verse would have to contian the final solution of the charade, as is

expected from an anWr-aZ^pa-riddle. Obviously, this addition must

be metrically correct and fit the verse. By such a process the antar-

a/flpn-riddle changes partly its nature and becomes a samasya-antar-

alapn-riddle.

97.1. The sumasya-game*** (also called kHvya-somosyB-pUrana

or samasys-pUratia-vidhi (in Ya^odhara’s commentary on KSmasntra of

VatsySyana) or samaiya-(s)khynna consists in completing a missing part

of a verse.

97.2. This game*’*, one of the 64 arts, was very popular in

andent India and is even playing today among traditional Sanskritists

214. S«e tbove para. 23. in.3. Scoty of kins Vikiama as pittot.-

215.
>

«tr^T ^ ^ 5^ \

fip ^ II

1 ^ I

M?n 1

1

The first set of replies is ; second

set is ; Re. for both : (last word of d).

216. From to complete.

217. Different from the pratimalii also called ontj'Oi^^ariis which consieti

in reciting a verse, the first o&tara of which is identical with the last ai^ara of

the preceding verse.
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and students of Sanskrit*’*. The samasyQ game consists in reciting e

part of a verse (i.e. one, two or three pfldo's) and requesting another

person who plays the gatne to complete it. This game, for instance,

is well described in the fihoiaprabandha where king Dboja recited

a half verse in Prakrit : tpij

(No. 45) with the warning to poets assembled in his court that they would

not be allowed to stay, if they would not complete the verse before ten

days (proposal of E3ps and accepted by the king). The poets could

not complete the verse, since Kslidasa. who was the only one who could

do it, was expelled for his pride of youth. They left clandestinatcly

the palace of king Bhoja by night and when they passed near the house

of Vilasavatl in which Kalidasa lived, he disguised himself and com-

pleted the verse by adding another two psda-s : fpJJ

imr 'Tfkirf? In the Bhojaprabandha the game of satnasyn

was very often quoted, e.g. Bhoja and Kalidasa (112. 142, 154, 25S. 265,

292, 294-6, 302—3, 31?) ; Bhoja, Eana, MabeSvara and Kalidasa (161)

:

Bhoja and a Brahmapa (185): Bhoja and Brahmana’s family (168—

171) : Bhoja and a hunter's wife (182) ; Bhoja. Bbavabhoti. Dandin and

Kalidasa (320) ? Bhoja and Bhavabboti (293) j Bhoja and Saftkara (75)

,

Bhavabhati. Bhoja and Kalidasa (304—6), Bhoja and the thieves (200,

236) ;
Bhoja's prime minister and Bhoja (193) ;

BrahmarSk^asa and

KSlidasa (307) ;
two poets and Kalidasa (86); orAfvins andKSlidasa

(322). Also many examples of jatnasya-s arc found in the

Prabandhacintsmapi, as well as other sources, e.g. alatfiiara-s,

Vikramaditya's stories, etc.**®*.

21S. We find, for inetaoct, in tbe Calcutta Sastkiit ColUce a MS. containlnl

a collection o! (entitled SatDBSjBValrslatQ) «hicli were competed by
students of tbe Cclleje (H^. Vll 158).

219. According to legend, KsltdBsa't death wts connected with samOsyS^i. It

was said that KumSiasena, the king of Oslen and a friend of Kslidasa, pteinised

a large sum of money for eolvitig the foflowfng tmasya i

^ ^ At the request of a courtezan, KBlidSsa solved it by adding tbe

following two psdfl.i; ^ However, the

Courtezan killed the poet in order to collect herself the sum promised by the king.

(Cf. R. V. Tullu, Tradnionary Account of Kahdata in Indian Antiquary 7. 115-7).

219a. SR. 181. 1 to 184 7? ; SSB. 520 to 528, Many samatyS-s are quoted
among collection of riddles, e g, SamasyBdipa, Lak^ml Nurayana’s Samasyaputtti,

SamasyBrnava. Cf below para. 122 and fa. 218.
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97.3. As mentioned above this game consists, in principle, in

reciting a part of a verse and requesting the receiver of the samasya to

complete it, but the completion of the verse may take different forms.

Usually the giver of the samasya may recite the beginning of the verse,

i.c. psda-s ab and the receiver of the samasyS then is supposed to

complete it by composing, obviously in the same metre, pada-s cd. The

receiver of the samasya is however allowed to consider the samasya-

question as the second part of the vckcs, i.e. pada-s cd ; in this case

he composes ah (i.e. BhPr. 112). Sometimes the giver of the samasya-s

recites one pada only or three pada-s and then the receiver of the

sCiWasya is supposed to complete the rest of the verse. On other

occasions the giver of the samasya may recite one pada and two or

three other persons compose the three remaining pada-s. So, for

instance, in BhPr. 320, Bhavabboti composed a, Dandin B and Kalidasa

cd ; in BhPr. 78 one person “who made poetry” composed pada a, an-

other person “who made poetry” pada b and Kalidasa composed pada-s

cd ; and in BhPr. 161 the giver of the samosyfl, king Bhoja recited a,

Bana composed b, Mahe^vata c, and Kalidasa d

;

in verse No. 48 king

Bhoja recited a to which Kalidasa added b ; then c was added by king

Bboja and the varse was completed by Kalidasa who composed d.

Obviously many such combinations were possible.

97.4. The* verses completed by the receivers of the samasya-s

must not only make good sense but also be poetically correct, i.e.

composed in the same metre as this part of the verse which was

recited by the giver of the samasva. Perfect samasya-verses, after

completion form beautiful subhasita-s and should not show that they

were composed by more than one poet. In such a form they are even

quoted as anonymous subhasita-s in suhhasita-sarfigraha-s or are

attnbuted there to orie poet. And so, for instance BhPr. 112 which in

BhPr. was composed in ab by king Bhoja and in cd by Kalidasa was in

JS. 37.3 and in SH. 302 considered as a RajaSekhara verse ; or BhPr. 161,

composed in BhPr. by Boja, Bana, Mahe^vara and Kalidasa was quoted

anonjrmously as a subhafita in §P. 3538. (Similarly verses BhPr. 86.265

and 302).

97.5. Sometimes samaya-s are not only metrically correct but

even (in eder to enhance the beauty of the verse), they rhyme, a very

seldom occurrence in Sanskrit poetics (e g. BhPr. 161).

97.6. The completion of the verses was very difficult if the

giver of the samasya uttered only some sounds which do not make
sense. That was for instance the case in BbPr. 317 ; there king Bhoja
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asked to complete a pada composed eicluswely of unaspirated and

aspirated ah^aTd Z. Kalidssa used the samasyo question as d in his verse

in which he compared the sound of a fallen golden jar to the sound

liven by reciting the samasyfl-question.

97.7. Sometimes the sam<«ya-ieceiver was put in a dilemma

when the srtmosya-question was not composed in any known metre.

And so. in BhPr. 302 the samasyfl-question reads :

fs^n or metrically -«« / -w- / uwv /— / w - - / w - No. 17

Syllable metre exists which would be composed of ?T, T, »T, *1, q", H', *1.

According to BhPr. Kalidasa solved the dilemma by adding at the

beginning of the verse three syllables. He added which did cot

change the meaning of the verse ; by that addition the samosy ff-question

changed from a 17-syllable verse to a 19-syllablc verse and thus formed

a regular Sdrdala-vikridita verse ; - . -/«« -h - u/uu -/- - o/ - -u/-.

97.8. ^amosya-questions should he. in principle, composed of

full pada*5» but sometimes, though only exceptionally, they were

composed of a few ahfara-s. That was, for instance the case of the

“demoniacal samasya'* In BhPr. it was composed by Bbrama-rskiasa

who asked the receiver of the samasya^ he. Kslidssa to complete four

different well-known PSnini’s sOlra-s (vis. 8. 1.1; 1.2.65; 4.1.93;

and 1. 2. 66) composed of four long syllables. Kslidisa bad a free hand

in complctiug each p3da. since be was not bound to compose it in a

verse containing a specified number of syllables ; he was only supposed

to have the first four syllables of each pada long and with a caesura

after the fourth syllabic. Pihgala in bis ChbandaSISstra mentions three

such metres (mattamayara 7.3 ; tnadhyabsoma 7.5.2 ; and kutVa 8.10) ;

Jayaklrti in his Cbhandonu$3sana seven such metres (.harftsahrida 2. 95 ;

vaformt 2. Ill [also mentioned by Hemacandra} ; pu^tdarlka 2. 136 ;

harfisaiycma 2. 167; mottabha 2.259; and nfasitci^usuma 2, 265)

;

Hemacandra in his Chhandonuiffsana three such metres (viz. vidyShk^a

2. 79 ; bomalalata 2. 285 ; promodflmofcodayc 2. 382) and other authors

such metres as hatfisl, matta, jaJadharamala, mohapralapa, kamabrlda,

madanalalita^ bharakrantat cala, condralcfe^a and kesara. However,

none of these metres was a wdl-known and generally accepted

metre. There was only one metre well known in which the four

first syllables were long with the caesura following and that was the

mandakranta metre. In solving this intricate “demoniacal samasya,”

Kalidasa accordingly used the tnandabranta metre (BhPr. 307).

97.9.

It was not an easy task to complete the verse so that

it is metrically correct, but in addition, as metioned before, the
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verse had to make good sense. ’This is in partiodar evident from

the “Narmada-stone-samasya” which occurs in BhPr. and in PrC.

According to BhPr., once a stone fragment with somewhat mutilated

letters was discovered by 6shermen in a great pool in the Narmada*

The stone was brought to king Bhoja who deciphered the letters and

asked Bhavabhnti to complete the verse. BhavahbQti did it (BbFr.324)

but to the dissatisfaction of king Bhoja. Therefore, the king read

the same half of the verse somewhat differently (BhPr. 305) and

asked Kalidasa to complete it. He did so in a satisfactory manner

and to the great rejoicement of king Bhoja (BhPr. 306). In PrC. 101

the same verse is quoted in the latter version and was completed by

Dhanapala (instead of by Kalidasa).

98.1. Returning to ant2r-alitpa‘iiddles, a samasyff-antar-alapa

riddle is, for instance, a popular charade in ^loka metre reading :

? : % ^ Twrr ^ srJir t

98.2. To the first question '*wbo moves in the sky," the

obvious answer is (the bini) ; to the second question *‘who

ought to he loved" the answer Is, among others, a beautiful woman

(w) ; to the thiid question "what should be recited" the obvious

question is the Veda, the Rgveda {^^); to the fourth question "what

is an ornament," one of the many possible answers is a bracelet

;
to the fifth “question "who should be honoured" one of

the possible answers is the father (f^) ;
and to the skrh and

last question "in what state LankS is,” the obvious reply in most

a/apa-riddles is the total of the six replies, i.e.

't-d+Jl+fror but divided differently, i,c. (hero, chief, leader)

+

(changed into —monkey) -f (shaken by hero

monkeys, as LaAka was according to the Ramayana after the invasion

of the island by Hanaman and his monkeys) .

220. The above mentionetl riJeUe exists ia the form liven hete, as well as

in the completed form, i.e. with d OS. 352.23: SR, 156.2: SSB. 550. 2;

SRK.ia.5).

IR-U
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99, It is quite possible that many of the ontar-a^apci-riddlcs,

when asked by the giver of the diawde, were formulated -on the

model of 5£imfl5yfl'fln{ar-fl/apfl-riddles in order to make the guessing

more difficult.

100.1. To the charades described above, another type of

charades should be added, Le. Indian rebuses in which the giver of the

rebus (as is usual to all charades) asked in pictorial form for replies

which, when combined together, formed, a word or a phrase. These

rebuses did not belorg, according to Sanskrit nomecclature, to

“riddles” ; they were called manosi-s.

100.2. The CTinflil was based on guess work and was of two

types ; the drJya'Vifaya and adriya-visaya (visible and invisible).

The first of these types was a combination of today's rebuses and

charades. It consited in guessing a word (composed of different

syllables ) or a sentence from certain hints given pictorially and

representing cither the whole or a part (syllable) of a word or

sentence. The giver of such a m3nast drew, for instance, a picture of

a plant or of an animal, etc. added visargC’S, onusvarC'S, etc. at

places on the picture. The receiver of the manasi had to reconstruct

the whole verse from these few bints and read it out, as if it were

written, by supplying the necessary moras, making euphonic combi'

nations, adding and leaving letters and arranging the whole verse

metrically,

100.3. Such rebuses were substantially more difficult than today's

rebuses, sice the receiver of a Sanskrit rebus not only bad to solve from

pictorial represantations tbe words, or even the gist of the query, but

also know the verse by heart on which the giver of the rebus based his

pictorial representation, or compose another verse bearing in mind the

solution of the pictures drawn by the giver of the rebus***.

100.4. In the Nai$adha-caiita we find also riddles which should

be solved by gestures. We read there (16. 102) that a young man
expressed bis feelings by gestures in oder to elicit a response from a

girl-companion. According to the text "the gallant composed a

commentary on his own feelings with hundreds of appropriate gestures

in an attempt to solve the riddle CpravafilthaJ of a clever maiden's skill

io concealing her feelings''.

221, Also a kind o( xebuirs ate loiac cf tbr kCrcnUriddlft, c.f. tb< tiddU

auvtcd ahov* la para. £3, 7.
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/ 101.1. Different combinations and tiicks in the replies of

• charades 'are numerous, almost ilHmited in number, and it is impossible

*to give all the various combinations requested from the receiver of the

ff/apo-riddles.

101.2. Sometimes the various answers of the riddle have to be

replied twice**® ; sometimes two sets of questions give the same reply**®

:

* sometimes more than two questions give the same reply, but differently

split*®* ; sometimes the different replies add to the first, then second,

then third reply one akfara, so that the replies are partly repetitious**®

;

sometimes part of the same word composed of two aksara-s gives one

answer and another part, composed of three aksara-s another answer*’*

;

sometimes more than one reply to short questions gives the final

answer***, or the choice of absara-s from the different answers gives

more than one reply**®.

101.3.1. Very clever is, for instance, the following bahir-alapa-

riddle

:

222.

E,g. VMM. 3. 34 : SR. 199. 26 : ESB. 556 26 : or SSB. 554. 49.

223. E,g. VMM. 2. 33 ; SR. 200. 51 : SSB. 557. 52.

224. Eg. VMM. 1.36; ]S. 350. 16: SR. 201.74; SSB. 559.75; here the

first reply ; tbeeecond . the third

the fourth and the fifth qf^;.

225. E.g. a very beautiful riddle teadisg :

^ *TtprEnT^ 5RT.

(Sr. 202. 80 ; SSB. 559. 81). Here the replies ate •fPir, »TFn?T. (The

last reply reminds today's intelligence “free association tests.’* Similarly RJ. 980

(=5.87) ascribed to Bhsnukaxa. or PV, 271 (ascribed to Venidatta). Similarly

VMM. 1. 49 ; SR. 201. 53 : SSB. 555. 64.

226. Sfnf and (Subhasitarnava 246).

227. E.g. 6 p. 560 : SR. 200.34; SSB, S6. 34; or iP. 555.; SR. 197.31;
SSB. 552. 30 ; SRK. 163. 20 and many others.

228. E.g. VMM. 3. 50 : SR. 203. 101 ; SSB. 5S1. 102.
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?!TRia5T^ 5^^^ f

«r^ 5*rRr^ ^ tf^tpjf

^ 11
**^

101.3.2. Here the four-akfara word is three ak^ara

word ^W{ and two-flfef<ira word^ and the one-ofefara word

All these words are formed from the four-afejara word We
can also form from this word (family) or jsr" (water lily, i,e. a

flower, etc.).

101.3.3. This bahir a/flpa-iiddle reminds today's letter-games

which it is expected to form different words from another longer word

by using the letters which constitute it. In Sanskrit where the words

are composed of syllables and not of single letters, the game is easier

than the same game in languages where words are composed of letters

and not of akfara-s.

E« Prafnottara Riddles

102. While the alapa-riddles (antar-dlapa- and behir-Blapa-

riddles ) ate well deflned and very popular, the next group of riddles

found in subhajita-iaf^igraha-i, the

PraJnottara-riddles

(also called proinoftarapi. or prainottarabhedab in JS. is neither

well defined, nor popular. The SR. quotes only ten such riddles and

SSB. 14.

103. Either dictionaries or lexicographers do not quote the

word prafrto«ara in the meaning of a "riddle” ; only the word

pra^nadait is quoted in this sense*”. We find in the Kalpadrumafcorfa**'

the word profnadflil as a synonym of the word prahell and in the

TrikSndaiesa*** as a synonym of the word prakeUia*^\

229. SuM. 19.2. Subtaoitsmava 283; IS. 1724 Cf. A. W. (ptobaWy A.

Weber/ in hi* review of 0. BobtSmjk's iS. id ZiterariicAet Centralhlatt fUr

Oeuijc/ifflnd (1372) No. 31 ; col. 828.30.

233. Riddles, enigiaas. perpleiiaf guettioat.

231. GOS. 42 ; p. 445. 53.

232. 1. 5. 2.

233. Set ptta. 27. 5 above
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104. Panini in bis A§^dhyayi (8 2.105 ; 3.3.110 ) mentions the

praSnOkhyana (sRJT+^n^JTPr). Though means story, in combi-

nation with sr^ it means an answer. Thus. jt^stTWPT is a synonym

for "question/answer” or pra£nottara, a verse consisting of questions

and answers ( question, interrogation opposed to, answer.**^

The prasnottara-s are closely connected with brahmodya-s from where

they seem to be derived. AW riddles asking questions with or without

replies contained in the verse, belong in principle to the praSnottara^

riddles and, particularly, the antar-oJapa-and hahir-Olapa-jiddles.

Such poetical form, i e. questions and answers in stray verses, is very

popular in Sanskrit literature, the best example being the Pralnottara-

ratna-maliks, a famous, non-canonical didactic poem consisting of

brief questions and brief answers***. Some compilers of suhha}ita~

satAgraka-s, not understanding, probably the term among

the different categories of riddles, included therefore in the chapter

on prflinoffaru-iiddles enfar-a/apa- and hflftir-alflpc-tiddles***.

105. Prainoffara-riddles, or play-riddles, are in reality riddles or

verbal puzzles, the aim of which is to illustrate rhetorical and other

forms of speech, e.g. the ifrtgktfJaM.*” There exists, for instance, a MS.
called Prainottara or the Pra^Qottaraika$a$ti^ata by Jina Vallabha Sari

with a gloss Kamalamaadira which contains many such riddles. Play-

234. O. BobtHngk's Saaskiit Dictionary define*, amongst ctbers, the

VTO^nottara as being without a /a^dalaiftlora (embellishment of the sound, a figure

of speech depending for its pleasingnest of sounds or words).

235. Although Jainistic, it teaches general human morality mixed with

mystic theology and not specifically the Jainistic cannon. It was translated

into Tibetan end included tn the Tanjur. There exist* also a Prakrit recension

of the work.

236. E.g, Sstngadhara in bis Paddbati included among prainoitara.tiidles

aniar^slapa-s J ^ <553)

;

(551). In SR. 197.13; 196.14: 197.20: 193.41. respectively; in 8SB.

552* 30 : 551. 13 ; 557. 19 ; 553. 40, respectively) ; and Jalhana in his Saktimukts.

vail antar-ol/Spa-t and bahir-alOpa-J e.g. ^ (352. 23 ; in SR. 195.2

and in SSB. 650. 2) or qTj — (553. 26) or vreift: *T*— (552. 39

;

in 8R.a02.77).

237. Cf. VBmana’s KnvySlaAkarasotia-Vttti 4. 1. 5.
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riddles were and still are in vogue among children all over India.

Today in Maharastra. Uttar Pradeia, etc. they arc preserved in the

lavarfi form of songs or ballads.

106.1. As an example of a prainoftflra-riddle, which is difficult

to solve, the following verse may he quoted :

ff 5 11*”

(Oh 1 By whom has this Intelligence of yours been made so cruel?

[the other reply taking ?rw=of wood] Intelligence is known to

consist of the three attributes, and never of wood*”).

106.2. This verse appears also in the KavySdarSa (9. 353)**“

where it is quoted as an erample of homonym based on the paranomatic

breaking of words***.

107.1. In another proi»o«ora-riddJe wbidi also appears in the

KSvyaprakaSa***, the rhetorical blemish consists in the use of a

redundant word which breaks the uniformity of construction***, and in

another, in the frequent repetition of a word not pleasant to the ear

(four times).

107.2. Thus, we see that since the prflfnettflrfl'riddles are based

on fllcifA^flrfl’teacbings, the receiver of '
' y • riddles must be-*^*’* versed

in the science of rhetorics and poet' to be ihl/ ..

any defects of poetry. Without 1 it is i|; to

238. Kpr. 9 333 ; S5B. 561

239. G.Jbs’*«'=

t

240. As well as Am<L 10-1,

241, 11 wetaVe ibe

2«. Kpt.7.222

140.2nandmEh5. ‘

564. 10:SW. 1519;SH

cf such as k

839. ^Jntiiataba 2, 5

SSB. 59 50 ; SkV. ATI
;

243. E.g. ^ : ot

187. 27; SSB. 534 27 (in SR.
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solve these riddles. It must be home in mind, in this connection, that

defects in the construction of verses occur even in the poetry of

great vTriters such as Bhartrhari* Bilhana and others. Therefore, verses

of great poets were sometimes quoted among the praSnottara-tiddles,

in order that the receiver of this category of riddles discover in the

verse where its author committed an error or a poetical blemish***.

F. Citra and Bh5(&>cUra Riddles

108. The last two types of, the

citra and bftasa-cttro-riddles***

are also riddles based on different topics dealt with by olayhbaro-

writers***. Both are based on verbal ingenuity. In fact, citra is based

on various modes of writing or arranging verses in the shape of

mathematical or other fanciful figures (syllables which occur repeatedly,

being left out, or wotds being represented in a shortened form,

etc.) : citru has also the meaning of "punning in the form of question

and answer, facetious conversation, riddle'*.

M. Monicc-Williams, Sanskrit-Englisb Dictionary ; o. 392, col. 2).

109.1. Areal cttrn-riddle is. for instance, the following riddle

:

(composed in two floia-s).

*Tnn JTvTPTt \

*ipqT«r ?fhrr ththtt rf ^ »***

(May Uma eloquently eulogised by Siva, Indra and RHma, ever remov-

ing their troubles, the centre of majesty, free from anxiety, esteemed

the best of women, the primeval—ordain our prosperity**®).

244. The othei ziddles tanked amongst Pniifnottara.xiddles were in teality

alopa- or prdlieltfcS'ttddles.

245. Also so denoted in SP. 542 to 543 and 549 to 550, respectively.

246. And so, for insesnee. ettra-riddles are mentioned in RuJrafs's

KEvysUmkSra (chapter 5 ) and the Mosa-citro^riddles in chapter 4. The
subha|>ta-iorAgriiAn*a when quoting these riddles, cited the KBvyaprakSs'a and

Rudrata’s KBvyKlamkGra, etc.

247. Kpr. 9.334.5 ; Rudrafa’a KSvysUibksta 5.6 ; SR. 205.7-8 ; SSB. 566.7-3.

248. G. Jha's translation of Kpr. 9J84-
,
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riddles were and still are in vogue among children all over India.

Today in Mahaia5l:ra. Uttar PradeSa, etc. they arc preserved in the

Java^l form of songs or ballads.

106.1. As an example of a prtifno««ra-riddle, which is difficult

to solve, the following verse may be quoted

;

trit ftfjTrrr i

'

?r 5 51^1 ii“®

(Ob 1 By whom has this Intelligence of yours been made so cruel ?

[the other reply taking ?TW!=of wood] Intelligence is known to

consist of the three attributes, and never of wood*®®).

106.2. This verse appears also in the Kavyadatia (9. 353)*‘°

where it is quoted as an example of homonym based on the paranomatic

breaking of words’^.

107.1. In another pru/notturu-riddle which also appears in the

KSvyapraksSa***, the rhetorical blemish consists in the use of a

redundant word which breaks the unifomiity of construction**®, and in

another, in the frequent repetition of a word not pleasant to the ear

(four times).

107.2.

Thus, we see that since the prfl.fno«arfl-riddles are based

on u/artfearc'teachings, the receiver of these riddles must be well versed

in the science of rhetorics and poetics in order to be able to discover

any defects of poetry. Without that knowledge it is impossible to

238 Kpr.9 353 ; 8R.205.3;SSB.561.3.

239. G. JfaB's translation.

240. As well as Kuv. flcf 92. 159. Amd. 226. 610 ; RJ. 200. 10-1.

241. If we take o{ wood, the sense of the verse changes.

242. Kpi. 7. 222 as well as other oJafniara-s such as KaP. 212 5-6 j Anjd.

140 211 and in Bh^. 128 and tuhh3fita-saihgTa1ia-$

'

6P. 564 ; SR. 205.7, 8SB.

564. lO ; SkV. 1519 ; SH. 1510 ; SLF. 5 14 ; also Kpr 7. 197, as well as other walks
of such as KbP. 200. 740 } And 154. 391; AA. cd 21 ; and in BbS.

839, ^Sfiti^ataka 2. 5 ; end among suhhltptttsamgraha’t, ^P. 566; $R. 252. 44;
SSB. 59 50 ; SkV, 477 ; Kav. 221 ; Ptatanna. 20 a and others.

243. Eg. ; or one oc two ahtarn'S of t word. eg. JS 353.21 ; SR.

187. 27 ;
SSB 534 27 (in SR. and SSB. rstiVed etnongst tlTfBnt-iiddlci ),
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solve these riddles. It must he borne in mind, in this connection, that

defects in the construction of verses occur even in the poetry of

great writers such as Bhartyhari, Bilhana and others. Therefore, verses

of great poets were sometimes quoted among the proinottura-riddles,

in order that the receiver of this category of riddles discover in the

verse where its author committed an error or a poetical blemish***.

F. Citra and BhSfS'citra Riddles

1 08. The last two types of, the

citra and fehasa-citra-riddles*‘*

are also riddles based on different topics dealt with by clarhbara-

writers*^*. Both are based on verbal ingenuity. In fact, citra is based

on various modes of writing or arranging verses in the shape of

mathematical or other fanciful figures (syllables which occur repeatedly,

being left out, or words being represented in a shortened form,

etc.) ; citra has also the meaning of ‘‘punning in the form of question

and answer, facetious conversation, riddle”.

M. Monier-Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary ; o. 392. col. 2).

109.1. Areal citra<riddle is. for instance, the following riddle :

(composed in two iiofea*s),

^rnilfc^ [ < I^ HM <>< <I 1 I 1

rTTrTT f«nTr ^ifbcTRW I

*rFrrT*r rIrt Tnrmt ri ry u*‘*

(May Uma eloquently eulogised by ^ivs, IniJra and Rsma, ever remov-

ing their troubles, the centre of maiesty, free from anxiety, esteemed

the best of women, the primeval—ordain our prosperity**®),

244. The other riddles lanbed amongst pra^nottaro-tiddles were in reality

alafia- or ^^roliehlia-tiddles.

243. Also so denoted in Sp.5^ to 548 and 549 to 550, respectively.

246. And so, foe instance, cilra-ciddles are mentioned in Rudraya's

fCGvysUmkBra (chapter 5 ) and the Maya.citra.riddles in chapter 4. The
juhAsyita.SdmSraha.s when QuotioK these riddles, cited the Kavyaprakos'a and

Rudrata's KsvyBlaihkSra. etc.

247. Kpr. 9.384.5 ; Rudraya’s Kavyttladjfcara 5.6 ; SR. 205.7-8 ; SSB, 566.7-3.

243. G. Jha*t translation of Kpr. 9J84-
,
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109.2. Thif verse is a tyfflcal cilra-v«iS8 in the focts o4 a

swojd**'.

ot tlddUi ia the (oxA of lotui. drum, fettr.Joetcd tsea, etc.
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110. We find among cifr^i-riddles many other cilra verses in the

iorm of a lotus, drum, diagrams, etc, • they are usually culled ftom

250. The lotus: t

^f^ericin ^ ?cr ^ mn II

(Kpr. 9.J87 ; SR. 206. lO ; SSB. 566. 10).

The drum : I

(Kpr. 9. 3S6 ; RK. 5. 19 ; SR. 205. 9 ; SSB. 565. 9).
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111. The receim of this sort of riddles was supposed to sol^e

the citra-problem and show his ingenuity by drawing different figures

which would show the way in which the verse can fit the picture of a

sword, a drum, etc., as required bj tbe giver of the riddle.

112.1. However, the citra-riddles were not only confined to

arranging verses in different shapes but the receiver of the riddles had

also to compose verses in different si>ara~itiyaina-5^^^ and other fanciful

compositions.

1 12.2. Such a svara-niyama is. for instance, a verse composed of

t (t) I ^ ^ i'’ *he four pStJa-s, respectively :

tWI *ff?t ^ II*”

Tbe foui'dooted rooo t

?nrff<iTfI rRffTIHT TMdftTtNrTSfC ll

(Kpr 9 383 RK. 5. 20 ; SR. 206. 42 ; SSB. 566. 12).

B BBaBBB
BBBBBBB
BBBBBBBa
BBQBBBB
BBS!1 BBb:oBBBB BB
BBBBBBBB
BBBBB B

251. Accoidini to the Ksvradirii they belong to citra-i;rbey ate verse*.

quinci'vetses.otbaU.Tetir* composed exclusively of tome letters o! the deva-
nafart alphsber:

252. 6P. 543 {SR. 236 14 : 558. 566.14; Sir. ad. 2.1C9.2S1; taken {rom
KSvyBdatU 3. 34. (Tbe Sail Vedi: epeecb [in the Upinl}id<sl ipeikiof min'e
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112.3. Another example is, foe instance* a beautiful verse from

Sp. (544) composed exclusively of letters ^ and •

—

iST^ ffft^ irI (rI ii®®“

113. The &fe3sfl-cjfr<i*iiddlcs consist in a play of words and,

therefore, remind today’s conundrums, but a specific hind of

conundrums ; they have to he so composed that they have a different

meaning in Sanskrit and a different meaning in middle Indian or modern

Indian languages. We find, for instance, fc/iAsa-citra-riddles with a

meaning in Sanskrit and Prakrit ; ii^Sanskrit and Msgadhl ; in Sanskrit

and PaiSacl ; in Sanskrit and Sorasenl ; in Sanskrit and Apahhrarhia,

etc. Certainly, paranomasias were frequently used in this sort of riddles.

The receiver of the bhasa-citra-tiddles had to know not only Sanskrit

but also the other languages well in order to be able to solve these

riddles.

114.1.1. As an example of a WSja-cifro-riddle the following

riddle with a different meaning in Sanskrit and in Paifacl is quoted

:

fR n

This riddle quoted in SSB (568. 3) was originally included in Rudrata's

KSvySlamkara (4. 13).

114.1.2. The meaning in Sanskrit is different from the meaning

in Paifacl. In Sanskrit the verse says : “Oh I you rake, your manliness

is not seen in the battlefield. Oh I empty headed one, whom will he

that you so extol conquer 7 Is it a person of obscene origin andfuii of

deceit having the pride of Varuna, the god of waters and looking like

the mountain Mandate ?’’ In PaiJacl the verse says : “That man, the

benefactor of prostitutes, does not tolerate the absence of gratitude

on the part of prostitutes, who were given opportunity to enjoy with

lovers and whose servants were decked in gold and silver”.

114.2 Also to this group of riddles belong verses written partly

in Sanskrit and partly in other languages.

laudations as pestilences [due to teaction of their mind]; speaks of aSection as

unwholesome, speaks of enioyments as ignorance ; so in holy place medication of

Brahman is to be concentrated. [R. K. Ray’s translation]).

,253. Cf, ZDMG.27.16and629



IV. DIVISION OF RIDDLES ACCORDING TO DHARMADSSA’S
VIDAGOHAMUKHAMAIfDANA

113. As Stated above, tbe 71 categories of riddles found in

VMM. ard enumerated therein (1.9-18) and C3cplained in adhyltya-s

2‘4, are based on a hairsplitting process of somewhat broader categories

of riddles explained above. DharmadSsa divides riddles into l-’2.

vyasta and santasta nddles (i.e. divided and compound answers)

(1.19 ), or according to the division of the word* which form the reply

can either consist of several parts (sometimes into ahfara-s) or in

the reply consisting of one full word or several words. These categories

of riddles can be divided into S. dvtrvyasta (i.e. twice divided) (I. 24),

or 4. dvifiwmflita (i.e. twice compound) (1.24), or 5. vyasta-samasta

(i.e. divided and compound) (1. 29). or 6, dvirvyasta-samasta (i.e.

twice divided and once compound) (1. 32), or 7. dvtlisamasta-yyasta

(i.e. twice compound and once divided (1. 35), or 8. ekatalapa (i.e.

when spoben once only: a variant of the diihsamasta) (1,38).

Other divisions of riddles are called 9. pro^mnoi^a (broken up)« i.e.

wbat was made ambiguous (1. 41) ; 10. hhedya-bhedaka, i.e. where

the answer to the riddle can either be a substantive or an adjective

(2. 1) 5 11. ojasvin or tlrjita (mighty), i.e. where the question is

long and the answer short ; 12, salflAtnro (edoincd), i.e. where the

question has many adornments uvatna-s (2. 7) : 13. sakautuka (full

of expectations), i.e where th; question is short and the answer

long (2. 10). 14. praSnottara-sama, i.e. where the questions and

answers are of the same length (2. 13) : 15. pfffapraina, i.e. where

the riddle consists in asking for a question (2. 1 6) ; and 16, bhognotto^o,

I.e. where the reply is included in the text and has to be broken off.

These riddles can be either 17. ndyuttaraioz 18. Trad/iyottara : or

19. entottara, i.e. where the answer is bidden in the beginning, in the

middle or at the end of the verse (2. 22) ; or 20. bathitapahnuti

(hidden in wbat was said), i.e. when the reply is contained in the

fiddle hut cannot he easily discovered since it is connected by syntax

with another word. Riddles ate further divided into 21. visama

(irregular), i.e. when the riddle consists in the irregularity of the

division of the reply (2. 32) ; and 22. *7«anflma, i.e. a riddle which

calls for the name of the metre (e.g. iifeAar£t»T etc.) (2.32); as well as

23. nsmshkyata (where the noun is like a verb), i.e. when the reply

has a double meaning cither of a noun or can also be a verb (2. 37) ;

these can relate to 24. tUrkya, or 25. sautra, or 26. Ssbdiya, or
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27. iastraja (i.e. philosophy, precepts, grammar or learning (2. 56). The
next categories of riddles depend on the answers given ; they can

consist of 28. one syllable (varnottara) ; 29. a sentence (vahyottara)

(2. 65) ; 30. 'a iloba (^lohottara) ; 31. of a half verse (khandottara)

(3. 1) ; 32. of a quarter of a verse (psdotiara) (3. 1) : or based on
citra-hOvya and then take the form of 33. a wheel (cakra), S’l. a

lotus’flower (podma) (3.13), 35. a crow’s foot (kakapada) (3.16),

as well as 36. gomOtrl (3. 18) ; 37. sarvatobhadra (3. 20) ; 38. gatapra-

tyOgata (3. 23) ; 39. vardhumSnshfara (3. 29) ; 40. hiyam?lnQbfara

(3. 36) : 41. ^rAhhala (3. 42) ; 42. nagapSSa (3. 42) ;
43. ciira C3. 49)

;

and 44. satfiSuddba (3. 49). Further follows a division of riddles into

45. prfl)ie/jfea-5 i.e. puzzling, trickery questions (4.1); and a group

similar to the gupta- and cytifc-riddles. According to VMM. they

are : 46. Vdyfl-riddles, i.e. where a special point remains in the mind of

a person (balasara-fipdyti) (4. 9). These riddles can be 47. a/amaragupta

(4. 10) ; 48. pada-gndha : 49. pada-gadka 50. artha-gadka, i.e. where

the non-born, the killer as well -as words, the quarter-verse or the

meaning are hidden (4, 10-20), then 51. stutininda, 52. dvyartha^

53. apahnuti 54. and biknumant, i.e. riddles which consist on praise and

reproof, two meanings, trickery and mislaed, and a‘ wordplay (4.21-28).

Then follows a similar group already known from other sources, i e.

the g«ptc-group and the cyutu-groep. i.e. 55. kriya gupta ; 56. barfr^

gupta : 57. iarma.guvta ; 58. karaka-gupta : 59. sarfipradana-gupta ;

60 apadana.'gupta j 61. iarfihandka''gupta ; 62. Bmantrita-gupta (4. 51) ;

63. samasa-gupta ; 64. liAga-gupta ; 65. suvacona-gvpta : 66. vacana-

gupta ; 67. rr.etra-cyuta ; 68. bindu-cyula ; 69. visarga^cyuta ;

70. eksara’Cyuta i 71. sthsna-cyuta

;

72. vyanjcpa-cyuta (4.33-58),

as well as 73. cyuia-dattak^ara (4. 69)t i.e. riddles where the predicate,

nominal case connected with the predicate, the genitive or the locative,

etc. ; then the compound, the gender or the number, etc. are omitted

or the mafra, the detached particle, the visorga, the syllable, the

parts of the word or the consonant, etc. are dropped, as well as where

one abfara is dropped and another added.



V. COLLECTION OF RIDDLES

116. Riddles Wlong to the folb-literature were usually

floating arcund. They were rarely compiled and bicrght together.

Some of them were ccllected in suhhOfita’SattiSraha-s and some were

ssssnjhie^ in 5DJjje coMectjcjis of riddles, eithex by their authors, or,

rather, by their compilers from the floating moss of oral tradition.

A, VidoRdhamukhamapdanB

117.1. The best Icnown collection of riddles is the Vidag-
d h a-m u k h a-m a n d a n a (or Adointr.cnt for the Mouth of the

Intelligent) by Dharmadasa (or Dharmadasa Son ). It is

a collecticn of usually 27^ verses divided into four pariccheda-s (of 59,

69, 73 and 71 verses). It contains the theory of riddles and riddle-

making, categoriration of riddles, as well as examples of the various

kinds of riddles andpurrles (mostly pr<i^e/ii'a-,a/crfl- and citra-tiddles

which the author names often differently***).

117.2. The riddles included in VMM., written in Sanskrit and.

"'occasionally, in different Prakrits, arc usually difficult to solve*** { they

are rather intelligence tests for Pandita-s who must be well versed in

mythology, grammar, phonetics, mathematics, rhetorics, poetics, etc.,

than enigmatic questions. The VMM. contains also, but seldom,

descriptions of the feelings of separation and longing for a lover**".

117.3.1. Who Was the author, Dharmadisa, is not known.

Many authors bearing this name arc known. In some tests, the author

invokes, in the beginning cl tbe VMM., iauddbodani (son of

^luddbadana, a synonym for Buddha) and in some texts in tbe colophon,

he is called a Buddhist. It maybe, therefore, assumed that he was a

Buddhist. Some consider him also as a Jainist. He could not have lived

254 Sfc para. 115 above.

2-.5. Cf. above {)Aaja>ei|i’d riddles, fatas. 113-115. On riddles written by
Dfaarmadssa in Pirkrifs Sukunar Sen, Frslita ond I^eritacufar Verses in

JPh-irtnadasa's VxdogdhamuihmaTtdana in Siddha-B^OraCt. Vishveshvaranand
Indological Series 1 ; pp 257 sqq,

256. In tbe A Con'peniiin so Sanstnt Literature by S. C. Eenerji (p. 372} tbe

VMM. was wrongly considered as a woifc on poetics. Cf. para I3Q below.
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later than the end of eleventh century, since he is quoted by name in

SkV.*’*. In addition Bhoja in his SrftgaraprakaSa (A.D. 1000-1065) quot-

ed VMM. and Jinaprabha who lived at the end of thirteenth century or

in the beginning of the fourteenth, wrote a commentary on VMM.***

117.3.2. In VMM. (4. 27) Bana is quoted and, therefore, this

collection could not have been composed before the date when Bina

lived (probably, in the seventh century). Also Bfhaspati, Papini,

Candragomin w6re quoted in VMM.

117.4. The VMM. is cited by name by Kumarasvamin (4.1)

and Rsyamukuta on Amara (A.D. 1431)*®* and several verses of

VMM. are also quoted in the ^srAgadhara-paddhali**®,

117.5. Since the riddles included in VMM, are mostly difficult

to solve, the work required commentaries : many such commentaries

were written. The earliest are :

by Vcpulabuddhi of Pag3n (Burma) : it is probably not later

than 1017

;

by Ke^ava who probably composed bis commentary between

A.D. 1200 and 1500 •

by Jinaprabhascri, pupil of Jinasimba Sari who lived in between

the end of the tbirteentb century and beginning of the fourteenth

century*** j

257. VMM, 1. 3 is quoted in SkV. 1302 vrbere tbe verse is attributed to

Dhtimadllsa and 3. 26 is quoted anonymously in SkV. 1653. (Tbe same veise

is quoted in 524 where it is ipccifically attiibuted to DbaimadSsal. See also

V. Kagbsvan, The VMM. of Dfaatmadnsa in P. K. Code Coarsemoratton Volume

3.224 DbarmadAJa worked in Southern India for tbe Ytrdava king Kjfna who
came to the throne in A. D. 1247. C(. L. Steinbacb, Stihkafita^taittSraha-$, a

Fertcttcn Charter in the Uiticriet cf Sansirtt LUerature in Ir.do/egica Taurini-

tn$a 1, para. 17.

253. P. Peterson’a feurtb ftepm : pp ixivii end 91 iqq.; J. Klatt, Jsina

OnomastlcoQ ; cf. fn. 274. M. Kraat:. Dss ViJagihamukhamandana des Uharma*

dssa.Bin Lehtbucb der Ratsclkunde I It, Magdeburs 1963, M. Ktaats considcn

tbst VMM. was compoicd In between A.D. 630 anJ 9<0 (pp. XII>XV1II).

259. Also Candtakltti in bia coaoentaty on itsyaseva'a Catubsatska stated

tbit be borrowed some similes and paiables from XcSrya Dbarmadasa. but

probably that must hare been another Dbattaadr.sa than tbe author of VMM,
since Candtaklilt lived m tbe sisrb centoty A.D.

260. V.MM. 2.31: 4.11; 4.26; 4.27; in fiP. 521; 5.3 : 524} 556.

tcspcctivcly.

Wl. See part 117. 3.1 above.
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by Atmsrama or SvStmsrama Yog!ndra ;

by Narahari-bhatta, called Sra7anabhC5ana ;

by TsrScandra Kayastha, called VidvanmanoramS or -manohart

(MS. in Calcutta College ; No. 135, 16 in the HKS, VI and MS. in

Asiatic Society of Bengal, No. 5531/8337 in HS, VIU :

by Trilocana, called Subodhinl

:

by Kesavamilia, dated Vibfamasaihvat 1740 (**A D. 16S2) ;

by Gauriksnta
;

by ^ivacandfa ;

by AvacOmi ;
and

by an anonymous.

There also exist MSs, of the VMM. with glosses, e.g. a MS. in

the Bntisb Museum (No- 427. Eendall) with an interlinear gloss by

Durgad^sa, son of Visudeva and pupil of Bbatfa Devacandra.

117 6. The VMM. was edited frequently; the first edition

appeared in Dr. J. Haeberlin’s Kavya*sajbgraba in 1847 (pp. 269-311)

:

it also appeared in K^vyakalspa in 1865 (3.8. 78) and separately with

the commentary Suhodbini in Cuttack 1906 : in Colombo in 1902

(with a translation into Sirahalesc) ; the Nirnaya Ssgara Press (with

some commentary) in 1905“*
; in Calcutta in 1905 ; in Lahore (with a

tlia by Parameivara Satman) in 1928, in Calcutta (with a tlba by

SySmacarana Kaviratna) in 1826 (='1905) ; in Bakrampura (with a

commentary, vyukhya) by Durgaracana KavyatJrtha) in 1295

(= 1867) : and beginning from the nineteen-twenties very often. The

latest edition is of adhyaya-s HI by M. Kraats (op. cjf., Marburg 1968)

with KeSava’s and Kesavamisra's commentaries.

B. BbSviiistakB

118.1. Another well known collection of riddles is the

BhsvaSataka probably rather written by a court poet in the

court of king N3gar3ja of the Rajput dynasty of the T3ka-s,“*** than

byNagaraja himself, though it is so ascribed in the BbSvaiataka

262. Best edition of a!!. Also in 1914 and 1926.

262i. Which probably means “a iataia with an inner meaning (bfiavo) which
has to be guessed'* but could also mean—composed by Bhava, Cf. fn, 264.

262b. Son of Jalflpa or Jttlaya and grandson of Vidysdhara of the KEipaya
(KBiyspallgoirfl. Hij kingdom was ia ifssfhBenthe VaouDS, to the north
ef DUhi.
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(in verses 29, 45, 70, 76 and 98'102). The work was probably attributed

to the king honoris causa-*^, this seems to be evident from the excessive

glorification made, probably, by a modest poet—possibly Bbava ***

118.2. The collection contains 101 to 102 verses of which 95 arc

riddles written in Sanskrit and sometimes in P^krit.

118.3. In the riddles, a certain person is usually represented to

be doing a certain thing in a certain condition, and the reason why be

or she did so or the inner sense of the verse is meant to be found out

by the reader. The reply is given either by the author of the riddles or

by the commentator at the end of the verse in simple prose ; without

such a comment the guessing would be impossible.*’’^

118.4. The riddes are mostly l^Q^rint-riddles which often depict

some Sp\sara-rasa ; that does not. however, permit to rank the work

among erotical literature as R. Schmidt suggested*®*.

118.5. Several riddles from the Bbavafataka were quoted in the

Msdhavana!a'kamakandala*katb3 of Ananda with the same solutions in

prose which appear at the end of each riddle***, which does not leave

any doubt that Ananda borrowed them from our collection of riddles.

The riddles were asked and solved in the ’Verbal dael” between

KamakandalS and Madhava, before Madbava’s banishment and after

they spent the night together. It may be assumed, therefore, that the

BhavaSataka was well known and popular in the fifteenth century A.D.

118.6. The Bhavafataka was published in the Grantha-

ratnamala, Vol. I, Goplla-NSrayona Company Press, Bombay 1887 and

in the KSvyamala Guccha, IV ; pp. 37-52.**®

263. He is gloiified in the work.

264. Cl. R. Sckmidc, Dai ahe und modtrns /ndien, Leipstng 1919 : p. 184.

265. Cf. para 62. S above.

266. Cf. above fo. 264. p. 184.

267. Verses 3, 5, 7, 9. 10. Cf. Bbaadatkai Report, 1882.83 ; pp. 9 tqc], ; P.

Peterson'i Three Reports ; pp. 21 and 333 sqq. ; L. Strenbacb, The Modhavanata^

Kamaiandaln-tatha and Itt Scutees in ABORI, LIV. 77-143.

268. Several MSi. of the BbSvalstaka exist: the best is the MS. :4?7 / 6237

in the Asiatic Society of Beojal (K^. VIL 9497).

IR-13
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118.7, Similar to the Bhavaiataha inform and intent are rid^eS

included in the Prakrit JayavaUahha’s Vajialaggam
(probably from the 7th century at the latest). The Vajjalaggam, based

partly on Hsla’s Sattasai, contains one chapter (64) called kiyQli-vajjUt

quoting 14 riddles plus 3 riddles in MS, C, Of thes.e 17 riddles two

(Nos. 611 and 616) were taken almost verbatim from the Sattasai

(Nos. 816 and 916, respectively). Some of the riddles, mostly kutdni-

riddles (and not prahelibn-s as suggested by the editor of the

Vajjalaggara) containing explanations by the commentator depict

i/-ftgara-rasa and display a strong exotic touch. The Vajjslaggam was

edited by M. V. Patwardhan in the Prakrit Text Society, No. 14,

Allahabad, 1969. Earlier, the Vajjalaggam was edited by J. Laber

(Bibl. Ind. 227) and partly by N. A. Gore, Poona 1956.

C. Buddhavaktramandana and Kavindrakarinibharana

119.1. Based on VMM. is the Buddhavaktrama-
ndanaofKlka of Latakula. This is a short collection of

praheliba-s in 37 verses. It was edited on the basis of one MS. from

MS. library in Bikaner (No. 3274) in JGJRI. 6. 289 sqq.

119.2.1. A much later collection of riddles is the Kavln-
dtakatnabhatana by Vi^veivarabhatta who was

the son of Lakjmidbara and brother of UmSpari. He was boro in

Almora, probably in the eighteenth century.**® He cited Appayya
Diksita, Jaiannatha, MallinStha, as a commentator of Dandin,

Candidasa, Mahesvara, NyayapaneSnana (the latter two, commentators

on Mamnia(a).

119.2.2. Visveivarabhatta was the author of at least three

alar^kSra-s (Alarakara-kaustubha, AlariikSra.muktaval/, AlarakSra-

(kulaOpradlpa, the Ragacandrika and the Kavlodra-karoabharana.

119.2.3. The Kavindra-kamabharana deals in four parfeeftedu-j

with riddles, mostly prafielika- and citf«*ridd/es, of which he descn’hes

(and quotes) 58 varieties. Vifvcivara certainly knew the VMM.
His Kavlndra-karnSbhatana can be considered as an immitation of

the VMM.

1 19.2.4. The Kavindra-kamabharana was published with a gloss

only once in the KsvyamSla, Guccha VIII
; pp. 51-108*’®.

269. He died at the age of 34 In the middle of the 18th century and was also

the aythot of the RooSTaUiataka.

270. NCCs 238; 8.K. De, History of Peetjcj, second revised

eduion J pp. 302-4 ; KM. III. 5l.2{fn ). Cf. ALB. 9.160 iqq.
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D. Other CoUections of Riddles

120. Other collections of riddles were not yet edited and

published. They are mostly in the collections of manuscripts of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal and in the Government Oriental MS. Library.

Madras®”. The most important are

:

the Pra^nottara (orPraSnottaraikasastiha, or PraSnottara-

iataka*®* byjinavallabha Sari, who lived at the end of the

tenth and beginning of the eleventh century, with a gloss by Kamala-

mandira (No. 426 MS. in the British Museum, Bendall) ; it is a fine

collection of riddles mainly proinotfara-riddles.*®* One of the riddles

(v. 160) contains an elaborate jest on all the syllables on the author’s

own name which is duly explained in the commentary. Jinavallabha

was regarded as a man of learning at Cicraknta (Cbittor) ; Nsgapura

and NaTavaputl, where he caused teroples of Mahavlra and P2rSvan5tha

to be constructed. He was said to have solved at once some poetic

riddles which on the court of Naravarman, the grandson of

Bhoja of TihSti were unable to solve. Because of that he was received

by Naravarman with great honour and a large sum of money was

given to him ; he refused to accept this amount, of money and made

some endowment to the temples constructed in Citraknta. He
probably died in fowivat 1167 1111). Jinavallabha SDti was

the author of at least thirteen works and several stotra-s, in addition

to thePraSnottara*®‘

;

the PrahelikapahnutlwkntSkhyanam, anony-

mous, containing 100 verses written in nflgcri characters ; MS. appears

to be old (HS. VII. 5536/9397)

;

the PraheUkakautDhalam. an anonymous collection

of stray verses called by the owner of the MS. Prabelikakautohalsm ;

it is written in nUgarl characters ; modern (HS. VII. 5533/8457) ;

the Prahelika-sSrab* a collection of 42 verses uritcen

in nagarl characters ; MS. modem (H5. VII. 5533/8457)

;

271. Otbet Iibrtties contain also collections ol ttddles.

272. But the MS. in the British Museum contains tnoie terttt thin t,nt

hundred.

273. Cf. para. 104 above.

274. Cf. Bhandarkat Report for 1832.83 : pp. 47>8 : J. Kliit, ,

lit..bibl. lama.Onomasticon, 30, 36.
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the P r a h e 1 ik 5, an anonymous fragment of a larger work

contaimng on ten pages riddles (SKS. XXL 12756)

;

tbe Df?takatSrnara ofKs^inatha. containing—

as the title shows— a collection of fenjani-riddles, dated sathvat 1961

(“A.D1903). It is written in nagarl characters. KaSinStha was the

son of Psnduranga Parava (HS. VII. 5532/82571

;

tbeSamsara-vihara-kSvya by Himakara
S a r m a which contains in verses 6 to 20 different riddles ; the MS.

is written in nagari characters and was probably composed in the

18th century CHI VII. 56535,8268);

tbe Kavyakutharah, an anonymous collection of

verses in Bengali characters containing riddles, some of which are well

known
; the MS* dates probably from the 18th century (H§. VII.

5538/1C834C);

the VyJsaknta containing iu^anj-riddles "for the

distraction of Psma in his solicitude on the Malayavat and the

delectation of simple minds" ; this MS. is mentioned in Notices of

Sansirit Menuscrivts by RSjendralala Mifra, Calcutta 1871-90. No.

1104 (C<3fa/egui Catalogorum 1. 619)

;

the KataMokacatuskS containing four intriguing

verses. The MS. is kept in the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute

(No. 608 of 1892-5 with a commentary and BORI D XIV i. 115 with

a commentary) (Novus Catalogus Catalogorum IV, 261) ;

a fragment of a collection of riddles with their explanations

writtten in nagari characters, modem (HS, VII. 5540/10360) ;

enath^t fcagment of a ooHeotron of verses ^tittea in nsgSrl

characters, from the 19th century, which contains some riddles with

explanations (H8. VII. 5539/10328).

121. Mention should also be made here of tbe anonymous S 1 1 a

-V 1 n o d a-k S V y a containing 120 verses, dated sathvat 1906

('“'A.D. 1846). This is a short poem about Sita describing how she

felt during her separation from RSma in an enigmatic style (H^. VII.-

5541/9617).*«

27J M. Ktisbiamichaiiariohis HiJlorr of Sanifcrit Classical Literature

lasrjtlom la adhtiQa, four NfS). as being itmilar to the Bhsva^ttiVa, viz. the
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122. Otter MSs. of riddles are mired •with samasya~s; in

these MSs. The samays-s are preponderant. They are

:

the S a m a s y ^ r n a r a» an anonymous collection of 575

verses divided into sir chapters Ofota-s) ; the MS. is written in

nagari characters ; it seems to be modern (H^, VII. 5544/8253) ;

the Samasyadipa, an anonymous collection of 175 verses

of which 76 are samasya-s i the MS. is written in nagari characters and

seems to be modern (HS. VIE. 5534/8371)

:

the Samasyarnava of Laksmana, a collection of

2600 verses written on 28 leaves in nagari characters ; it seems to be

modem (HS. VH. 5543/9010)

;

the SamasyS-pOrttih of Laksm! NsrSyana
containing 16 verses written in nagari characters ; it seems to be

modem (Hi VII. 5542/10325).

123. .Most of the printed subhafita-sarAgraha-s contain chapters

on riddles.

123.1 The oldest subhafUa-safAgraha’S containing riddles is

Jalhana's Suktimuktsvall (from the middle of the thirteenth

century)
{ we find them in a forty verses long paddhati (98) entitled

This chapter does not include only gupfa-*’* and

cifrfl-riddles, as the title would convey, but also prahelika-, prainottara-,

alflpa-riddlcs, etc. Some of the riddles arc well known and were taken

from the VMM.*”, Vagbhata, and other works of alarAkara-s.

123.2. Also the ^arhgadbara-paddbati (from the middle of the

14th century) contains three chapters dealing with riddles: the first

r (33 ; verses 514-533) deals in particular

CaiDatknraeandtikB b7 l. KaTikatnapniazb^ Narotta*
m a <3 B * a ; and by Viiveivata as wail as the V ^sjokti^a ta ks
o{ TiiTikrema (CCi 183. CCi SSandCCj 147). I had no access tn these

MSs. and could notcbeck xheic contents, however the entries in NCC« which

quote the first three of these works (the letters ^ and ^ did not appeit yet) do

not permit to assume that these works contain any riddles.

27$. Divided into kriya-, karma; tarana', sathpradina-, apsdana; ad^i&ara*

na-, samlodiiana* and laihiandha-guptas--

277. Ci. pits. 1173 1 above.
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with prahelika- and kflfSni riddles ; the second entitled

verses 534-550) deals in

particular with gupta; citra-^ and fiAafflciIrfl-riddles ; and the third

entitled (35 ; verses 551-568) deals in particular with

pm^noffarfl-riddles. There exists also a chapter on samasya-s (32

;

verses 494-513). Many of the riddles were taken from VMM. as well

as o/dn^feard'S, e.^. by Dandift • some were also composed by ^Jrfiga-

dhaia himself, Deve^vara. Srlkantha-pandita, Hariharadeva, etc.

(The latter authors are little known poets).

123 3. Some of scattered riddles*’® were also quoted in other

older 3uf)ASfitn-saj3*kgrflAa-s, such as, for instance, the anonymous

Suhhssitamuktavali (from the end of the 16th and the beginning of

the 17th century) ; the unpublished PrastSva-ratnakara by Haiidasa,

son of Purusottama of the Katana family from the middle of the I6th

century which contains mostly prahelika- and i^^fln^-riddIcs’” ;
the

PadyaracanS of Lak§mana Bhatta Ankolakara from the 17tb century {

the Padyavenl of Venldatta from the 17th century : the unpublished

Subhasita-bUravall of ^ri Harlkavi from the second half of the 17th

century*®® ; the Vidyatarasahasraka of VidySkaramifra (from the 19th

century) and others.

123.4. Some suhhifita’SQiHgraha'S quote also some riddles

(prafnoftara-riddlcs) but not for tbe purpose of quoting them as

riddles but in order to quote some descriptive verses, usually included

in the anthologies. Therefore, we find some prainoltara-riddles in the

oldest, known today, suhhasitasatfigraha. viz. in the Subha§ita-ratna-

kosa of VidySkara.

124. On the other band, we find long chapters containing

various categories of riddles*" in most of tbe modern suhkasita-sarh-

graha~s, in particular, in the Subterita~ratna-bh3ndsg3ra, Subha$ita-

sudhS-ratna-bh3nd3gara, SuhbSsita-iatnakara of BhStavadekar and
scatter riddles in the Subhasita-ratna-nflla, Samayocita-padya-ratna-

27i le, not quoted in cbsptrrs of tviftSfUa-tamgraha-i,

279 PreeetTed in tbe Libxaiy oi tbe Amtic Society of Bengal (HS. Vll
5449]9772).

2S0. Cf. L. Stembaeh, On tAe 5i{(bs^ta)isravalr end the SJlktimi»ahara it,

IGJRI.23.3.4:pp 101*147.

281. Cf. paia. 51 above.
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tnalikSi etc. Even O. EShtUngk in his modern Indische Sprdche edited

and quoted some riddles which he took from the MSs. of the

Subhasitarnava.

125. Riddles were also quoted in Sanskrit literary works (epics,

fefltfta-literature, including J5taka-s*®*, in particular the MadhavSnala-

kamakandala-katha*®*, Bhavadeva Sori s I^rlvanathacaritra”** Rajale-

khara’s Antarakathasarngraha*®*) and atatttfillra-s where they were quo-

ted to illustrate the different categories of riddles*^, e.g. in Danejin's

KavyadaiSa, or the various rhetorical blemishments or particular

poetical characteristics*®’ and only seldom in order to explain the

riddles, as such’*®. Also in Sanskrit dramas we come across riddles

(nalita-s) and enigmas which conceal the sense under joking words ;

they ate with or without answers. In the PrasannaiSghava, for instance,

SQtradh3ra gives by the use of enigmatic expressions a clue to its

title (1.7), while Rsjasekhara in the introduction to the BalarSmayana

only totbe title of the drama by enigmatic expressions. There existed

also in Sanskrit a special type of farce, the prera^a (KavySnu^Ssana 8.4)

which featured deformed and fantastic characters who amused the

public by humorous riddles (p^akelika^$) and agreeable music. These

prerapa-s were the precursors of modem samada s full of humour and

erotic suggestions sung now at fairs and festivals. It must be however

noted that the literary works mentioned above are only few examples of

many Sanskrit works which contain riddles, since most Sanskrit literary

works are intenpersed with riddles, puxxles, enigmas, etc.

2S2. Cf. p3ia9. 20>26. Cf. Tb. Benfex. op. cit. fn. 63

283. Cf.paras,ll8.5ind62.5.

2&-L Ci. m. Bloombeld, On the Art ... (cp. eir* In. 55).

233. Tb. Zacbaiiae., op. cil. (fn. 49). Cf. M. Wintemit:, A Hiitorf of

Indian Literature, II, Unireisltr of Calcutta. 1933 : p. 544.

2S6. Cf, paia. 31 above.

287. Eg,, prainottara-eitTa and bACxO<citri!*tiddles. (RsvjuUmkSra of

RudiB^t, KRvxaprakE4a of Manaeafa, Ksvxapradipa of Govioda, KtlvxSlaibkSra

of BbSmaha, KuvalaxCnaoda of Appayya Dikfita. Ala&ksramabodadbi of

Naiendraprabha Scti, AlatnkBrajekbara of Kegavamif ra. etc.

233. Eg. SahUyadatpana of Vigviantbakavimja, Sataivatikantbftbbanni

of Dboji, the ^rbgorapiakcfa of Bfaoja. The last on* give* 24 datdalariikara-s and

aBong them rraAebka.i, gVdhas, rra/noitara’t. at well as citro-f. Bhoja eiplalci

with illuftrations the vatirtie* of xiddles in the ieldalarfiisra section.

(Cf. Df. V, RigbiviQ, Bhoja's Spl|snpttksia : pp. 25, 622).
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126.2. While Dandin discussed elaborately riddles and their

16 categories’”, Bhsmaha mentioned them only, but at the same

time stated that prahelika'-s vrere serious compositions possessing

varied constituent meanings.

127. Though Dandin and Rudrata did not consider riddles as

constituting poetry, they did not consider them ns devoid of any

real value.

128. On the other hand, the Ssbityadarpana stated clearly

that riddles “which being opposed to flavour (rasa) are no ornament

in poetry (being useless and ugly) as a hump (on the human body)*"*.

129. Also Anandavardhana in his Dhvnnyaloka does not recog>

nise any piece of poetry to any composition in which rasa is absent,

thus also to riddles.

130. Since many treatises on rhetorics contain chapters on

riddles, or mention riddles, Euiopean scholars in tbe nineteenth and

in the beginning of the twentieth century considered riddles as a part

of tbe alat/ikara literature. Therefore, J. Eggeling and A.B. Keith

when preparing tbe catalogue of Sanskrit and PiSkiit MSs. in the

India Oflice Library (II.2) rarked collections of riddles (VMM. etc.)

among rhetorics*”. That was wrong, since riddles bare nothing in

common with the study of poetics as such; they arc only mentioned

in the treatises of rhetorics as a specific type of literary composition

and must be considered as such. They form a distinct type of

literary expression and since each riddle stands for itself and is

composed in a stray, detached verse, riddles belong to tbe mubtaha'type

of literature of which they constitute a distinct sub-category.

291. In tbe KsvysdaiJa (3. mention U J!na<le of tbe sixteen eateiories ol

tiddles described in detail (see rata*, and in addition fourteen categories

ofxiddles—bad siddles or with blamisbes which ore not desetibed and

not defined.

292. Translation from tbe BibUotheca Indtea 9. Sec para. 49. 2 above

293. Tbe same mistake was committd tecentif, and probably for tbe same
reasons, by S, C. Baoetjee in his A Companion to Sanskrit Literature where be
considered the VMM. a work on poetic* (p. 372). Cf. above fn. 256.
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VI. RIDDLES AS A DISHNCT CHAPTER OF

SANSKRIT LITERATURE

126. The approach to riddles hy the authors of ahrhkHra-^otks

was very different,

126.1.1. The KSvySdarSa (3.97), as mentioned before”®, stated

:

‘TToirmt^^ ii

(One can benefit from prahehbd-s in entertainments, in amuse-

ments, in discussions with those who know the subject at a special

place, and if one wants to confuse another person*®®).

126.1.2. A similar approach can be also observed in the Jayama-

ngals, the cototnentary on the Kamasatra of Vatsyayana (ad 1.3.16).

According to Yaiodhara the are considered as well known

and recognised in the world (fofeapratita) suitable for play (ferida) and

disputation Cv^da). He considered them as one of the 64 arts (kala^s).

126.1.3. Prahelihs-s were also used for testing poets as to

their abilities and intelligence , according to some Frabandha-s, and

particularly the Prabandha-cintamani. some poets were examined and

had to prove their skill by solving riddles and/or by completing verses

left unfinished (samasya).

126.1.4. The S5rAgadbara*paddbati, describing an the beginning

of the anthology its contents (v. 20). praised those who were able to

solve riddles.

239. Sec par*/ 26 above.

290. Bbo]amhisSrngBtapraVlUa(RajhaVan, p. S69) says tbst prahehio-t,
<1I{fJia-j*ndpr<iinottara.5 ore foi entcttoiaaient, in social gothering* and for

contest* with iiTals Rudrntasayi:

II
(5* 24)
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126.2. While Di^ndin discussed elaborately riddles and their

16 categories*®^ BhSmaha mentioned them only, but at the same

time stated that prahelibus were serious compositions possessing

varied constituent meanings.

127. Though Dandin and Rudrafa did not consider riddles as

constituting poetry, they did not consider them as devoid of any

real value.

128. On the other band, the Sabityadarpana stated clearly

that riddles *Vhich being opposed to flavour (rasa) are no ornament

in poetry (being useless and ugly) as a hump (on the human body)***.

12D. Also Anandavardbana tn bis Dhvanyaloka does not recog-

nise any piece of poetry to any composition in which rasa is absent,

thus also to riddles.

130. Since many treatises on rbctoiics contain chapters on

riddles, or mention riddles, European scholars in the nineteenth and

in the beginning of the twentieth century considered riddles as a part

of the alatfikara literature. Therefore, J. Hggeling and A.B. Keith

when preparing the catalogue of Sansirit and PxSkilt MSs. in the

India Office Library (II.2) ranked collections of riddles (VMM. etc.)

among rhetorics**^. That was wrong, since riddles bare nothing in

common with the study of poetics as such ; they are only mentioned

in the treatises of rhetorics as a specific type of literary composition

and must be considered as sueb. They form a distinct type of

literary expression and since each riddle stands for itself and is

composed in a stray, detached verse, riddles belong to the muktaba-type

of literature of which they constitute a distinct sub-category.

291. In the Rsvfsdaiia (3. 106-7) nentioa U (bade of the sixteen eate|oties of

tiddles desettbed in detail (see rants, 32-4S) and in addition fourteen categories

of riddles—had riddles or with hlamtshes ^hich are not desciibed and

not defiaed.

292. Translation from the BiHietKecd /ndicd 9. See para. 49 2 above.

293. The same mistake comoitt^ lecently, and probably for the same

reasons, by S. C. Banerjee in his A Companion to Sanikrit Literature where he

considered the VMM. a work on poetics (p. 372). Cf. above fn. 226.
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131. Sanskrit riddles had to be composed in verse, preferably

in four but no more than eight Their solution bad to

be based on dear language and no obscene meaning could ever be

suggested in treatises of poetics and other classical sources (Vi.dh.-

p.3.16)*®^. They were usually difficult to solve and therefore required

commentaries ; they were real intelligence tests and they required

from the receiver of the riddle not only wit and devemess, but also

thorough knowledge of mythology”®, grammar, rhetorics (induding the

knowledge of, at least, the basic ofarfttara'literature), phonetics®*®,

metrics, mathematics, languages**’ and. in particular, a vast knowledge

of Sanskrit vocabulary.

132. The knowledge of grammar had to be profound ;
the

receiver of the riddles bad to know, not only, for instance, what

294. This WHS iUted in Vi.db.>p. (3. 1$). CUssical pfekeUia.s vbleh

eecuc in ancient UteMiysouteei,inetudisg ate always clean. This

xenatk applies to Sanskrit riddlea but not necetsatilj to Pt&kiit iiddUs, e.2 . oi

Hsu or JayavalUbha, eince both these autboti are lepiesenmives cf folk litera'

tate where riddles deal oiren with seaualuy. And so, Hsla in his Sattasal quotes

same riddles, which altboujlh not obscene, mention the viparUR'enjo^ment (816

repeated in the VajjslagSa dll) and JayavaUabba ia hU Vajislagga give some

details of techniques oi unnatural sexual enjoyment (620) or details oflove

making (619, 624). Such riddles do not appear in the Sanskrit classical litezature.

However, in the coutae of time and particularly in folk litecatute both the

language and [ ei the meaning of the xiddiea became often obscene. For instance,

a favourite riddle in modem times and in modern Indian languages refer to

sexual acts. Popular ia a riddle known, for instance, m Matatbl and GujaiStl

;

“one went to the port and the two temained on the pier”, Here the language

It clean but the meaning is obscene. On the other hand we find modern riddles

where the language is obscene and the mesmog U clear, e g. the following MarSthi

liddle : *'Tbe young she-buffaloe came (tOm the Ghats. There is a stick in her

genitals and she squeaks'*. The answer is the bulb of garlic. We also find in the

folk literature riddles couched in obscene language with in obscene meaning,

295. Ever; intelligent Hindu knew mytholog; well. Cf. SR. 193,40, SSB.

S52. 39 ; SRK. 164. 27 (fn, 211) : for the solution of this riddle the knowledge of

mythology was essential.

296. Together with the knowledge of the nCgarf alphabet which divides

the letters phonetically.

237. £,g. for solving the hka^n.eitrcS'xiddles. Cf. paras. 113 to H5 above,
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words are indeclinatle*®®, the roots of some words*”, that the adjective

is related to the noun*“®, the different cases of the nouns*®*, the form

of nominative, dual of nouns***, etc, hut even know the sOtra-s of

Panini*** and Panini’s teachings.

132.1. For instance, a typical grammatical riddle (a charade)

appears in VMM.*®*

:

Sfilwi ^ 11

(What is known as an indiclinable***? Which is ordained to be

dropped**®? Tell me. grammarians, after having well considered,

what is called samaiiara*®’?).

132.2 The soluticn to this question presupposes the knowledge

by the receiver of the riddle of the AsthsdhySyl of Panini and its

sUtra (1.2.31) reading Hfcn.

'

133. The rules of sflrtdAt**® and phonetical rules, in general,*®*

had to be very often applied (particularly in the a/apa-riddles). Also

293. E.g.SR.200.40 cte. Cf.pata. 94.1.

299. Eg. SR. 193. 39 etc. Cf.fa.210.

300. Eg. VMM. 2. 60. etc. a. fn. 312.

301. E.g. the vocative. Cf. paias. 72. 1 : 72. 2.

302. Eg. SR. 193. 40 etc. Cl. In. 211.

303. Eg. para. 132.2.

304. Eg. VMM. 2. 62, SR. 199. 21 : SSB. 155. 21.

305. Re: the beaveo.

306. Re: ^ the technical term^ .

307. Re: tailed tone lying between high and low.

308.
; »r+!t=*iT ; »i+T=5r5 ; !t(«rr)+^(3:)=tft

;

I

the rules o( somdKi were not always applied correctly end the

ending^ changes sometimes Into^^
]

or even tfT
,
^ 7

and when the solution to the charade bad to be tesd backwards ? Is used

instead of ^ instead of xij, etc. ; also ^ and ^ are interchangeable. Some-

times the gist of the riddle depends even on the use of sathdki (e.g. SR. 187, 19 i

SSB.533. 19; SGPS. 179.4: or SRK. 154. 30 : SuhhSaitBrpava 324.) or change of

^ before to ^ j ^ btfote tf to ij
j ^ before T to

j
before Sf to jj-

;

and many others. ICf, para. 63, 1).

309 A tidilc, a ttlck^ one, based on the knowledge of pbooetici appears.
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tbe good knowledge of the devan&iafl alphabet, based on phonetical

principles, had to be known well’’®, as well as a thorough knowledge

of metrics*” and a good mathematical mind*” were necessary.

134. The knowledge of the vast Sanskrit vocabulary and the

knowledge of many Sanskrit synonyms was essential for the solution

of riddles, in particular, the a/apit-'riddles*”.

for injtance. in the Parivanatba-caiitta fill 2) where the clever parrot asked ; it

does not occur in jfTtr
appears in fjp^ and ^ j

when

one fays appears nor appear, when one says : docs not. does not

appear = it appears strongly ... The proper answer to this riddle

(pra^e2iiff>riddle) is “the rouodmg of the tips*' (in the pToncurciation of Uhials),

(For further explanation see M. Bloomfield, Or the Art ... (op. Pit. fn 53) I

P. 32 fn. 67.

310. Eg. PStivan&tfaa^eatttra quoted above (ef. para. S3) where cne of the

questions asked was what follows the letter^ (Re ^) and to choose a letter from

the group where the letcet Vf appears (Re Z) Also in another charade (cf.

para 88)u was asked to choosealerterfroo the group (Re; if).

311. E.g. in a ^a^lr.a2^Ip<l.riddle (SR. 203.96; SSB. 561 97l5RK. 167.10)

one oE the questions asked for a mette eomposed of short syllahles of the number

of the great ffloumams and with tong syllables af the number of seas (Re: mstint

metre).

312. A tricky rnatbcmattcal question is. for instance, found in a

chatade where one of the questions it which numbei gives sense by completion

to a number of zeroes (Re. (VMM 2 60 . SR. 200. 46 ;
SSB. 557. 49).

Also other inathematical riddles are numerous (e.g. SR. 187.19 etc.).

313 The solution to <in{ar.8lap<s.nddles is less difficult than to the hahir-

8l?Pii.TiddIe$, since in the first cate the final solution IS found in the text of the

charade, unless it is a somasya-onlaT-alajumiidlt (cf. paras, 96-7). It is, for

instance, very easy to solve the following chatade ;
'

TFBTtf ^ i

fV •Pin Cl ^5 II

(PV. 832 ; Pad. ICS. 19; Sana 2*12); SRM.2.2.358; SR. 196. 1 ; SSB. 550.1;
SRK. 164, ; IS. 1806). In this charade d contains the final answer, viz.

The person solving this charade, has tbetefote a ready

answer and it will be easy for him (her) to reply to the first question

(from deed); to the second question (Uon) and to the third question

(running away). This charade can be easily solved even by a child.

(It was, therefore, put as the first charade amongst the antiir.3(ffpd>s in SR.
and SSB.). However, no; all amar^fipj-riddles are so easy to answer,

(a. ptfa. 43).
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135. Particularly difficult to S0I7C were the 6itAir-n/apa-riddIes

which depended on the proper selection of words to which many

synonyms exist.

136.1 As fin example the following fcafnr-o/apo-riddle may be

quoted

;

ejic-tiPci 3r*n

11’“

136.2.1. This charade is composed of seren questions^ the

last contains the solution of the charade (not included in the text) ;

itis^^^Pl!^ (may you have a high position like the gods). To

solve this charadci only the middle syllable had to be taken into

consideration being the replies to the first six questions. The first

question asks : “who is fit to be honoured ?" there are many answers

to this question, e.g. the father, the mother, the parents, the guru,

Brahmona*s, etc. The correct answer in this case is r the Brshmana-s

but it could also be
: ; qir^: ;

to mention a few synonyms of the word containing an odd number

of different syllables’’®) ; here the middle syllable is ^ but it could have

also been <?rr, % tS. The second question asks : “who becomes

good?'' Again several answers could have been chosen: those who

perform their duties, those who act properly, those who exercise

control over themselves, those who are independent, etc. The correct

reply is “one who is independent*' hut it could also he

to menticn only a few synonyms of the word containing an odd

number of different syllables ; here the middle syllable is ^ but could

have also been dt, ?f, RT, T, TT. The third question asks : “where

do learned people remain ?" Here also several different answers could

have been chosen : with the guru, in KaJi, in an assembly, etc. The

correct answer is “in the assembly" (?TOlk) but it could also be

;
to mention only a few

synonyms of the word *f5rlk containing an odd number of different

314. SR. 204. 119 : SSB. 5W. J20.

315. Hi» to b« 1 nxidile •yU*Me.
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syllables ; bare the middle syllable is ¥ but it could have also been

etc. The fifth question asks : “what do people always

desire?” The answers could be manifold: happiness, gold, riches,

success, prosperity, etc., etc. The correct answer is "prosperity”

hut it could also be ;

J ; ^TfTIJcIT

to mention also a few synonyms of the word containing an odd

number of different syllables ; here the middle syllable is ^ but could

have also been q, 17, q, q, qr nr,cqr,^,>P, cIT, ^—almost the whole

Sanskrit alphabet. The same also occurs in the reply to the last

question ; "of whom do young men dieam”. Again the answers

could be diverse ; women (with hundreds of synonyms), girls (with

hundreds of synonyms), youth, young girls, etc., etc. The correct

answer is "young girls’* (5^^:) but it could also be
;
gHTit

;

i ; qfjRiT ; to mention

only very few synonyms the word containing an odd number of

different syllables
:
here the middle syllable is q but could have also

been q, qr, qt, qq?, fq, tq, etc.

136 .2 .2 . Certainly for each question the middle letters of their

answers are almost limitless. What answer to choose and then what
word to choose from among many synonyms of the correct answer ?

The task is extremely difficult.



VIII. CONCLUSION

137. As stated above, Sanskrit riddles constitute a distinct

type of Sanskrit literature. Tbey belong to the muktaha-type of

literature of which they form a separate category®”. Each riddle is

in the form of a “detached” verse. They were very popular in India,

the more so as Indian poets made always strenuous efforts to express

nothing in a straight forward manner and always desired to conceal

as much as possible or to express an idea in a round about way
(DbvanySloka 4. 5). Consequently riddles were considered as one of

the 64 arts (fcala-s). Riddle-mating and riddle-solving was a very

popular passtime. After work, mostly women and children, used

to gather at dusk, and before retiring, asked riddles and tried to

guess their answers. It is known that in later times, before or during

the marriage ceremonies, tbe relatives and friends of the bride

or the bridegroom, in order to test tbe intelligence, or for mere

amusementi used to ask tbe other party riddles. When one of the

parties could oot give a proper answer to the riddles they could have

been twittled which, in turn, lead sometimes to violence.

138. Sanskrit riddles and puzzles, as preserved in different ancient

and modem sources, embrace today’s enigmas,®” logogriphs (calembourgs,

puns),*” anagrams,*” charades.®” rebuses,**’ conundrums,*** mathe-

matical riddles,®** grammatical riddles,*** riddles based on the sciences

316. Cf. para. 130 above.

317. E.g. paras. 27 : 2S

318. E.g. paras. 32 ; 40. 5 ; 62. 3 ; 63. 3 : 141.

319. E.g. para. 63. 2.

320. £.g. paras. 78 sqq.

321. £.g. paras. 62 ; 100>4.

322. E.£, paras. 40 ; 57 ; 113.

323. E.g. paras. 39. 4 ; 63 and fa. 312.

324. £.r. paras. 68 : 77 ; 133 and fn. 303, includtag those based oa

(e.g. paras. 35; 36).

syntax
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of rhetciics ard poetics.®*® mctiics,**® rfcorcticr,®*’ as -well as ethical/

riddles,®*® accomplishments of difficult and puzzling tasks,®*® riddle

questions®®® and de7cr replies to tricky questions,*®* or intelligence

tests,*” Also letter games ^reminding today’s game of scrabble),'*®®

charades combined with rflntojya-j.**‘ (or a game consisting in

completing unfinished versesX as well as enigmatic questions which were

rhetorical questions to which the questioner did not expect to receive

an answer, or assertions which sound like riddles but in reality are not

riddles*®* were also common in India,

139. Indian riddles do not correspond always to European

riddles of today. Indian riddles are more diverse and multiform than

today's riddles Also the definition, or connotation of a riddle in

Sanskrit is broader : even some problems cf the syntax can, for

instance, be considered in Sanskrit nomencaltuxe as a riddle, while a

great part of Sanskrit riddles would not be considered as a "riddle"

today.®*® Common riddles (prahelik!t-s) and charades (al9va-s)

conespond to today’s European riddles and charades ; they require,

in the first place answers on the names of Hindu mythology,

common objects of nature and articles of household use (in the

case of alapa-s more than one such answer, of which one syllable

or letter was only taken were combined to form a single answer)- The

325. PatticuUtl; oIombiTrifS, e g. paras. 107 : 108 tqq

3Z6. E.g.fn.3n.

327. And based on (he knowledge of the alphabet, e.g. para 39. 4 and
fnj. 309 ; 310.

328. E.g. pam. 15, 2;18 2.

329. E g. paias. 20. 1 ; 10 . 3 ; 34. 3. I.

330. Rg. para, 22.

331. And wise judgment*. E.g. pataa. 24. 1. 2 ; 24. 3. 1.

332. E.g, paias. 20. 1 ; 20. 3.

333. E.g. paias. 101. 3; 101. 4.

334. E.g. paras. 97; 93.

335. E.g. paui.21:32.

336. E.g. para. 24.3.
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other categories of riddles, though in principle similar to today's

European riddles, show some peculiarities, due to the distinctive

features of Sanskrit.

140. Since riddles depend on the ingeoiousness and cleverness

of the receiver of the riddle, they had to be composed in a clever and

inventive manner ; consequently it it impossible to give a more complete

picture of the different types of riddles. Otherwise it would become too

easy for the receiver of the riddle to solve them. The above mentioned

types of riddles are therefore not exhaustive and we often find other

t3T)es of riddles, in particular, a combination of two or three types of

riddles. That was cleverly foreseen by Dandm in his Ksvyadarfa when

he conceived the sarthlrtia-riddles”’.

141. And so, for instance, othertypes of riddles, which arc

diflBcult to rank amongst any of the above named categories of riddles

are riddles on letters or akfara-^^ or riddle litanies®”, as well as

typical calembourgs (puns) which could be cosidered as kind of the

jam3g<z{a*riddle of the Ksvyadatfa or samd/it-gupta>riddles of the

jubhafita-satfigrahC’S*^^.

337. C£. pats. 43.

333. The riiSJUs on letters or occur. For Instance, in the ParSva-

BBtbB>caiitr8 (lit. 2) and are on the letter on the ab/ara vs

or on the To illustiate this kind of riddles the one on the

letter is here quoted : it aays that even a hr^gat tnay be

honoured by the king (by lengthening the middle okfora from ^ to i.e. to

sword) ; even a noble will be best by grief (by shortening the

middle ot/ara from i.e. to belly) ; and even one addressed by

remain unknown (by shortening the first ai^ara from

WT, *o 51—nwitf.

339. Riddle litanies ot number riddles were already known in the MabB*

bhstata. In the Aianyaka.parvan we find a riddle game in which As^Bvakta

vanquished Vandin who, though well versed in the enumeration cf the things

of which there are one, two. three and so forth, could not get past thirteen,

whilst AstSvakra enumriatrd all the things. Alterwaids sumbei-riddlca apptar

in the Buddhist and Jaina literature.

340. A typical ealembourg is. for initince, the following verse

;

IR— 15
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142 . 67 describing the different categories of Sanskrit riddles

and puzzles, we can gain ont7 a general picture of Sanskrit riddles, a

broad outline of this distinct type of Sanskrit literature. It is. however,

impossible, due to the inventiveness of the authors of Indian riddles, to

give a full account of the various Sanskrit riddles and their place in the

Indian folkditeiature as well as to describe the entire richness of

Sanskrit nddles and puzzles.

tjjw ?r ^^ i

^ CRT 'Ti^ ^ 11

(Subbc^ttfitntvt 234, IS, 40-12). Here the caTmbourS depends on the reading of

the votds tnd teparatety or together; consequently the verse would

toean : "Peifume me my feet, to wai the wife ordered by her husband; ahe did

net (petfuwe) (or : ebe towed) and the order cf the husbard was not violated."

On the same leading separately or tegether the following calembourg it based :

^mf^^rR'icrr ^m wiRr 1

^ ^ (*1^) fHcic.ltii II

(SubhSsitlrpara 239 s IS. 6846).
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Abbidbsn&dntsmaoi 27,

2

Abhidbaxm&pitaka 22

*cdhtkarcxiagoj:ona fee guj>ta

^adhikararta’gujita see gupta

(manail) see rebus

*adyuUara-nddle 115

Agni fa. 19

Aitareya-bxabmaoa 10^ : fo. 2,

63

*aiamaragadha-nddit]ll5

akjara-s 115 j in. i217. 333 J

see also : a/ap4•^. samasyU-s,

vyasta

•flftjura* see cyuta

*alifaravaip<xt}tya*lp:6 cyuUx

chTAh&ra-s 49.2. 97.2. 107.2. 103,

no. 114.2.2, 123.1, 1212,

1^. 126, 130. 131, 132, 133.

134. 135, 136 ; fn. 242. 294.

311. 313, 325

Alariikinknustubha 119.2.2

AIar{ib2 raCkula)pradlpa 119.2.2

AlamkSramabodadbi fn. 133. 240.

242

AlambsramuktSvali 119.2.2

Alamkarasaibgraba of Amxta>

oaodayogin fo. 242

Alackarafekbara of Kefarami'

^ra fa 2S7

•fl/flpa-rlddles (e:nfflr*c/flpo, lakir-

nlapa) 49.4. 51, 78.96,

98-101, 104. 117.1, 123.1,

133, 139 ; fn. 69, 187, 159.

197,205,211,236, 244. See

also charades ; samasya-

antar-alapa

Ala^aka-sQCta 182

alphabet 133 ; fo. 296, 310. 327,

338

*amantTita-gupta'riddie see gupta

Amara 117,4

Amarako^a 27.2

anagrams 23. 29.2. 133

Aoanda 1183

Anandavardbana 129

angavidyS 25

Antar8'katbl'sar{igraba 23.2. 12i

;

fo. 49

*entavalap3 see alspj

•flnfar-a/apiM see alQpi

•flTv'oKarfl'riddle 115

antyakfarikl fn. 217

anusvdra 100

•any5rrA3ta*ridiIe isa 49.1

•apadanS'riddle see gupta

I *ap^diix3gppjn3 as gupta

j

•apa^natayaCVii.'O-nddle 42.5.

,
<26, 51, 52, 58.66, 115

1. S«Dl<fi titfttbe «RrtUf tffef e!tfc*tm: susWfiiJfrr

“ift." i«f,f to tl# rtltrtet Sooisotei A*t,tUVi (•) rf*s*J*a| «atrt«* i«oe«i

diCittat cttigcrUi ct tiiilri.
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*aj>ahnutinirdeSa see apahnuiaya

Apastamba-irauta-sntra 10.2

Appayya Dlljita 119.2.1

ArcBer W.C. fn. 1

Aristophanes 29

1

ArrowsmithR.fn, 9

•<irtfta(?a*riddle <9.1

115

•crlXofcorl-riddlc 42.1

Arya S. P. fn. 1 (addenda)

Aryascva fn. 259

iiircya 46.1

Oirito 46.1

AUSdhyay) 104. 1321. See aUo

Panini

A<Tal3yana*ffautasatra 9.2. 10.2;

fn.2

aivftmedha 3. 5.3; fn.2

Airins 97.2

Athatraveda 6. 7, 10.2, 27.3

:

fn. 2, 12, 33. 15. 68

Atmimma 117.5

Avacntni 117.5

Avesta 4.2

eee fifCpa

BslaraxDSysQB 123

moa 74. 972, 792. 117.3.2

fcand)fl49.1

Bancrji S. C. fn. 256, 293

Bcnfcy Th. fn, <9,63. 232

D«ifixrse A. fn.27

•t^o/nrfJcT-a-riddJe 115

Oifrat D. fn. 1. 3, 3L 36w 54.

55. C8. C9

EhSeabi <9.2, \2$2 ; in. 2S7

Bbsonkara fn. 225

Bhartyhari, Bhartthari’s fcfola-J

107.2 : fn. 242

•fcAaffl-cifra-riddles 51, lOS, 113-

114. 121.2; fn. 246. 255,

287. 297. See also cirw-

riddles

Bbataradekar see Subbafita-

ratnakara

Bbaea 118.1 ; fn. 262a ; see also

Bblea^ataka

! Bbavabboti 97.2, 97.3. 97.9

Bbaradeva-sQri 23, 125

Bh37afataka 625, 118; fn. 144.

268, 275. Sec also : BbSpn

*6Afdyn*(6?ied(iAa)-riddIcs 115

Bboja 27.2. 49.2, 97.2, 97.3, 97.5.

117.3,120. See also; Dhoja-

prabandba, Sarasyatl-kantbl*

bbarsna, ^fbgiraprakSfa

Bbojaprabandba 97.2, 97.3, 97,4,

973.97.6. 97.7. 97.8, 97.9:

fn. 149. Sec also t Bhoja

Bilbapa 107.2

*6in(fu*c;'titaba tee oiito

•Amduwant-tiddlc 115, 1232,.

See aha : eyutabo-rjddlcs

(6jndu* ; visarga*)

*6iniuman tee cyuta

*iinduvaipatltya see cyvia

bleohbet tee de;o

i
Bloomrield M. 4.1 ; fn. 2, 5, 6,

10. 13,55.2S4.309

Bsbtlirrk o. 124 ; fn. 229, 234

Enbnjapa’j 10,2

B;abainkf3sa 97.2
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*hrahmavadya Cvadya) 3 ; fn. 2.

See : hrahmodya

*brahmodya 3, 5. 11, 27.3 ; fn. 2.

See : brahmavadya Cv3dya).

See also riddles, theological

Brhadar8nyaka-tjpani5ad 10.2

Bfbaddevata fn. 68

Bphaspati 11.3.2

Brhatkatha fn. 60

Brough J. fn. 119

Euddhavaktramandana 119.1

Buddhist literature on riddle

17-22

Btihler G. fn. 23

Caillois R. fn. 60, 71

eairA 115 see : C](r<friddles

calembouTgs 28, 29.1, 63.4, 138

:

fn. 340

CamatkaracandrikS fn. 275

cflmpn 97.3

Capdidasa 119.2.1

Candraklrti fn. 259

Candragomin 117.3,2

Cassel P. fn. 60

Categories of riddles 2, 26, 29.

30.31. 491, 49.2, 49.4. 50,

51, 139, 140. 141 ; fn. 291

Catuhfataka fn. 259

cetake 27.3

Chalk-cirde (chinese) fn. 4

ChandassQtra 97.8

ChandonufSsana 97.9

charades 28. 29.4. 49.4, 83.2. 84.

100.138.139: fn. 191,192,

193, 197, 310, 313. See also :

olapa

Chauvin V. fn. 57

*cheiapahnuU‘riddli see apahmti

Chinese literature on riddles 4.2

Chmielewski J. fn. 7

Chuang-tsu 4.2

Ch’u'tzO 4.2

Ch’Q yuan 4.2

citra-havya 49.2. 115, i23.1. 123.5.

See also : cffra-riddles

•cftra-riddles 51. 108-112. 115,

117.1, 1192. 3; fn. 246.

249, 250.251.287,288. See

also : bhSfU'Citra

Citraknta (chittor) 120

Cloustin W. A. fn. 60

Collections of riddles 1, 116-125

Commentaries 49.2, 53, 60, 62.5,

62.6. 65. 70. 3.2. 76. 117.5.

118 3

Conundrums 28, 29.6, 40.4, 54, 57,

64, 113, 138

Cosmic, cosmogonical. riddles

(questions) 4.2

Cowell E. B. fn. 48

Cressman H. fn. 49

,
Colavagga 22, 22.2

1 VTOiarW-riddles 51, 68. 73.77,

115, fn. 110

—*akfara-cyutala (atfaravah

parltyanidariand) 49.2. 51,

74. U5
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•^^bindu-cvutaha (hinduvai^

parUyanidarJana) 51, 74, 315

—*cyutadattai'fara (cyutadatta-

ti^aranidariana) 49.2, 51, 74,

115

^*matracyutaha 51

(stfiOnavai-

parliyanidarSona 51. 74, 115

“'*visarj!acyvta(ha) (visar/!avai‘

parityanidarjana ; hindumati

51,74.115

’-'"vyatijanacyutaba (vyailjana-
^

vaiparltyanidariana) 51. 74.

115. See also : matracyutaha

*cyuffldaH2&;flra-iiddIes see eyu-

taba'xiddks

*cyutadau3kfarauidarjana see

cyuta

Dandin 97.3. 119.2.1, 123.2, 127.

See also : kSvySdaHa

Darge S. A. fr. 12

dfliaratra 3

*dflHat/o^a'ridd]es 49.2

DeS.K.fn. 270

Dehtsch F. fn. 73

Demfdville P. fn. 15

detached verses see muktaba

Deussen P. fn. 12

Deva-dharma-Jataka

Deva(®vatal-samyutta 19

Deve^vara 123.2

dhama 15.4, See riddles, ethical

DharmadSsa 117.3 ; fn. 255,

257, 259, see also : Vidagdha-

muklia*maodana

Dhvenynlofca 49.2, 329, 157

DlrgbatairS 6

dofa (duffa) (blemishes) 31.2.

49.1. 107.2, 125: fn. 291

dramas, riddles in 125

DfStaltOtSmava 120

*dyiya-vifaya (msnasi) see Rebus

DufgSdSsa 117.5

*dufto-praf'elika 31.2

Dutt N. N- fn, 37

*dviiistjmdsffl'riddlc 115

•dvirvyasffljflmflsfa-riddlc 115

*dvyartfia^Tjddle 315

Easton H, M. G. fn. 73

Edda 4.2

Eggeling J. 130

‘ei^acc/ionna-iiddle 46 ; fn. 70

Engelmann R. fn. 49

enigmas 28, 29 3. 52, 54. 64, 121.

138 ; fn. 230

enigmatic answers see riddles

enigmatic questions see riddles

Elwin V. fn. 1

Emcnean M. B. fn. 1

epics, riddles in 13-16

epigrams 29.8

ethical riddle 15,2, 138 ; fn. 38,

54. See also : dharma

Fallon S. W. fn. 1

farce, riddles in 125

Fergusson C. A. fn. 1

I folk-literature 1, 142

1 Francis H. T. fo. 47
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i^j-'adaso'') 51,

71, 115. 123.2 ; fn. 276

•^*k(irtj-‘gupta Cpadago^) 51.

Fraier J. G. fn. 34

FQhrer A. A. fn. 1

Gaido H. fn. 49

Ganeja 14

Garbc R. fn. 49

^gatapratyagata-xiddle 115

gauvSrtha 37

GaurlkSnta 117.5

GcldncrK.F.fn.34

Glasenapp H. V. fn. 49

•tfomUfrl-riddle 115

Gonda J. fn. 3 i

*gopana* see ^upM-riddle
I

Gopatha-brSbraana fn- 2 I

GoreN, A. 118.7

Gorinda see Karyapradipa

grammar 131, 132. See : gram-

matical riddles

*gQ(f^‘n.riddIc3 see gur(<7'ridd!e5

Gujjadbya fn. 60

*tf«/p{<j-riddlcs gopana)

32.4. 33.5. 46.5, 49.1, 51.

67.72,76, 115, 123.1, 123.2

;

fn.6?, 77. no, 268. £90

Sec also ; prahehkQ

'^*adhil;GTaxia’furta (go^) 51,

71: fn,276

—
‘flmanfrjfa-gypra (jjrftfo-

dhcna* : sarhhadhanarodago^

51. 71. 115

—•cTsdcnrt'gurrrt (go’) 51, 71,

215 : fn. 276

•“*laTC’3a*fur!fi {."F^idato^) 51,

71, 115 : fn. 276

IRMS

71. 115. 123.2

—
*i&flrfyfcarrtflferi>'<3*gUDra (tar-

trbriyapadasd^) 51

—*kartrhriyQ‘Supia {°pada\'or

gopana) 51

—
*kTiySgupta (irlyago' ; fcriyfl*

gurfafctiratag£,p{Odi) 51. 70.

115. 123.2 :fn. 156, 276

—^liAga-gupta fgo“) 51, 71, 315

— •aam.lin-gupffl 51. 71.

115

—*saifihandha’gupta (go°) 51.

71. 115 : fn. 276

—*saThhodhana‘g:ipta (^padago'’)

sec amnntritagupta) 51 ; fn.

276

— *a3rtd/ijgupfa (sathKdogo^) 51.

71. 123 2.141

--*sartpredfln8fupffl(go*) 51. 71,

115; fn. 276

—*aufcvafcnn.gi/pfn 51,

71

— •(irtvflcana-gur^a (*gp*) 51.

71

—*»‘flfana»gHrfa 115

Haebcriin J. 117.6

Hala sec sattasSi

HaUyndlia 27.2. 27.4

HaridJu 1233

Hariharcdera 123.2

Harikori see SulHltitabarSrall

Hwting* J. fn. 71

Htug M. fn. 6. 11. 14, 16
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Hemscfindra 24.3.3, 27.2, 97.8

Hemavijaya 23

Henry V.fn. 21,16

Hcrtel J. fn. 49

Hidalefn. 1

Hillebrandt A. fn. 12

Himakara ^aima 120

115

hrdya‘nddl& 115

Huizinga fn. 15

intelligence test see riddles

Jagann3tba 119.2.3

Jaimiolya-brstshana 102 in. 31

Jiinist literature on riddles 23

:

fn. 49,235

Jalhana see SQktiauktSveli

Jlteki'S on riddles 20«22, 125 ;

iu, 45, 54. See aho

;

Pere*

dbamma'ji’’
;
Mabs>uma|ga*

ja® ; Satabhanga-ja* ; vassa-

nt5ra-ia®

layaklrti 97.8

Jayamangala 126.1.2 see also

:

YaSodhara

Jayavallabba 11B.7 ; fn. 294

JlisG. fn. 239.248

•jhimma 24.4

Jinaprabha-sttri 117.3.1, 117.5

Jinasimha-sQri 117.5

Jinavallabba-sQri 105,120

Josbi P. J. fn. 1 (addenda)

judgments, wise 24.3.1 ; fn. 331.

KSdambatl 25

Kaegi A. fn, 9

*Kflfeap3d«-tiddle 115

I

i:flia-s25.97.2.137

I

*KJi!as2rabrdra-rid£lJc 115

KfllEdSsa 97.2. 97.3. 97,6. 97.7.

! 97 8. 97.9 j fn. 219

* JTafpadruinafeofa 27.5, 103

*K<ilpita-riddle see prahalpitn

Kamalamaodiia 105, 120

KamalSvatl 23.1

1

Kamasatta-s. riddles in 25. 97.1.

126. See also; VStsyayana

, *KaTax(aSupta-ndd\e see gvpta*

^Karapapadagopana see gupta

j

*KaTma-gupta see gupta

*Karmapadagopana see gupta

*Kartfgupta-ziddU sec gupta

^KaTtikama-kriya-gupta-nddie

sec gKpfa®

^KaTirharmairiyapadaio^ see

gupta

*KaTtrkriya'gupta see gupta

^Kartykriya-padayorgo^ see gupta

*bartfpadasopana see gupta

KajinStba 120

•feoiAa 24.3.3

Kotlia-litcrature, riddles in 24,

52. 125

*katha prahelika-ildd\e 24, 33, See

also : littlo-i^atlinnaka

KatbiiatnSkara 23

Katb3sdritsagara24.1,24.2, 24.3.3

•featAttapaAnutfriddle 115

Katysyana-^rautasatra 10.2
^

Kaulika-sQtra fn. 2, 12

Kau«’‘t’ ••biahmana K '

2.

'
^ t]
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Kaviknrnapara fn. 275

KcvlDdra*candrasamuccaya fn.

242

Kavlndra-karpabbarana 119.2

KSTjadarSa 2, 31-48, 49 3, 50

58. 60. 106.2. 125. 126, 139

:

fn 41. 69. 108. Ill, 163, 252.

291. See also ; Dandin

ksvya-doja see dofa

KSvyaloittarah 120

KtvySlart'lara cf Ri.dr?ta 114.1 1

fn. 246, 247. 250. 2S7

Kavjfllomkarastitxa of Vamana

fn.237

Kavy3nu<3£ana 49.2. 125

Ksvyapradlpa fn. 242, 287

KaryaprakaSa 49.2, 61, 107.1,

1192,l;fn. 242, 246. 247,250.

287
j

^kavya-samasya^ruratia see sam-
j

asya

bayastha 86

Kena-upani^ad 10.2

Kelso A. fn. 72. 74

KeSara 117.5, 117.6

KeSavamiira 117.5, 117.6 See

also: AlarhkSrafekhara

'Wopdolfflra.riddlc 115

Kika of Litakula 119.1

Klatt J. fn. 253. 274

Knowledge J. H. fn. 1

Kfihler H. fn. 49

KondabSa 20.2

"^rldi-riddlc 49.2

KruhniEacluriar M. fn.275

*6riyagop(ma see gupta

*hiyi}‘gupta riddle see gupta

*triy3gup(adaya 51. See : gupia

*iriyagvptalarak(igvptedt see

gupta

K^emendra 86

KumSrasena fn. 219

Kumarasramin 117.4

^kVfa'kathonaka 24.3.3

*kufOni (kofa, kOfaJlota^riddJe

45.5.51. 60.66.118.4. 138.7.

120. 123.2. 123.3 ;fn. 221.

243

KntaSlobacatuska 120

KovabySnanda fn. 240, 287

Labcr J. 117.8

Lak^mana 121

Lak5manabbaU 8 Ahkolakara

123.3

j

Lnfcsml Nllrayana 121

I

languages in riddles 131. See alio;

Wa;fl-cyuffl-ridd]es

Lao*t:u 4.2

LXtj3yan3-irautasatra 10.2

'favanl'Songs 105

Law B. C. fn. 53

legal questions ; see questions

'

•Wa-riddlc49.1

' •/irtgq-guptn-riddle tee gupta

• Viiiga-gopana see gupta

! logogriphs 23. 29.1. 292, 413,

I 623,64.133

I Long J. fn. 1
i

\ Lou TiU'K'uang fn. 1 ^
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Madhavanala-KamaVaTidaln-VatbS

118.5 125

*madhyottara'Tidd\Q 115

Mahabbarflta, riddles in 1345

;

fn. 339

Mab5*subb3$ita-sariifraha fn. 186
|

iJlate-ummagga'intaba 20.3

Mabclvara 97.2. 97.3. 119.21

Mabosadba 20.3

Malayagiri £n. 49

Malbotra S- P fn. 1 (addenda)

MslIirStba 1192

Mammata. see Ksvyaprataia

*manafl see rebus

^wQtrllcyutaia see cyuta

*tvatTa cyuiakadaya 51. See eyuta

•maifflvaiparwyflnidftr® see cyuta

Mitra K. fn. 1

Mitta S, C. fn. 1

Momcr-WilHains M, 108

Muir J. fn. 12

Mubberji B. B. fn 1

muJrflfefl-Uterature (riddles)

130.137

Munsbi R. N. in 1

*mujiffl-riddlersee pramusiia

m;thological riddles see riddles

mythology in riddles 45.3. 53, 64,

131, 139 ; fn. 29.5

•nagopaia-riddle 115

Nagapura 120

Nagaraja 118.1

Naisadba-caiita, riddles in 27.3,-

100.4

Nebula fn. 39

*r»alifea-riddlc 125

*na»nBfebyato«iiddle 125

•namantarita-riddlc 41, 48.5 •

fn.70

Nandana 79

Nandi-sutta fn. 49

Naqawi S. M. fn. 1

Naisbbaraijafn. 149, 187

Nataharibhatta 117.5

Naravapuri 120

Narav^arman 120

Narayana Aiyer fn. 105

Narmada-stons-sflwasj'fl 97.9

Narottaroadss^ fn. 275

*nib)ifta-riddle 42, 49.1. 58 ;

fn.70

NySyapabcanana 119. 2.1

obscenity in riddles fn. 294. (See

also solution, sexuality)

Odin 4.2

Obicrt fn. 74

(or Orjita) riddle 115

' Oldenberfi H. fn. 12, 17, 51

Opamma-Katba-pafibo 22. 2.4

Vadd'gRd^s-riddle 115

•pada-gnd^S-riddle 115

pada-sarAdki see satfidhi

•padmo-riddle 115

*padoUara-tiddIe 115

PadySmfta-taTaAgini fn. 200

Padyaracans 123.3 ; fn- 1S9, 313

Padyayeijl 123.3 ; fn. 135,225, 313

I

Paippalada fn. 12

!
Paivara 22

,
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P3i?ini 104. 117. 3. 132 1 ; in. 162

Paijini’s5Cfr<i-j 97.8, 132

^parihuribli Ctesibo) -riddle 45:

fn. 70

Porilhtaparvan 24 3.3

P3rs7an5t!)a-caritrn 23.125; fn.

309. 310

*parwffl.ridd!c 33 ; fn. 70

Patwcrdhan M. V. 117.8

Peterson P. fn. 254, 267

philosophical riddle 6

phonetics in riddles 131, 138;

fn. 309

*phuga^l 24 4

PiAgnla 97.8

’play-riddles, see praincttara

riddles

Plutarch fn. 72

poetics 107.2. 130, 13S

126.1.3

Pfahsnd.ha-cintatneni 97.2. <>7.3.

126.1.3

•prclt^iV.ncifj-riddle 115

Prahclikn 120

PrflAfJiffl.ridd'c 154.201.23.IZ
26. 27. 31.2, 453. 49.1, 49.2

51. 52.57, 79. 115, 117.1.

118.7. 119.1. 119.22, 123.1,

1232. 123Z 125.125. 139;

fn. 2.41. 64.65. 111. 244.

2S3.290. 294, 3C^. »«#hos

Prahs’ihaVautchshra 120

'rrun.'fil'ntdcr/cnc-riiiJf 51. 5ec

PrahflikJrilmJti-kntskhySnira

i:o

’prc^rijtfl-prodflrtrtfriddle-jame) 25

Prahclikasarah 120

’rrnf-fl/n’tS'ffcfpJtfll-riddJe 40.

42.4,60.62.2; fn. 72

Prtkrit-s fn. 255. 294. See also

ff-ffya-c/trc-riddles : lanpuapes

*prtfniu;j7afmu?jtfl)-riddles 35 ; fn.

70

Prasannanchara. riddles in 125

Prasann3-s3hityaratn.nhar3 fn. 07,

242

*praInadati-Tid6\e 103, See also

prflVflAJifrfl

•pm/natAyana-riddlc 104 See also

prcfnottara

PrafnottaraiVasastifata 105

Pnfnottara 105

Pnfnopanijad fn. 12

•profnrfrara f*ni>riddlc

i’uforstrrfl*) 51, I02»107i

120. 123.1, 1232,123.4. fn.

109. 234. 236. 244. 2S7. 2SS.

290

Prafnottara-ratna-tnslika 104

*praSnsitare3ama'Tiddlt 115

PralnottnrafJtska 120

Flnstlra-ratnlkara 1233

*rTaUrrJil>t^ir.i fn. 217

’pr.n’a^fita-riddle fprcj-a*;.'! Viih).

prava/Af vay.&U

CV«M) Zi3. Z7A.ZJ5. 27.6,

49.4. IC0.4 103 : fn 65

Frerapa^i (farCe) Jsidle W 125

Prwtcn W. D. fn. 1

rTchten:i, tricky 24J

•rritar'fl/ni-ridilellS
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psychological riddles 6

Fuggalapanhatti 22. 22.1

puns, see : calcmbourgs

PurSnic-Hterature. riddles 25

puzzles, see : riddles

puzzling statements, see t riddles

questions enigmatic 10.1. 138. sec

also : riddles

—

legal 22 2

perplexing fn. 230

triclty24. 1. 2.138:

see also : rhetorical questions

Raghavan V. fn. 67. 68. 257. 288

Rsja^elchara 23.2. 97.4 : fn. 49,

125

rajasuya 3

RSmSyana 16. 562

Kay K. fn, £3

Rayamuhuta 117.4

rasa 49.2. See also ij-tigara-rasa

RasifcajTvana of Gadadhara fn.

225.240

*rebus CmanasO 28. 29.5, 100,

138 ; fn. 72

Renou L fn. 130, 31

Rgveda 6. 7, 8.1, 8 2, 10.2. 88.2 ;

fn. 12. See also : Vedas

ibetorical questions, see : riddles

rhetorics 107.2, 130. 131, 138

Rhys Davids Mrs fn. 44

Rhys Davids T. W. fn. 49, 51, 52

^riddles

(for different categories o£

riddles see entries with

asterisks *
; nlso see : cate-

gories of riddles, anagrams

calerobourgs, charades

conundrums. enigmas,

epigrams, logogriphs, puns,

rebuses)

—definitions of riddles 28 29

—Indian and European riddles

139

—riddle entertainments 10.1,

12.2

riddle games 25; see also : pro-

heliha‘pTadana

riddle letters 141

riddle litanies 141 : fn. 339

number riddles fn. 339

play riddles, see prahottara-

riddle

riddle problems, see
:
problems,

tricky

riddle questions 21, 2224, see

also : questions enigmatic,

legal, perplexing, tricky

;

rhetorical questions, riddle

stories 24.3.1

—enigmatic problems, see : pro-

blems tricky

—enigmatic questions, see

:

riddle questions

—enigmatic answers 22.4

—puzzling questions, see : riddle

questions

—puzzling statements 24.4

—puzzling tasks fn. 49

—difficult tasks 24 3.1, 138

—rhetorical questions 21, 22,

128. See also : questions
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'—intelligence tests 20, 22.5, 138

—wise judgments, see : judg-

ments

—aiithmetical riddles 29 7, 39.4,

63. 64. 131, 138 : fn. 312

-'brahmodya-s see above

—cosmic (cosmogonical) riddles,

see above ; see also above :

ethical riddles

—grammatical riddle 36. 76.1,

132.1, 138. See also gupta-

riddles, grammer

— mythologogtcal riddles 6. See

also : hrahmodya’S

—psychological riddles 6

—recreative riddles fn. 54

—religious riddles see theolo-

gical riddles.

—from supernatural beiogs

fn.54

—based on strange situations

fQ.54

—theclogical (religious) riddles

3. 4.1. 69.1 ;
fn. 235. See

also : brahmodya-5

—tricky questions, problems

:

see : riddle questions, pro*

blems, tricky

— tricky tasks, see ; puzzling

tasks

—solutions of riddles, see

:

solutions. See also : alphabet,

metrics, poetics, phonecices,

rhetorics, syntax, vocabulary

romantic tales on riddles 25

Romavalliataka fn. 269

Roth O. fn 12

Rouse W. H. D. fn. 48

RoyS.C. fn. 1

Ruben W, fn. 6

i27

I Rxidrata 114.1, 127, See Kavya-

lamkSra of

Sabdllaqikara’fn. 288

*iahdlya riddle 115

Saddiqui fn. 1

Sahityadarpana 492. 128; fn.

97. 134, 153, 156. 166. 280

•sflhtjuwia-iiddle 115

Sakka 20.2

•sa/tfj^fcaru-riddle 115

*samagat!i (samagata, samahita.

samatrata) riddle 32. 49.1,

141; fn. 41,70.77.163

satnahara 132.1

*aamOft>fa-iiddle, see samagata

•somanarOpa-riddie 37, 60 ; fn,

70

*s<imanaifll>da-riddle 43, 60, 62.1

*samasagopana see gup(<j

*samasa-gupta-xid6[e, see gupta

•fomajfa*riddle 31.3, 215

*samasya ikavya-samasya-pUra^a,

samasyakhyana, samasya-

porapa-vidhi) 97, 122,123.2,

1261.3.138; fn. 218, 219,

219a

*samasya~antar’alapa see alapa

Sazsasyadipa 122 ; in. 219a

Samasyakalpalata of Laksmana

fn. 218

SamasySpQittih 122 ; fn. 219b

Samasyarnava 122 ; fn. 219a

*jamatrflfa-riddle, see samagata

Samayodta*padya-ratQa*malika

124,186; fn. 95.313
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*saifibctidheei^r'itn(^ see fupfa

*sarhbandha*Supta-T\ddk, see fupta

*san\hkavoreta riddle, ?ce 5flrtfelrtia

*5(}^l&od/i(]na*ndd]e. see gwla

sarfidhi in riddles 63.2, 133 : fn.

155. 303 ; sec also ! sajftdAi*

gupffl-riddle

*iflrtdAi-Supta-riddle, sec gupta

*samhitsgopana 51, See gupla

*sartibandhagopana see gvpta

*saTfihUa'Sopana-praheUl:a 32 4.

See also
:

prahehb/1

sm«fcft>'flfflTiddle 39 : fn. 70

3arttlrpfl*riddle 48, 60, 140 ; fn.

70

•w#?jmnd/ia(vj'amP<lAa)*riddlc 44 ;

fn. 70

"sathpradinagopana see gupta

*sampradira -gupla -riddle. see

gupta

Sathsira-vihara-kavya 120

Saoisktta'gadj'a'padja-sarhgraba

fn, 150

*j{r»;ifudd/ia-riddle 115

*samVdfsrflpravfll/i<i fn. 2

Samyutta 18.1

Ssnkhayana-StautasQtra 10.2 ; fn.

2. 68

^SntiSataia fn. 242

Saptarshi S. fn. 1

Sarabhanga-]ataka 20.2

Sarasvatlkan^habharana 49.2 jfn.

552, 288

Sarngadhara 123.2 ; see . ,§5rA-

gadbara>paddhati

Sarrtgfldhors-ri'ddhafi 97.4, 112.3.

117.4, 123.2, 126 1.4 ; fn.

78. 97, 119, 131. 159, 169.

171, 197,227, 236.242,245,

254. 257, 265

*jarvatobhadra<iddlc 115

*Jaj/ra/a-riddJe 125

^atapatbabtabmana 102.11; fn.

2. 34

Sattasai 11S.7 : fn. 294

•im<frfl*ridJlc 115

Sebaebter S. fn. 60

Sebmidt R. fn. 264

Schrftder, vor fn. 12

Sen S. fn 255

Sexuality in riddles fn. 294. See

also : obscenity, solutions

Silburn L. fn. 30

Sinba L. N fn. 1

SinbaN.D. fn. 1

SlcavinodalcSTya 121

SivDcandra 117.5

1

f/e?o 42.6, 62.3

I •^/offo»ora-riddle 115

^ Solomon's judgment fn. 49

I
Solutions to riddles 15.2, 53, 55,

i 56,57,58. 60,63. 64.65.91,

I

95, 101, 107, 131-136 ; fn.

! 291. 294. 296. 297. 213. See

also ; obscenity, sexuality,

cntflr-flfflpcj-riddles

Srauta-sntra 10,2

Sravapabbusana 117.5

Jravya-kavya 27.3

Sxlkantapandita 123.2

3tf>sar3lSpa fn. 542
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SfiigSraprakala of Bhoja 273,

313,32: fn. 67. 288, 290

Sffigiira-rasa 118.4, 118.7

i^^ghaballl 105

irrtfeftfl/a-riddle 115

Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju 4,2

Stcrnbach L. fn. 257, 267, 280,

Sea also : Maha-subhasita-

sathgraba

*5tfiana-cyutti-iiddle, see cyuta

*stkanavaiparitya see cyuta

Stories, riddle stories, see : riddles

Stumme H. fo. 12

‘siuh'm'ntfa-riddle 115

suhha$ita^5 see muktaka ; sutha-

/ita^sarfigrahas

Sabbs^itabsiarall of Harikavi

97.4,123,2; *£n. 85. 242

Subbasitamuktavall (anonymous)

1.233; fa 169.184.229

Subha§ita-ratna-bbandag3ra 426,

102. 124; fn. 78, 97, 109,

114. 117. 119, 120. 121.

122. 123, 124. 131, 134, 139,

140, 141, 142, 145, 148, 149,

150, 159.161,164, 166, 169,

173. 179. 185. 186. 187. 188.

189. 190. 194-5, 197. 198,

200. 201, 205, 206, 207, 208.

209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 219a
220. 222,223,224. 225. 227.

228, 236. 238. 242, 243, 247,

250. 252, 298, 299, 302, 303,
304, 308, 310, 311, 313, 314

Subbsjitaratnabara of Sotya fn.

197

Subhasitaratnsfeara of Bhstavaije-

kar 42 6, 124 : fn. 78, 99,

117. 119. 123, 124. 131, 140,

141. 142, 148, 149. 151, 159,

168, 173, 179, 186, 188, 194,

195, 207, 211, 212, 220, 227,

250. 308,311, 313,

Subhasitaratnakosa of Vidyakara
123.4,

; fn. 242, 257

Subba^itaratnamala 124 ; fo. 124,

173. 313,

Subbasitamava fn. 124, 151, 226,

229, 308, 340

suhhBsita-sarfi^raha-s, riddles in

1. 3.13. 31.4. 32.4. 33,5, 37.4.

42.5,45.5.465,50-115, 116,

123,124, 141, 142: fn. 4L

70, 77, 108, 158. 197, 242,

246, 278

Subhssita-sudha-nidhi of SSyana

fn. 197

Subhasita-sudhsratnabhantjagara

102, 114.1.1, 124: fn. 78.

97. 78, 109, 114. 117, 119.

121. 122,123,124. 131. 134.

139, 140, 141. 142. 145, 14a

149, 150,159,161, 164, 166.

173. 179,185.186. 187, 188.

189, 190. 194, 195. 197. 198,

500. 201. 205, 206. 207, 203,

209,210,211.212.213, 2193,

220, 222, 223, 224. 225, 227.

228, 236. 238, 242. 243, 247.

250, 252, 304, 308, 310. 311,

313, 314

Subhssitsvall of Vallabbadera fn.

197

Subodbinl 117,5

3u5>wotioS»r»"''
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sxibvacana-gupta riddle, see £tiptA

Sociloma-Sltra 182.2

Sadraka 25

Sukasaptati ; nddles in 24.3.2 ;

fn. 62

Sukla-Yajuxveda £n. 29

Saktimukt3vali of Jalhana 37.4 1.,

97.4, 122.1; fn. 109. 118,

124. 197, 220. 224. 226. 243

supernatural beings, see : riddles

svarnniyaina 112.1

SvatmarSma Yoglndra 1173

synonyms, see : vocabulary

syntax 36, 139 : fn. 224

Taittirlya^aranyaka 7

Taittirlya-brahmana 10.2

Taittiiiya'samhita 10.2

l^rScandra KSyastba 117.5

•tatkya-tiddle 115

tasks, dinicult, pxizzling, see :

riddle

Taylor A. fn. 1

Tessitori L. P, fn. 49

tests, intelligence, see : riddles

tbeological, theosopbical riddles,

see : riddles

T’ien-7?dn 4.2

(jfea see ; commentaries

^tifivacanagopana, sec giipfo

*tifivacana'gupta‘ii66\gt seeguta

tricky problems, questions, see :

riddles

TiikSndafe^a 27.5, 103‘

Trilocana 117.5

TrisasU-^alaka-purusa-carita

24.3 3

Trivikrama fn. 275

TuIluR. V.fn. 219

*ttlj/uiyflcc/i<inna-riddle 47 ; fn. 70

Upadhyaya H.S. fn. 1 (addenda)

upama 115

Upani^ads fn. 102

•flrjitO'nddle 115

*vacana-iid^e, gee gupia

Vagbhata 12.3.1

Vaitana^sucra 10.2

Vajasaoeyi'Saihbita 9,2, 10.2, U ;

,

In. 10. 32, 34

vajapeya 3

Vajjalaggain 118.7 ; 294

Vaiyottorc-riddle 115

Vallabbadeva, see ; subba$ita7all of

Vallabbasori, see : Jinaraliabbasori

Vamana, see : Ksvyalankaia of

•wfieffa (vflndif3)‘riddle 33,48,5;

fn. 70

•yondilfl'iiddle see vancita

Vararuci fn, 58

•vardfismanafe^arnTiddle 115

yorpo in. 68, 89/

•varnottara riddle 115

VassantSra Jataka 18.1

Vatsyayana, see : KSmasHtra

Vatuk V. P. fn. 1 (addenda)

Vedas, riddles in 1.3. 342. 27.3.

932

Venidatta 1233

Venlfamati fn. 60

Vepulabuddbt 117.5

Vetalapabcavimsatika, riddles in

1 24.3.3
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Vidagdbamukbamandana 3L3,

31.4, 115. 117. 1192. 123.1.

130 ; fn. 185. 186. 190. 205,

206. 208. 209, 210. 212. 213.

214, 215,223. 255.256. 257.

258. 259.260. 300.304. 3ia

Vid^anmaaoraml (“manohara)

117.5

VidySkara 123.4. See also : Su-

bhSsitaratnako^a

Vidyamilra 123.3. See also next

entry

Vidyasahastaka 1233: fn. 141,

159. 199

Vikxamacarita

Vikramaditya 97-2 j fn. 214

•vjfcrantagopifca*i:ddle, see pyut~

krOnta

*visargaeyutaia see cyuta

*visargavaiparUyanidaT^ see cyuta

Vilasarati97.3

Vinayapitaka 22

•vjpnrUa-cnjoyiEent fn, 294

•Wranjfl-riddle, see alapa

•yjfnmn-riddle 115

vtsarga 100,2, 115

*visargacyuta-iiddle see cyuta

Vi'5nudbannottata-pur3na 31.1,

31.2, 31.3, 31.4, 321, 33J.

34.1, 35.1, 37.1, 40.1. 4U.

42.1,

' 43.1. 44.1, 45.1. 48.1,

49. 50; fn. 76,180, 81, 92.

105a, 106, 294

Viivatiatha(Kaviraja),[ see : Sahi-

tyadarpaoa

VifveSvara fn, 275

VifveSyarabbatta 119.2

Vocabulary 131, 134, 135. See

- also : solutions

vftta 49.1

*i'/’»flMamaJa-riddle 115

'yyaWi'carini-riddle 49

1

VyajoktiSataka fn. 275

^yyoRjnnacyuta-tiddle. see cyuta

*vyafi}anavaiparltyanidar^ see

cyuta

'vyamQdAa-riddle, see samtnadha

Vyasa 14

Vyasakuta 120

'yyajta-riddJe 31.3, 115

'vyasta-samasta-riddle 115

UyaUrekapicchittinirdeSa-’tiddls 51

*vyufirant3(viferflnta-iopitfl)*riddIe

34; fn. 70

Wagner P. fn, 1

Weber A. fn. 49.229

Wbitney W. D.Ifn- 15

Wilhelm M.H. fn. 7

WindiscbE. fn. 12.43

Wintemit= M. fn. 12. 26. 285

WunscbeA. fn. 12

Yaj'uryeda 10,2. See also': ^ukla*

Yajmveda

Yakga 18.2

yamaka 492

Ya^odbarafn. 64. See also Jaya-

mangala

Yudhisthira 15, 18.1

*yugapatprainottara-‘Uddle, * tee

prainottara

Zachariae A. Th, fn. 49. 53a, 285



ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA

P. 15 fn* 1 line 23 add : H. S. Upadhyaya, Botanical Riddles and

their Versions from Uttar Pradesh in Southern Folklore Quarterly,

31 (19671 ; pp. 215-235 ; S. P. Arya, Riddles, proverbs and

Magical Practices of Western Uttar Pradesh in Folklore 13, No.

6 (1972) : p. 218’232
;

S. P. Malhotra and P. I. Jajhi, A Note

on the Riddles in the Arid Zone of Rafasthan in Journal of Social

Research (Ranchi) 15. No. 1 ; (p, 97-101) ; V. P. Vatut, Amir

Kkusro'and Indian Riddle Tradition in Journal of American

Folklore 82 (April/June 1969) : pp. 142-154 ;

P* 16 fn. 1 line 12 read ; Taylor instead of

:

Tralor

P. 83 fn. 225 line 7 delete : intelligence

P. 97 paro 118.4 line 1 read : riddles instead of : riddes


